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PROLEGOMENA

The Omnipotent and all-pervading Gayatri, Oanesa.and
the Grahas have all been exceedingly merciful in enabling
us to place before the reading public this monumental
treatise, SARAVALI, with my English rendering and com-
mentary. '

Kalyana Varma, the famous author of this famous work
was a king himself ruling a place called Vyaghrapada, which
place some of us trace in modern Madhya Pradesh and yet
some in modern Gujarat. He is also identified as Kama
Deva. He must have flourished before the 10th century as
Bhattotpala (966 AD) reverentially referred to our illustri
ous author in his various commentaries on works like
Brihat Jataka, Brihat Samhita etc. A statement akin to our
author's date as mid-13th century is, however, incredible.
Seeing Bhattotpala'sreference and statements by various
writers, our author seemed to belong to the 6th century,
that is immediately after the Great Master, Varaha Mihira.

During the time of Kalyana Varma, there were only a few
literary gems on astrology, viz. Prasara Hora, Brlhat Jataka,
Hora Sara etc. Our author feels the limitation of Brlhat
Ja.taka (vide sloka 2, ch 1 infra) and has taken the qutntes
sence ofMaharshi Parasara's Hora Sastra, apart from other
great works like Brihat Jataka, as could be seen in chapters
like 'Nabhasa Yogas'. The Greek pundits, Yavanacharyas,
were more often acknowledged by him, his bold assertion of
his rejecting their superfluous doctrines, being Significant
(vide sloka 4, ch 1). He further remains in gratitude to many
a progenitor like Satya, Badarayana (simultaneously the
author of Brahma Su tras) , Chanakya, Chudamani, Hart,
Maniththa, Brahma Saunda etc.

As the reader progresses through the work, he is sure to
feel astrologically enlightened and find; an.Invisfble preeep

. tor-a new source of guidance in Kalyana Varma's words
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which bequeath to us the unparalleland unsurpassed wis
dom of the sages.

The author's vast study and sclentttlc treatment of the
subject, able exposition and inimitable style will be evident
from the provided guidelines. Apart from being an astrologer
ofhigh latitude. the king exhibits his literary aptitude in the
language of the Gods. t.e, Sanskrit. through many slokas.
He was adept in traditional medicine also. vide ch. 11.
dealing with combinations to counteract lunar evils. Not
only this. he had reasonable knowledge of Yoga for Body
Control. as he refers to Bastt krtya (in Ch. II. sloka 4).
(Bastt Krtya is a process of yogic cleaning of 'the lower
intestines to strenghten abdominal muscles and cure diges
tive and urinary disorders and chronic constipation.)

Most later authors summarized or verbatim borrowed the
slokas of our author. Mentionable among these are: Bal
abhadra ofHora Ratna, Vaidyanatha ofJataka Partjata and
Mantreswara of Phala deeptka apart from the author of
Jataka Saradeepa. The two works. Hora Ratna, and Jataka
Saradeepa (the latter published from Tanjore In Sanskrit),
owe a lot to Saravalt.

Many important aspects ofpredictlve astrology have been
well-explained by the author in the following pages. Apart
from ordinary preliminary information. the chapters on
Arishtas (evils) and their cancellation. combinations for
Renunciation; Nabhasa Yogas, planetary conjunction etc"
may prove useful In delineation of horoscopes scientifically
and purposefully. Special mention need be made of chap
ters 22 through 26 which deal with effects ofplanets posited
in various Signs. These positions stand to give modified'
effects if aspected by other planets. clues to which effect
have been given by the author simultaneously. In these
chapters, one finds aspects between the Sun-Venus-Mer
cwy mutually. in contradiction to 'known principles. The
author himself mentions about the usual aspects in ch. 4,
slokas 32-33. Apparently the Said aspects among Sun
Venus-Mercwy are only meant to be partial. Similar as-
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pects continue in chapter 27-29. These discussions could
be found in Hora Ratna and Jataka Saradeepa also. As
partial aspects are possible between the Sun, Mercury and
Venus mutually, one can infer that Kalyana Varma refers to
limited orbs only, in the relevant context. FIlU aspects
cannot be extended between these planets.

Extensive and useful commentary with notes and quota
tions from a large number of texts in Sanskrit, Tamil,
Telugu, Hindi and English have been added by me in
appropriate contexts. Even the most difficult aspects have
been lucidly and minutely explained for the benefit of all
concerned, according to my mite. Though maximum efforts
have been made to keep this long-awaited treatise rid of
longueurs, possibly errors could have found their way into
the text. We can only seek the broadminded readers to view
our short-comings leniently.

The Publishers, Ranjan PubUcatiODS. have fulfilled the
task of this treatise seetng its print in English for the first
time b1 a commendable way and with their usual missionary
enthusiasm. By this act they earn the gratitude of many
anxious readers of this divine science.

We now go to the text praying Goddess Saraswati to bestow
us the required 'digestive power'.

- R. SANTHANAM

,.
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Chapter 1

Birth of Horasasthra

""'~ ~m ~~
qsqWiC1a- 5f~ ~'!ifd'Miqi1'

~~ rm ",fqfa 'E(),,\'9.feacw;4(.!li
~: ~..t:t't~Ef~: ntu

1. Glory to the Sun God, whose very breathing causes
Creation inthis world, with whose rising all the animals
(lMng beings) wake up (from the sleep of their ignorance),
whose state at the head (t.e. zenith) accentuates all activi
ties (throws the brightest light on one's wisdom) and whose
setting (absence or weakness) causes all to sleep. Such
Sun God has his efficacy spread (all over).

Notes: Most of the astrological savants in recognition
of the importance of the Sun; praise him in the beginning
of their works. Kalyana Varma, the king-astrologer, throws
light on the Sun's importance in all daily walks of life. The
Sun's rise releases one of his night sleep and imparts
"creation" in his daily activities. Similarly, if the Sun, at
birth, is on the. east, he bestows creative power on the
native. When the Sun reaches the head at noon, human ac
tivities are at height. Likewise, when he is in the Zenith in
the horoscope of birth (i.e. on the lOth cusp), one is likely

,.~ ...
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to reach enviable heights in life. When the Sun sets, the
day ends, breaking the vigour of the day while in the
horoscope, the Sun in the setting house (7th house) or in
a weak state, reduces the force of other heavenly bodies.
That is why Prithuyasas etc., state that the strength of the
Sun is very much essential in order that other Yogas
become efficacious for the native.

We can also see that most authors, e.g. Varaha Mihira,
Prithuyasas etc., praised the Sun God in the opening
slokas, in their famous astrological works.

rc.~~!i(lTfif~:ift~: qf~~ ~~T~"lTfif :rrl~'~nfuT I

~)~m;:~ ~roi{fi ~T~f~f~~ ~~~ ll~H

Uf~~~(;f4~l'Rfli'lm~i'lf~) qJT«"f.:n1: I

~ril(~ ~qt5t~" if 9 ~ff If,-,,~a", 1l~1I

~(( ttIf~~t'~r~~~: I
.~~ ~ ~ ~ .~(lf ll'/{ll

2-4. Varaha Mthtra in his Hora Sasthra Le. Brlhat
Jataka stated briefly the essence of the teachings of the
learned sages, viz ten divisions of the Zodical Sign (Gq ~q),

Raja Yogas, longevity, effects of planetary periods etc. This
could not be done elaborately by him and hence I (Kalyana
Varma) am conveying in this work such useful essence as
called out from Yavanas etc., rejecting other unuseful
portions, which may be appended to the said Brihat
Jataka.

Notes: The author, Kalyana Varma, has studied
Brihat Jataka etc.,. and gives in this work various prin
ciples for the sake of the students of astrology..

'tl!RT~SR)q~~~,o,,~~qs:iit~

~1fa'~~f~)Cf~ lf~ ~~a'~' ,

~~~~) ,",lff(f ~!i ~ ~mCf~l

~)mtmncn~~~: ¥\OQIC!1Qqi P\' uv.u
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5. I, Kalyana Vanna, whose fame; on account of pa
tronizing Gods and administering villages and cities, is
brilliant like that of a female swan in the cage of the
Universe, who is the king of Vyagrapada region, present
this Saravall, an astrological treatise, with a chaste heart.

~m~~f(f""t f~~r{!l't ~~~~,~r~fm:-if~'

~lff{!l'~q~~T",ft~ ~T,(T~~' ST~(f' "~,,

6. Saravall is a river with chilly water which has
taken its birth in the mountain called Kalyana Varma, to
ward off the thirst for astrology of those interested.

Notes: The author is compared to a mountain as lie
has given birth to the river called Saravall, i.e., the present
work, which removes the students' thirst for Jyotisha.

~ "'~lf"!T;r~if.n::f"ffnrt~r{rq{"lft ~r~~rcraTu ,,~ SPlIf)S1>lIN: IItl

Thus ends the 1st Chapter "Birth oj Horasasthra" in
Kalyana Varma's Saravall.



Chapter 2

{)~PJ~~fir~q'{tnS'~q,q': II~ II

Meaning of Bora
fir"",, f{1f~a, qmft (if\'ftz$lft(¥uf\14i',
~lQmri q6~oqcM ~)uf..q(if"4!4T Illl.

~~(1)qf4)(f fu4zq(q~(''''Cl•
trd.fd"4,,..li~'i~.fii,.0:(t4ff~ u~u

.. ~ ... ~
.q'6(if(ifi:r.('!~ ~: ~~"tt4 ......

8,f(I'Uf!i m ~ ~~ u~n
inNf4i&t snq~Cf~(mft~ I

,~ f.r.....~: .~.tt ~: "'ti.'
~'" ~: !J\ql(!ti*U4"~ "m: l.","Ai... ~'iilia ...qtl'4 .URii4t: nl"

1-5~ The Creator, Brahma, has written on the fore
heads of all lMng beings their fates which are deciphered
by the astrologers through their pure insight. The first and
last letters in the word q'~~ (i.e. day and rnght) are
removed and the word ...~" is thus born and has .come to'
exist. The zodiac and the planets are therein as discussed
(in these pages). Some scholars say Hora Sasthra is indica
tive of effects of one's. Kanna t.e. fate. Some call Lagna or
half of a Rasi as Hora, In practice, the science relating to
horoscope is called Hora Sasthra. Hora is capable of analy
sing the destiny. Barring this Hora Sasthra (Le. Astrology)
there is no device to-help one earn money. to help as a boat
to cross the ocean ofunexpected situations and to serve as
an advtsor in journey.

Notes: The purpose ofastrology is to assess one's live
lihood, bad and good incidents in life, journey etc., before
hand and plan life suitably.
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See Brihat Jataka, Chapter I, Sloka 3, which states
that whatever has been acquired by a person through his
past deeds-good or bad-now attain fruition. See what
;rn:.~ (Narada)states:awra'3I"OO 1l:!:Tt ~rfCff~l:!:Tq~qil;,

meaning that without the knowledge ojbirth time, i.e. sans
a horoscope, it is akin to describing an incision in wood or
a book. These show the importance of Hora Sasthra or the
Science ofAstrolo~.

,fa' filfT~qf~tf~(I'J~t UJ'Uq~~t ~)\l~~ ,qf~;aT -nit
fl«1~)ssq,~: II ~ II

Thus ends the 2nd Chapter "Meaning of Hora" • in
Kalyana V(lTffi(l's SaravalL
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!II" '{,f~a:I~: n·~ II

Rasi Description

(if~m~~ ~n:3H'1ta- ~ ffif)~~ I
~~) \lqCfA ~~: Sflm~" "lSiifllil., ll~ll

-~~~ ~~~QT(lAl~qmCf'trCft{ ,

I'Rdi~: Iflm: 6S1fgdfffi4tle{ ll~ll

• 1-2. At the time of Pralaya (5[\;I{,Le. Destruction), the
Universe plunged into darkness and was flooded with
water. when, all of a sudden. the Sun God. with his bril
liant rays appeared in the Universe. He created all the
planets and the 12 months.

Notes: Each solar month is the result of the Sun's
movement in a particular Rasi and 12 solar months are
caused during his sojourn in the 12 Rasis of the zodiac.

itll(~etr.:.'!F'iflctief~: Ifi';qr §~S1f ,~:,

'1'Cf't~: IAl) ,""f~Cf'fi:r ~lfil""IqifiT ll~ll

'1:11': !Rt~) ~)s" fil'!i;f .11!t'PRT~~~) .
1ft;il 1it.tlri ~~. ~: q~..U'.'l"'() ~: I

~mf) ~: 5Rtq~l _;q, ",,'l,,~

ir~) '(,f~: f~",~q~) ~ §~~~ ,,~U

DESCRIPTION OF THE 12 RASIS

3-4. The names of the 12 Rasis are : Aries, Taurus,
Gemini, Cancer, .Leo, Virgo; Libra. Scorpio. Sagittarius,
Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces. The sign .Aquartus re
sembles a man holding a pot while Gemini is compared. to
a couple holding Veena (~'~f ) and mace (II1T, ). A pair of
fish is the imagination about Pisces" SagittariUS is com
pared to a man, having a Alp like, that of a horse, and
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holding an arch in his hands. Deer-faced sign is Capricorn.
Virgo resembles a virgin sitting in a boat with a lamp in her
hands. A male holding Scales in hand represents Libra.
The other signs are identical with their names.

~fttilif4cUGf!i(ti ~ ¥rf!.ff(1~~~'
~ "W' ~,. 1fiT~~~f;:r ~~T: UY.H

IfiH"'1(ftilqlfCf~ .~~ ~qa('S(~q¥I~'

ei(e~'Il~ti~~ ~ ~)tmq~ H\H

5-6. THE LIMBS OF KALA PURUSHA AND THEIR USE:
The signs Aries etc., represent the limbs of Kalapurusha as
under:

Aries: head; Taurus: face; Gemini : arms; Cancer:
heart; Leo : stomach; Virgo: hip; Libra: space below navel
and private parts; Scorpio : private parts; Sagittarius :
thighs; Capricorn: knees; Aquarius: ankles; Pisces: feet.
If at birth, one has benefic planet in a particular sign, the
particular limb will be strong. A malefic makes such a limb
weak.

Notes: While for Kalapurusha, the respective limbs
are identified from Aries onwards, for an individual, apart
from considering the Rasis as above, one should count
from the natal lagna also. For example, suppose one is
born in Leo. This sign indicates his head. Hence, when
assessing the head of a Leo native, look at Leo and Aries as
well.

qq,(l'd f'5titl(1li~~g41~J\~tlql~);n: •

eSfiltg ~~fq",«hn'~1~(trN()q,"N': U\9U

7. SYNONY-MS OF RASIS : Kriya, Tavuru, Jutuma,
KuUra, Leya, Pathona, Jock, Kaurpika, Tauksha, Akokera,
Hridaya Raga, and Anthya are the other names given re
apectively to Rasis from Aries onwards.

Notes: Such other synonyms can be found in Brthat
dataka, Hora Sara. Hora Raina, Phala Deeptka etc..
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SanuNIU

1I'If "'CII"fi'fi,Pt~: .., • ~ t
~TA ~.SM"''P'I.4Afwqt'iq "coU

8. SYNONYMS FOR HOUS"~,": Rtksha . ('PI:), Rasi,
Kshetra, Bha (11) and Bhavana an: ulenucal names given to
a house by the sages.

rmT qf l1'1~Rfm" r~) ~,",,:.
tri~~~srm~mft d.. ,'_sfif ft~..,,,.tt utu
~'mff~: \t<lM",,,,,.,,,,, ~t~M"':'

~ ~~: ~11:In: ~'h1Tttf~: Siiitiqift uton
9-10. ZODIACAL HALVES, THEIR LORDS, AND

EFFECTS: The Rasi chakra with 12 Rasis is called Bhagana
(:~ ). Six signs counted from Leo to Capricorn consist of
Solar Half and the Sun rules thisq'~ ~(HalfZodiac). Six
signs in the reverse order from Cancer to Aquarius is Lunar
Half and. ruled by the Moon. Barring Cancer and Leo,
planets from Mars to Saturn get one Rasi each in each Half,
as above. Ifat birth more planets occupy the Solar Half, the
native is brilliant, and if more planets are in Lunar Half, he
is soft, good and lucky.

Notes: If a majority of planets are placed from Leo to
Capricorn, the native acquires the qualities of the Sun.
Should a majortty be disposed from Aquarius to Cancer (via
Pisces), the native begets Moon's disposition. The former
makes one splendorous and valorous while the latter
makes one soft-spoken and fortunate.

·",~yte1"l(f~tiiftiWtfmfm.(icf"w(4if...;sit..t: •

• "~i'fT"ifiGi!'ig(it4i.!l.TIf unn
11. THE RULERS OF RASIS AND NAVAMASAS: Mars,

Venus, Mercury, Moon, Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars,
-Juptter, SatUrn, Saturn and JUpiter are the lords respec
tively of Aries to Pisces. The NavamSas for these R.asis
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are calculated from Aries, Capricorn, Libra and Cancer in
their order.

Notes: How to calculate the Navamsa positions is
explained below:

Each Rasi has nine Navamsas of 30 20' each. The
counting for Aries, Leo and SagittariUS is done from Aries
itself. It is done from Capricorn for the signs Taurus, Virgo
and Capricorn. For Gemini, Libra and Aquarius, the count
ingis commenced from Libra. The Navamsas of Cancer,
Scorpio' and Pisces range from Cancer.

Another method is to count from stellar quarters. Take
the first 3 stars or 12 quarters and count from Aries and
conclude with Pisces. Proceed in the same manner for each
group of 3 stars again and again.

That is, Aswini-Bharani-Krittika form one group the
Navamsas of which range from Aries to Pisces. Then again
proceed in the same way for Rohini-Mrigasira-Aridra group
and for other groups.

llCATRtf: ~qf(f ~TCf~fC{~(f fC{f:q;~(f~ ,

~CAT ot ~li ~ ~~ ~Tmri "~~"

12. SUB-DMSIONS ESSENTIAL: The effects of a horo
scope should be predicted according to the divisions of
houses. Without knowing the strength of such lords, one
cannot lay even a step forward in the direction of astrology.

~~ otcmm:~qT~r,*,.1HI::CC'(ltd$ ,

tt'l "'~~T m~ ~"'T: ~,(mmJT: "~~,,

13. VARGOTHAMAMSA: Theflrst Navamsa of a Mov
able Rasi, the 5th one in a Fixed Rasi and the 9th one in a
Common Rasi (dual sign) are called Vargothamamsas.
Should the natal Lagna be in such Vargothama Navamsa,
the native becomes an important person in his circle. The
rulers of Dwadasamasas .start from that Rasi itself.'
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Notes: The following are 12 Vargothama Navamsas:

Aswin! I quarter (Aries)

Rohini II quarter (Taurus)

Punarvasu III quarter (Gemini)

Punarvasu IV quarter (Cancer)

Pubba. I quarter (Leo)

Chitta II quarter • (Virgo)

Chitta III quarter (Libra)

Anuradha IV quarter (Scorpio)

Uttarashadha I quarter (Sagittarius)

Uttarashadha II quarter (Capricorn)

Sathabhisha III quarter (Aquarius)

Revatl IV quarter {Pisces)

Dwadasamsas: Each Rasi is divided into 12 Dwa
dasamsas of 2° 30' each. The flrst one falls in that Rasl
itself, the second one in the second from there, the third
one in the third from there and so on and so forth. These
are tabulated on page No. 19.

,.~.,",m i~T;:rt liJ".", e:)o{"!f11{ ,

~f(_.,M,,!(.' f~~-,,'(T~ft"'1 Ut"u

14. LORDS OF DECANATES AND HORAS: The lords
of decanates are: First decanate-Iord of the same Rast,
second decanate-Iord of the 5th Rasi therefrom and
third decanate-Iord of the 9th from the Rasi in question.
The first Hora of an odd Rasi belongs to the Sun while the
second one is ruled by the Moon. In thecase of an even
Rasi, the first Hora is ruled by the Moon and the second

. Hora by the Sun.

Notes: Decanates: Each Rasi is made in three equal
parts of 10° each. The three are respectiyely lorded by the
Ist, 5th and 9th lords therefrom, See J'fable on page No. 20.
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TABLE OF DVADASAMSA

Dvadas- Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo Libra Scorpio Sagi- Capri- Aquarius Pisces
amsa ttarius corn

1st Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo Libra Scm'.. Sagi. Capri. Aqua. Pisces

2nd Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo Libra Scor Sagt, Capri. Aqua Pisces Aries

3rd Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo Libra Scor. Sagi. Capri. Aqua. Pisces Aries Taurus

4th Cancer Leo Vir. Lib Scor. Sagt, Capri. Aqua. Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini

5th Leo Vir. Lib. Scor. 'Sagi: Capri. Aqua. Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer

6th Virgo Lib. Scor. Sagi. Capri. Aqua. Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo

7th Libra Scor Sagi. Capri. Aqua. Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Vir.

-Bth Scorpio Sagi Capri. Aqua. Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo. Vir. Lib.

9th Sagi Capri / Aqua. Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Vir. Lib. Scor.

10th Capri. Aqua. Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo Libra Scor.. Sagi.

11th Aqua. Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Yirgo Libra Scor. Sagi. Capri.

12th Pisces Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo Libra Scor. Sagi. Capri. Aqua.
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TABLE OF DECANATES Be THEIR LORDS

Rasi First 1(1) 1(1'1' to 2(1) 2(1)1 ' to 3(1)

Aries Aries-Mars Leo-Sun Sagi.-Jupiter

Taurus. Taurus-Venus Virgo-Mercury Capri.-Saturn

Gemini Gemini-Mercury Libra-Venus Aquarius--Saturn

Cancet Cancer-Moon Scorpio-Mars Pisces-Jupiter

Leo Leo-Sun Sagi.-Jupiter Aries-Mars

Virgo Virgo-Mercury Capricom-Saturn Taurus--Venus

Libra Libra-Venus Aqua.-Saturn Gemini--Mercury

Scor Scor.-Mars Pisces-Jupiter Cancer-Moon

Sagi Sagi.-Jupiter Aries-Mars Leo-Sun

Capri Capri.~turn Taurus-Venus Virgo-Mercury

Aqua Aqua.~turn Gemini-Mercury Libra-Venus

Pi8Ce$ Pisces-Jupiter Cancer-Moon Scor.-Mars
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Suppose a planet is in 12° of Pisces. which means it is
in the second decanate, The second decanate of Pisces falls
in Cancer and the ruler thereof is the.Moen,

HORAS: Each Rasi is divided in two equal parts of 15°.
The first Hora of an odd Rasi is ruled by the Sun and the
second by the Moon. In the case of even Rasis•.the flrst and
second Horas are respectively ruled by the Moon and the
Sun. See the Table below:

TABLE OF LORDS OF HORAS

Rast

Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces

Sun
Moon
Sun
Moon
Sun
Moon
Sun

__ • IMoon
Sun
Moon
Sun
Moon

Moon
Sun
Moon
Sun
Moon
Sun
Moon
Sun
Moon
Sun
Moon
Sun

Assume a planet is in 17° of Virgo. which is an even
Rast. It is the second Hora ruled by the Sun.

15. LORDS OF TRIMSAMSAS:

In odd Signs. 5. 5. 8. 7 and 5 degrees are Trtmsamsas
of Mars, Saturn, Jupiter, Mercury and Venus respectively
while the arrangement is reverse in even Signs.

Notes: The Sun and the Moon have no lordship over
Trimsamsa division. Now see the next table:
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TABLE OF TRlMSAMSAS

Saravali

upto 5°

5° r to 10°

10° ,l' to 18°
18° l' to 25°
25° l' to 30°

Odd Signs

Mars
Saturn
Jupiter

Me~cury

Venus

upto 5°

5° r 12°

12° I' to 20°
20° I' to 25°
25° I' -to 30°

Even Signs

Venus
Mercury
Jupiter
Saturn
Mars

Suppose a planet is at 28° of an odd sign, then it falls
in Venusian Trimsamsa. If it is in 8° of an even sign, then
the Trimsamsa belongs to Mercury.

In the context of Female Horoscopy, these positions
are very useful. See chapter 46 for details.

"'fO'f~~~i!,!~.f(+(h,g(iltC!~~~,
~~'101eti: ~ ~61;a1~lt: "~~,,

16. LORDS OF SAPTAMSAS: The Saptamsas for the 12
Rasis from Aries onwards are respectively counted from
Aries, Scorpio, Gemini, Capricorn, Leo, Pisces, Libra, Tau
rus, Sagittarius, Cancer, Aquarius and Virgo.' The lords
thereof are those in whose ° Rasis they fall.

Notes: The idea is t:'--at the counting of Saptamsa for
odd signs starts from that sign itself: In the case of even
Rasis, it is from the opposite house. For example, the
counting of 117th Amsa starts from Leo itself for Leo, the
second is Virgo, third is Libra and so on and so forth. For
Cancer, an even Rasi, the counting is done from Capricorn.
Each Rasi is made in seven equal parts to be called as
Saptamsa. Each Saptamsa thus equals to 4° 17' 8-1/2".

Till now in the previous pages, we have had the follow
ing divisions:

1. Rasi 2. Hora 3. Drekkana 4. Navamsa
5. Dwadasamsa 6. Trimsamsa 7. Saptamamsa. There are
other. nine essential divisions to complete the Shcx:lasa
Varga (16 Varga) scheme. Some are satisfied with 10 Var-
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gas and yet some with 7 Vargas. For the information of the
readers, the lacuna is completed as under:

(8) Turyamsa: Each sign is made in four equal parts
of 7° 30' each. The first Turyamsa is lorded'by the lord of
the same Rast, the second one by the lord ofthe 4th sign.
the third one by the lord of the 7th sign and the 4th one by
the lord of. the 10th sign. For example. the lords of 4
Tuyramsas in Aries are respectively:

Mars (Aries). Moon (Cancer), Venus (Libra) and Saturn
(Capricorn). Similarly. for other positions in various Rasis
these may be noted.

(9) Dasamsa: Each Rasi is divided in 10 parts of 3°
each. In odd signs. the counting is from the sign itself. For
even signs. the counting is from the ninth thereof. For
example. the 1st Dasamsa of Aries. is in Aries itself, the 2nd
in Taurus, the 3rd in Gemini and so on and so forth. Take
Scorpio an even Rast,' Its first Dasamsa falls in Cancer
whi~h is the 9th Rasi from Scorpio, The second falls in Leo,
the third in Virgo, the fourth in Libra and so on and so
forth.

(10) Shodasamsa (i.e. 1 /16th of a Rast): This Isalso
called Khalaamsa. Each Rasiis made in 16 equal parts Le.
1-718 degrees. The counting commences from Aries for
Chara Rasts, from Leo for Sthira Rasts and from Sagittarius
for Dwiswabhava Rasis. To give an example. in the case of
movable signs. the first Shodasamsa is Aries. the 2nd is
Taurus. and so on; the 13th is again Aries. the 14th is
again Taurus the 15th is again Gemini and the last one,
16th is again Cancer. Similar calculations should be made
for fixed and dual (common) signs accordingly.

(11) Vlmsamsa: Each Rasi is made in 20 equal parts
each of 1° 30'. The counting for movable signs commences
from Aries, for dual signs from SagittariUS and for common
signs from Leo. For example take a common sign. for which
Counting is to be done from Leo. The first Vlmsamsa is in
Leo, the second in Virgo. the 12th in Cancer. the 13th in
Leo again and soon and so forth, with the 20th Vlmsamsa
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ending in Pisces. Similarly, for other signs, suitable deduc
tions can be made.

(12) Chaturvlmsamsa: Each Rasi is made in 24 equal
parts, This is also called Slddhamsa. One such division is
made up of 10 15' of arc. For odd signs, the 24 divisions are
counted from Leo while for even signs the counting is from
Cancer. For example, the first Slddhamsa of Aries is Leo,
the 2nd is Virgo, the 3rd is. Libra, the 13th is again Leo, the
14th is Virgo while the 24th one is Cancer. In the case of
Taurus, an even sign, the 1st one is Cancer, the 2nd one is
Leo, the' 3rd is Libra, the 13th is again Leo, the 14th is
Virgo while the 24th one is Cancer. In the case of Taurus,
an even sign, the 1st one is Gemini, the 13th is again
Cancer, the 14th is again Leo while the 24th is again
Gemini. The intermediary ones may be SUitably under
stood accordingly.

(13) Nakshao-a'msa. or Sapthavlmsamsa: This is
1/27th part of a Rasi. The counting starts from the Rasi
itself, whether it is an odd one or an even one. For example,
for Aries, start from Aries and count upto Pisces, you get 12
Sapthavimsamsas. Then the 13th one is again Aries, the
14th is Taurus, the 24th is Pisces, the 25th is again Aries,
the 26th one is Taurus and the 27th one is Gemini.

(14) Swa-Vedamsa: Each Rasi is made in 40 equal
parts, each of 45' of arc. The counting for odd signs com
mences from Aries while Libra is the starting point for even
signs. For example, for odd Rasis, we complete 3 rounds
from Aries to Pisces to get 36 Swavedamsas. The 37th one
is again Aries, the 38th one is Taurus, the 39th one is
Gemini and the 40th one is Cancer. Similarly for even
Rasis, starting from Libra, we complete 3 rounds upto
Virgo to get 36 Swavedamsas. The 37th, 38th, 39th, and
the 40th ones are respectively Libra, Scorpio, sagittarius
and Capricorn.

(15) Akshavedamsas: Each Rasi is divided into
45 equal parts, each of 40' of arc. In the case of movable
Rasts, the rulership is counted from Aries; from Leo in so
far as fixed Rasis are concerned and from Sagittarius for
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dual signs.

(16) Shashtiamsas: 30' ofarc makes one Shashtiamsa
and each Rasi has 60 such Shashtiamsas. In the case of
an odd sign, the designations of Shashtiamsas are as
under. The suffix "M" indicates that it is a malefic
Shashtiamsa while "B" tells you that it is benefic.

1. Ghora-M
3. Deva-B
5. Yaksha-B
7. Bhrashtamsa-M
9. Garalamsa-M

11. Maya-M
13. Apampatya-B
15. Kaala-M
17. Amrita-B
19. Mrudu-B
21. Horambha-B
23. Vishnu-B
25. Dewa-B --
27. Kalinamsa-M
29. Kamalakara-B
31. Mruthyu-M
33. Dawagni-M
35. Yama-M
37. Sudha-B
39. Poornachandra-B
41. Kalinamsa-M
43. Utpata-M
45. Soumya-B
47. Seethala-B
49. Indumukha-M
51. KaIagni-B
53. Nirmala-B
55. Kroora-M
57. Sudha-B
59. Bramana-M

2. Rakshasa-M
4. Kubera-B
6. Kinnera-B
8. KuIagnamsa-M

10. Agani-M
12. Pretapureesa-M
14. Marutwa-B
16. Ahibhaga-B
18. Chandra-B
20. Komala-B
22. Brahma-B
24. Maheswara-B
26. Ardra-B
28. Kshitiswara-B
30. Gulikamsa-M
32. Kaala-M
34. Horamsa-M
36. Kantaka-M
38. Amrtta-B
40. Vishpratganda-M
42. Vamsakhaya-B
44. Kaliroopa-M
46. Komala-B
48. Dhanshtrakarala-B
50. Pravina-M
52. Dandayuda-M
54. Soumya-B
56. Atiseetala-B
58. Payodeesa-B
60. Indurekha-B
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(4) Turyamsa
(5) Sapthamsa
(6) Navamsa
(7) Dasamsa
(8) Dwadasamsa
(9) Khalamsa

(10) Vimsamsa
(11) Chaturvimsamsa
(12) Nakshatramsa
(13) Trimsamsa
(14) Swavedamsa
(15) Akshavedamsa
(16) Shashtiamsa

For even signs. the counting is reverse. That is the
60th one of the odd Rasi will be the first one of even Rasi.
The second one of an even Rasi is the same as the 59th one
of an odd Rasi, and so on and so forth.

Saptauarqas: These consist of Rasi, Hora, Decanate,
Sapthamsa, Navamsa, Dvadasamsa and Trimsamsa.

Dasa Vargas: Khalamsa, Dasamsa and Shashtiamsa
calculations are added to the above-mentioned
Sapthavarga scheme, to get Dasavargas.

Shoclasa Vargas: These are sixteen dMsions, which I
have explained in the previous pages.

The use of the said 16 vargas is explained below:

(1) Rasi Lagna Appearance, shape. etc.
(2) Hora Financial status
(3) Decanate Brothers and happiness from

them
Bhagya or prosperity
Children and grand children
Wife
Profession
Father and mother
Conveyances
Success
Education
Strength
Malefic results
Good and bad
Good and bad
Good and bad

"fi~u ,!t~: ~1Jmm fi~ftr~ ,
f\1Ca,.,'itl,,,,,,atf« qf('4a.;: "'~ Ut\9U

17. The total of the number of Horas and that of
decanates is sixty (24 + 36). in the entire Zodiac. The figure
1s increased by 72 if the total of Horas + Navamsas is
required. i.e. 60 + 72 =24 + 108 =132. Each Rasi has 1800
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Kalas (30 degrees each of 60' of arc).

~m.ri~ iPn: ~fippi«t-': l
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18. DIFFERENT VARGAS: To know any kind of Varga
(t.e. Hora, Navamsa, Drekkana etc.) adopt the following
method: convert the longitude into minutes of arc and
multiply by the Varga figure concerned. Divide the product
by 1800. The resultant figure will reveal the required Varga.

Notes: Suppose a planet is in 15° ofAries and we want
to know the Navamsa position. 15° converted into minutes
becomes 900. This should be multiplied by 9 which is t,he
figure for Navamsa. We get 8100. Divided by 1800, this
yields 4 completed Navamsas with a remainder which
indicates the 5th Navamsa. The factor of multiplication for
Hora is 2, for decanate 3, for Dasamsa 10 and so on and so
forth. These Vargas can be found from the tables already
given earlier without undergoing this ordalium.

~~. ~~~ f1mn(t) '1!'3i'~ cn-~ •
~f~: ~~ ~~T"' q'fq~ uttU

19. The malefic and benefic effects of such Vargas are
explained in detail in the Nashta Jataka chapters (at the
end).

''''ltfita: ~~~~T ~: fi:?ft) tlr~ !IT: ,
pr~lih"f~a!~r;ffitfftT ~ q'q'r..mqf'(f !ffu~~ "~ou

~ ~ ~M(f ~) 'llg<\lZ4') ~~~..ffi'

"R ~1cff(i i,q,. itf'l\iig<i" ~~: U~ ttt
20-21. RASIS---BENEFIC AND MALEFIC IN NATURE;

GANDANTA AND ITS EFFECTS: From Aries onwards, alter
natively the Rasis are known as malefic and benefic on the
one hand and male and female on the other hand. These
are also classified as chara (Movable), SthlTa (Fixed or Im-
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movable) and Dvlswabhava (Ubhaya, dual or common)
Rasis. The ending portions of Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces
are called Gandanta. It is said that one born in Gandanta
will not survive. He will either lose his mother or he will end
the dynasty, t.e, he is the last of his descent and will not
have any children. If, however, he survives, he becomes a
king with many elephants and horses.

Notes: The Rasis are classified as under:

Aries odd male
Taurus even female
Gemini odd male
Cancer even female
Leo odd male
Virgo even female
Libra odd male
Scorpio even female
Sagittarius odd male
Capricorn even female
Aquarius odd male
Pisces even female

Gandanta: For Gandanta, I have given elaborate
notes in my translation of Horasara, Vide chapter 5 which
the reader may consult.

~fq~ mCfff~!i fircr7i f~ ittri': •
~~~ f~llhrTfq ~~Jf~ U~~U

22. DIRECTIONS OF RASIS: The four Rasis from Aries
onwards indicate East. South. West and North. while the
remaining Rasis repeat in the same way. A journey under
taken by a person towards the direction indicated the
Lagna or the Moon (at the commencement of. journey)

.yields fruitful results.

N()tes According to the above rule, for example, if
Aries is the Lagna at the commencement of a journey, or
if the Moon be in Aries, there is success in the eastern
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the zenith of the horoscope. The ascendant and the planets
(from the Sun to Saturn) in their usual motion move from
East to West via the North. That is their motion is aniiclock
wise. Rahu, Ketu and others (t.e. Mars to Saturn) when
retrograde move from West to East via North t.e. clockwise.

Human signs are: Gemini, Virgo, Libra, Aquarius and
first half of Sagittarius.

Quadruped signs are: Aries, Taurus, Leo, second half
of Sagittarius and flrst half of Capricorn.

Watery signs are: Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces and second
half of Capricorn.

Keeta Rast or insect sign is SCorpio as per Garga and
Mantreswara. But Parasara includes Cancer also. Ho
rasara classifies the 3 watery signs as Keeta Rasi with
particular emphasis on Scorpio. Now, the flrst part of the
sloka can be well-conceived. Human signs are strong in the
east or ascendant. Quadruped signs are strong in south or
the 10th. SCorpio is strong in the west or the 7th while
watery signs (excluding Scorpio) have strength in the north
or the 4 tho Similar view is found in Horasara of Prithuyasas
(ch. I, s. 12) and Jataka Parijatha (ch. I, S. 16-18). The
Kalabala of Rasis is clear, as given in the text.

"~T fq ~,,~tifa'i'1'r~mn

v~r ~f~~~rft;(~~..=qr: I

'tt5~)~T: ~fq~"" ",~;i ",~N

~T: fu~)f~~~q;:r '"": ll~'tll

24. DAY AND NIGHT SIGNS-SIRSHODAYA AND PR
ISHTODAYA SIGNS: Gemini, Cancer, Capricorn Aries,
Taurus and Sagittarius are night Signs. Leo, Libra, Scorpio,
Aquarius, Pisces and Virgo are day signs. The signs Can
eer, Capricorn, Aries, Sagittarius and Taurus are called
Prishtodaya which rise with hind part. Strshodaya signs
(rising with head) are: Leo, Libra, SCorpio, Virgo, Aquarius
and Gemini. The sign Pisces is Ubhayodaya I.e. that rises
with both head and hind part).
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Notes: The use of day signs and night signs is mani
fold in lost horoscopy. For details see my English transla
tion of NASHTA JATAKA.

44,~f\cFU"4!I: ~~fa-~~ a'fufd~fq,

tl,ft'W'OO~fquftni~~: U~y."

25. STRENGTH OF RASI: If a Rasi is aspected by its
lord, or by a planet that is friendly to its lord or by Mercury
or by Jupiter. it is said to be strong. Planets other than the
above do not lend strength by aspect.

(f~qq3RT;:~~ftf~~r~~Tf.:r ,
"",'nf~~m ~Tm ~Tt«tft.i(q1': "~~,,

~""'({"~~~SifEf~li~''tilqat{~f~ ,

~~~~~",fi:r "fqm«:frofu.1' 'lATf.:r "~\3U

26-27. SYNONYMS OF 12 BHAVAS

Lagna Thanu and Sakthi
Second Artha and Dhana
Third Sahaja and Parakrama
Fourth Bandhava and Griha
Fifth Putra and Pratibha
Sixth Art and Vrana
Seventh Stri and Kama
Eighth Vinasa and Dehavivara
Ninth Punya and Guru
Tenth Karma and Mana ( ani( )
Eleventh Aya and Bhava ( ~~ )
Twelfth Vyaya

Notes: The ascendant denotes the physique and
vigour of the native. The second house is indicative of
money.while co-born and valour are to be noted from the
3rd. Residences and relatives are governed by the 4th.
Children and intelligence are reflected by the 5th. Enemies
and wounds come under. the 6th. Sexual acts and spouse
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fall under the 7th. The 8th house holds death. One's past
merits, preceptors and elders should be estimated from the
9th. Profession (work) and honour are related to the 10th.
Income and prosperity are to be noted from the 11th while
the last house highlights expenses. For more detailed in
formation, see pp 183-187 of Horosara.

QT ~fi*H!"Q'~~5( cf (f.m:f ~~.
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28-31. ADDITIONAL SYNONYMS

The 4th (Vesma) and the 8th are called as Chaturasra
houses. The 9th is known as Tapa (fflf ) Le. penance. The
4th has names like Sukha (happiness), Jaia (water),
Patala (nether-world). Bandhu (relatives) and Hibuka. The
other names given to the lOth house are: Karma (deed),
Agna (command), Gagana (sky or zenith) and Meshurana.
The 5th and 9th are trines. The 5th is the only house
connected. with Dhl (i.e. intellect) while the 9th house is
Tritrtkona. Le. the trine of trine. The 7th house is called
Dyuna, Astha (setting), (JaayaJ(~r)and Jamltra. The 6th
is Shatkona; the 3m is Duschlkya and the 12th Rtppha.
Kutumba is the 2nd house.

Notes: The word Jamitram i(r.rfJf;f) is derived trom
('\iI1lri)and is 'indicative .of the future goodluck of one's
wife. The word is obviously connected with the Greek word
dtametron.

Regarding trines, only the 5th and the 9th are strictly
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trines while the ascendant is not included in this classifi
cation. Our author uses the words .. '~~f;;r~T~ ~ to indicate
the first. 5th and 9th houses separately in sloka 30 of this
Chapter. Such separate mention for the ascendant can be
noticed while the 5th and 9th are discussed, in Horasara
and others. AI~ refer to Jataka Parijata (Ch. I), Phal
Deepika (1-17/18) and my English translations of Brihat
Parasara Hora (Ch, 8. sloka 35) and Horasara (Ch. 1,
sloka 33). Thus. we may know that the ascendant is not
designated as a trine in any standard astral literature.

Itl..i I~ ({1: ~q)"(qTqTf~""fmi(fliT: ~: •
"1("1"ftqfCfj(~ ~ ~ ~~ u~~u

32. KENDRA, APOKLIMA AND PANAPHARA-EFFECTS
THEREOF: The adjoining houses with reference to angles
(Kendras) are Panaphara. The houses next to Panapharas
are Apoklima houses. The planets in angles give effects in
one's boyhood. The effects of planets in Panapharas are felt
in the middle age while the planets in Apoklima give result
at the conclusion of the nativ~'s life.

Notes: Kendras are Ist, 4th, 7th and lOth houses.
Panapharas (also called cadent houses) are the 2nd, 5th,
8th and 11 tho Apoklima houses (succedent) are the 3rd,
6th, 9th and 12th houses. The good or bad effects are
specially revealed 10 the boyhood. youth and old age
according to their placement 10. an~les, cadents or
succedents.

,,~.4t""~"'ifqI1q..qd"1f.:t ..rmf~ •
.-a2§«§cnf(f(fm$oQqdftmTfif ~f.:f U~~U

33. UPACHAYA AND ANUPACHAYA: The 6th, 10th,
11th and 3rd are called upachaya houses while the Ist,
2nd, 4th,5th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 12th are Anupachaya
houses.

Notes: The word~isderived thuS:I;r+~q~
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34. MOOLATRIKONAS OF PLANETS: Leo, Taurus,
-)

Aries, Virgo, Sagittarius, Libra and Aquarius are the re-
spective Moolatrikonas for the planets from the Sun on
wards.

Notes: For more details, see Horasara, page 20.

W'RA~: f';t;q'lq~.l~mlfi~~~':I
~ci'''ii't4'i!ii!fif~TtTT lf~~ q~~: n~y.n
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35-36. EXALTATION AND FALL: Ar.ies, Taurus, Capri
corn, Virgo, Cancer, Pisces and Libra respectively are the
signs of exaltation for the Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury,
Jupiter, Venus and Saturn. These are deeply exalted at 10,
3, 28, 15, 5, 27 and 20 degrees in the respective Rasis. The
Rasis opposite exaltation are the places of debilitation for
the planets concerned. And the respective degrees are of
deep fall.

Notes: Planets derive strength by virtue of exaltation
and are weak if in all. Even if a planet is in exaltation in
Rasi but in its fallen Navamsa, its effects are neutralized.
Conversely though it may be in its debilitation Rasi, but in
exaltation Navamsa, its good effects only increase. Now, see
the table of exaltation and fall for various planets:

Planet Deep exaltation degree Deep fall degree

Sun Aries 10° Libra 10°
Moon Taurus 3° Scorpio 3°
Mars Capricorn 28° Cancer 28°
Mercury Virgo 15° Pisces 15°
Jupiter Cancer 5° Capricorn 5°
Venus Pisces 27° Virgo. 27°
Saturn Libra 20° Aries 20°
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The nodes are differently discussed in this context.
Various schools have allotted differing Rasis as exaltation
and debilitation zones for Rahu and Ketu. Without bother
ing oneself at this stage about the controversy, one can
gather consolidated information from my notes given on
pages 20-21 of Horasara.

~Tftaf"iT)~el f'r~;:rej~'~"!J~T~ ~"T: I
~~~~fl:fTll~qf(lfCfr~Jf) qT~i: ~"r~Tm: 1l~1911

~~~h;::rT~nl: ~Ttisri!(lfTf;:r ~ m:TUft!r I
~~Tf;:r fqiit'T~a- ~~~~ ~qTf;:r ll~'C;U

37-38. LONG, MEDIUM AND SHORT ASCENSIONS OF
SIGNS: Pisces, Taurus, Aries and Aquarius are signs of
short ascension. Gemini, Sagittarius, Cancer, and Capri
corn are of medium ascension. The long ascension signs
are: Scorpio, Virgo, Leo and Libra. The head and other
organs of the native will be similar to the sign ascending at
birth and other relative signs. The planets occupying such
houses will also influence the form and shape of the vari
ous organs.

Notes: If, for example, Scorpio ascends at birth, the
head of the native will be long. Should Aries rise, the
head is small. The influence lent by planets will also have
a say on this matter. For significations of organs, see next
chapter.

In Jataka Parijaiha, Ch. I, Pisces is stated to be of
medium ascension.

Also see Horasara, Ch. I, sloka 24.

39. FAVOURABLE DIRECTIONS FOR JOURNEYS: The
direction ruled by the lord of a Rasi becomes Plava
direction for that Rasi. This is Yavana's school of thought.
If the king undertakes his journey towards such direction
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indicated by the Rasi concerned, he attains quick success.

Notes: The direction ruled by the planets are indi
cated in sloka 8, Ch. 4, infra. From the same, we can see,
for example, Saturn rules west. Ifone proceeds to the west
when Capricorn or Aquarius rises (or the Moon being $0

posited) he will attain victory effortlessly.

~~mc:lg"'e:f(en: qm;f~T;tq I01fiC '" I_'iiI l
fl~."4illfNWI: ~{~~, ~ii{T~:~: ,,'to,",
\j(·.q)"Wq~Ii ~a-: .~ stf~ •
e:f.:a eqff(I" ~~f~ t~~;:r ll't~"

40-41. COLOURS OF RASIS: From Aries onwards the
following 12 colours are allotted to the various Rasis re
spectively: red, white, green, pink, brown, grey, variegated,
black, golden, yellow, deep brown and white. If an idol of
the lord of the ascendant is made in the colour alloted (as
above) and is worshipped. the native will destroy his ene
mies just as Lord Indra destroyed the demons.

~f6' lIi(:lT,~~f,n:f:;rcrf1itij"Tl:t~lTt·~rf~ltlf) ~11f ~jq)sqJ"': "'~ II

Thus ends the 3rd chapter "Rasi Description" of
Kalayana Varma's Saraoali,
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If in a nativity, a satwtk planet is strong, he will have
kindness, firmness, truthfulness, softness and respect for
Gods and the wise. If Rajastk planet is strong, he will be
skilful in poetry, literature, fine arts, sacrifices (religious),
will have interest in the fair sex and be valorous. IfTamastk
planet is strong, he will be short-tempered, foolish, indo
lent, and long-sleeping. The Sun, the Moon and Jupiter are
Satvic planets. Mercury and Venus are Rajasic planets.
Mars, Saturn and Rahu are Tamasic planets. These de
scriptions are found in our present work and in various
other texts, in many contexts. Now, the reader can easily
understand these.

~~: 4ii,*,~~~)"1lQinfh::~)~

~: Wi"f~tf~=a€ufuaCfii4:SlT~)~: ~ffiq:',

,,"~4iCfiIf*44i: oo.r~) ~~lfm~)t{~
e

14f!!ft, (dl$i4(J()sf~~q: ~1",i(I$'iC..I'{T U~~U

22. DESCRIPTION AND NATURE OF THE MOON: She
has an auspicious appearance. Her eyes are beautiful. She
has mellifluous voice. She is fair in complexion, has an
emaciated body, is youthful, tall, curly and short hair, is
learned. soft, of Satwik disposition, beautiful, phlegmatic,
amicable to friends, has pure (excellent) blood. is kind,
fond of old ladies, fickleminded, very fortunate, .and wears
clean apparels.

Notes: The Moon is a cold body in the planetary
scheme, is black incomplexion(~r~tf:!),hasa round body,
is windy and phlegmatic, peaceful, soft-spoken. auspicious
in Sight, indicates queen, mother, fare, water-born prod
ucts, mind, flowers, salt, palatable articles. lead. pearl.
zinc. ram etc. She drinks mllk and water: (Ref Poorva
Parasaryam).

The Moon does not have much hair. She is more
phlegmatic than windy. She has a mix of both old age and
youth; Phala Deepika).
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23. DESCRIPTION AND NATURE OF MARS: The planet
Mars is short; his eyes are reddish-brown in colour. He has
a strong body. He is as bright as burning fire. He is not
steady in disposition. He has marrow in bones and flesh.
He wears red-coloured apparels. he is more intelligent and
is courageous. He is an accomplished speaker (frrllq",.n~).

He causes injury. He has short and shining hair. He is
bilious in disposition and is Tamasic. He is adventurous
and wrathful and is skilful in hurting. He is blood-red in
appearance.

Notes: POORVA PARASARYAM states that Mars has
cruel sight ( lI!.~l\flS~ ), is bilious, liberal, lean and thick red.
He lives through weapons. He is blind and is a poet. He
rules neck. He indicates an army head, younger brothers,
darkness, forts; vomtttmg, eating warm food, itches,
wounds, accidents and diseases caused by fire etc., king
dom, wheat, gold, coral, abdomen, lizard, ass, cat, tiger and
such other violent animals, dog, poverty, tale-bearing, in
juring, hatred etc.

Mars has slender waist. He has attractive limbs. (Ref.
Jataka Parijata, Ch. II, sloka 55.)

He has rough voice and a depressed belly. He is
modest. Vide Horasara, p.24).

Varaha Mihira in his Brihat Jataka, Ch. II states that
the planet Mars is ilil)\~ which is denoted to be Asubha
Drishti or inausptctous aspect by the fametts eemmentary
Dasadhyayi.

~r~(f'If(f~)~) ~'(l!(r'il!4iit~~

~lf~sfa'(iit)f~:~~q:f(r: ~-m-rn",r(qlfi •
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24. DESCRIPTION AND NATURE OF MERCURY: Mer
cury's eyes are reddish and broad. He speaks sweetly. His
complexion is of green grass. He has strong skin. He is an
extremely Rajasic planet. He is clear in his speech and is I .

pure. He has a mixture of the three humours, i.e. phlegm,
bile and wind. He remains delighted and has moderate
beauty. He is skilful, and Sinewy. He is agreeable to all in
dressing and speech and wears green robes.

Notes: Mercury is learned, emaciated. Valsya (busi
ness community), has a mix of the three humours, and. is
a commercial planet. He is young and is a mathematician.
His disposition is to be jovial. He indicates drawing, fine
arts, maternal grand-mother, friendship, relatives, heart,
pearloyster, Rajasic disposition, delirium fever, forgetful
ness, diseases of various kinds and mixed eatables. He
rules skin and has reddish, large eyes. He is of medium
stature. sometimes firm and sometimes unsteady. He
speaks sweetly but stammers. He is adulterous and does
not possess firm valour. He is truthful. This is how Mercury
is described in Horasara, Sarvartha Chintamani, Phala
Deepika and Poorva Parasaryam.

~Wt'W{:t~~:~fff~: f~~T~T~: fi:~~:

~~cn~'Q': ~fCt'~~T~'q~: q'hlf;Offfl~: ~~: I

~~'«') fCA1~f~) ~~)~C!:T~: lfflft
{lfT~1m+Gf~1~T~"fl~j~: SfctTOff ~q: "~Y..ll

25. DESCRIPTION AND NATURE OF JUPITER: The
eyes of Jupiter are somewhat reddish-brown. He is learned
in Vedas. His voice resembles that of a lion. He is finn and
prominently Satunc. His physical complexion is akin to
pure yellow metal He has broad and prominent chest. He
is always fond of virtues and is modest. He has finn and
large eyes and is of forgiving disposition. He wears yellow
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apparels, is phlegmatic. fat and pre-eminent.

Notes: .. il'4~iti~'~" has been interpreted by some com
mentators as "wearing excellent rosaries". This view cannot
be subscribed to. while I have rendered the same as having
firm and large eyes. Seeil'~= finn.~~~z= large and:'4fer = eyes.

Jupiter has large eyes and hence his aspect on or oc
cupation of the 2nd house confers large and beautiful eyes.

He has large belly. He is a minister. has sharp mind.
and is gold-coloured. He denotes abdomen, wisdom. work.
hearing and auspiciousness. He consumes honey. ghee
and sweet food. He is virtuous and meritorious and is an
exponent of mythology. He indicates happiness. Vedic ritu
als. sacrifices etc. He rules Brahmins. sages and ascetics
and possesses empirical disposition. (Vide Poorva Parasar
yam).

"T~P: ',!\1f~": ~rlTf~: ltiTf;~l"
'tI~iI!f~"d\(~~Rdi!fii()i~!Ulqi+4~: ~

~ 1fld.Cfl'E+4.)sf~\lqWq'JrTHR)'UiI~)

M(if'cti.... ld..if....~ITt'l.,4.,: ~~m~: m(lf: ll~~U

26. DESCRIPTION AND NATURE OF VENUS: The
planet Venus is beautiful. has long hands. broad chest and
face. is very seminal. splendorous. has dark. short and
extended hair. is of complexion which is a mix of yellow
and green. is sensuous, windy and phlegmatic. very fortu
nate, wears multi-coloured apparels, is of RaJasic disposi
tion. sportive. intelligent, broad-eyed. and has prominent
shoulders.

"'wlf.....r.."'...:'''d1'"':n" ,MSfi.-: .
fN(!.iil·: q..",t"i",)sfttliirt: "" ...,ft~) ~.~~ ' .

..:'t~.fitllsfit"r~ WqNM"'«)
~: ~h,qU"~i"'<ttd:JAli!ii"'\)It,,,,,f<: "~\t"

27. DESCRIPTION AND NATURE Of'SATURN: Saturn
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has red and depressed eyes, emaciated body, prominent
veins, is indolent, black-bodied, and windy in tempera
ment. He is a tale-bearer. He is muscular, unkind, foolish,
has large nails and teeth, is very dirty, impure, Tamasic in
disposition, fierce, short-tempered and old (worn out). He
adores black apparels.

Notes: He is cruel, lame and is indicator of misery,
longevity, livelihood, death, disputes, windy diseases, in
dolence, devils, base men, untouchables, sins, and legs. He
is a eunuch.

The present verse is, taken verbatim by Mantreswara
for his Phala Deeptka, (except for minor replacement), vide
Ch. II, sloka 14.

Since our author has described. the nodes, please find
following addition:

RAHU: He is of thievish disposition and belongs to a
base caste. He is black in complexion, and denotes fits, fear
from snakes, leprosy, loose motions, small-pox, tasteless
ness of food, worm infections, elephants, death and wealth.

KEro: He indicates poisonous creatures, monkeys,
rats, animals, poverty, snakes, evil spirits, wounds, fits etc.
He eats insipid food. He also denotes debts, foolishness, il
lusion etc. He is a spiritual planet. Also see Phala Deepika,
Ch. II, slokas 33 and 34 for more information on the nodes.

Now, we have to understand the use of these plane
tary descriptions, qualities etc., as explained in the forego
ing slokas, Ifa planet influences the ascendant, its lord, its
occupant, Moon sign lord, a bhavalord etc., the sphere
concerned changes accordingly. For example, if the 7th
lord is influenced by Venus, the wife of the native acquires
the qualities ascribed to Venus. She may be beautiful, be of
Rajaslc disposition, intelligent, fortunate etc. etc. If the
ascendant or its lord comes In contact with the Sun the
native may be baldy, courageous, may like saffron 'appar
els, may have sturdy bones, small feet, and be susceptible
to T.B., fever etc. Similar inferences may be suitably made
by the wise.
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f,,~nf~ ~~~~l....a"lll: 'J:i~~1 ~f~"i.ll ..llii11~: ,
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28-29. NATURAL FRIENDSHIP, NEUTRALIIT AND
ENMI1Y BETWEEN PLANETS: The Sun's friends are Jupi
ter, Mars and the Moon. The Moon's friends are the Sun
and Mercury. The Sun, the Moon and Jupiter are friendly
to Mars. Venus and the Sun are Mercury's friends. The
Sun, Moon and Mars are friendly disposed to Jupiter.
Saturn and Mercury are friends of Venus. Mercury and
Venus ai ; Saturn's friends. The Sun's enemies are Venus
and Saturn. The Moon has no enemies. Mercury is inimical
to Mars while the Moon is Mercury's enemy. Venus and
Mercury are the enemies of Jupiter. The Moon and the Sun
are enemies of Venus. Saturn's enemies are the Sun, the
Moon and Mars. ifa planet is neither a friend nor an enemy
oj another one, there exists neutrality among them,

1qlfT~~~ q,(fTlt ~~: ftq~=n: I
~~f~~: ~s«tmfiiCfif~:~m: lt~oH

30. TEMPORARY FRIENDSHIP AND ENMI1Y BE
TWEEN PLANETS: Ifa planet is in the 12th, 4th, 2nd, l Oth,
11th and 3rd from another planet, then there is temporary
friendship between the two. If the position is in the Gth,

'7th, 8th, 1st, 5th, or the 9th, then there is temporary
enmity among them. (This may be applied to a birth horo
scope, horary horoscope or any si.ch other context).

~.~.f(~ijiflTlt·fif~~m

~f~~~SN (fm~~: ,

~~("41ICU: ,fdctll~ ~
"Nf(~Jf(rtsq,: ~F.ii(..(f"hn: U~~U
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31. FIVE KINDS OF CONSIDERATIQNS OF RELATION
SHIP: (a) Should there be temporary friendship and natu
ral friendship between two planets, then they become ex
tremely friendly~qf"1'flf~),(b)Ifthere is natural neutrality and
temporary friendship, there exists only friendship between
two planets. (c) If there is natural enmity and temporary , '
friendship, they are neutral in relationship. (d) Should they

- be naturally neutral and temporarily inimical, they are only
inimical. (e) If there is enmity both naturally and temporar
ily, then they are greatly inimical to each other.

Notes: These rules are simple and need no clarifica
tion. However, an example is given thus: Suppose the Sun
is in Taurus and Jupiter is in Cancer. They are mutually in
3rd and 11 tho Hence. they are temporary friends in the
nativity. They are by nature friendly to each other. Hence
on account of these two sources of friendship, they become
mutually extreme friends as far as the concerned horo
scope is concerned. Now, see point (e) above. The Sun and
Saturn are mutually inimical. If these two are mutually in
6/8 positions in a chart, they act in a highly inimical
manner for each other.

~~(f ~"'T",~ ~T U~~~arf;[ff:ri.
f'Rmq~~«ta"fTf.:r li.{ ~~ "sti~Ofq~ u~.W

fIi~~~~q(fh'4Utli f~~fq ~: •

~~~. p§ff) '!" ~cl 'Q~: ~~: u~~..

32-33. PLANETARY ASPECTS: Planets lend 1/ 4th
.aspect on the 3rd and l Oth, half aspect on the 4th and 8th,
3/4 aspect on 5th and 9th and full aspect on the 7th. from
their positions. Saturn has special full aspect on the 3rd
and l Oth, Jupiter on the 5th and the 9th and Mars on the
4th and 8th. All planets aspect the 7th fully.

~Ift'.. t"ifi'''~!'''' -" ~cir.,"q",,,M.
~ "§:~ '''~ mm .,\1.....: ..ttl.
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34. PLANETARY STRENGTHS: To assess the auspi
cious and inauspicious effects of a planet, its directional,
positional, temporal and motional strengths are important;
for, without these, it is considered to be weak.

~.~ro,,~-plar)fq ~q't ~~~.

~liUrq"lmEtl fifmtnf,,{ ~~ ~..~ "'~,

r'1"fCCl~'''H:ift~: ~~~) it'~ 'J~:

~ ~~'~Cfl ;r(ll~ irq,~~~~ "~l"

35. DIRECTIONAL AND POSITIONAL STRENGTHS:
Jupiter and Mercury have directional strength. while in the
~scendant (i.e, East), the Sun and Mars in the lOth
(I.e. South), Saturn in the 7th (t.e. West) and the Moon and
Venus in. the 4th (I.e. North). If a planet is in exaltation, Mu
latrtkona, own house, friendly house or own Navamsa and
aspectedby a benefic, it assumes strength. The Moon and
Venus are strong in even Rasis while the rest are so in odd
Rasis. This is called positional strength.

Notes: Dtgbala or directional strength is found thus:
Take the case of Jupiter. He gets full strength, under this
heading, of 60 shashtiamsas, if he is on the cusp of the as
cendant. If he is on the seventh cusp (i.e. 7th Bhava
Madhya), his Dtgbala is nil. In other places, it should. be
worked out by rule of three process.

To speak deeply, Sthana Bala or positional strength
is made up of:

(a) Uchcha Bala (exaltation strength)
(b) Sapta Vargaja Bala
(c) Ojayugma Rasyamsa Bala (Le, strength on ac-

count of odd and everi Rasis and such Navamsas)
(d) Kendra Bala (angles)
(e) Drekkana Bala (Decanates)

The .five kinds of strength denote the. positional
strength of a planet, which from part of shadbala. For
fuller information, please see Ch. 27 and Ch. ·28 of my
Engl1sh version of BRIHAT PARASARA HORA SASTRA.
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36. TEMPORAL AND MOTIONAL STRENGTHS: The
Sun, Jupiter and Venus acquire strength durtng day time
while Saturn, the Moon and Mars become strong during
night time. Mercury acquires vigour at all times. The Hora
bala goes to Hora lord, masa bala (JU« =month) to the lord
of the month, Dina bala to the lord of the week day of birth
and Abela (year) bala is credited to the lord of the year of
birth. Malefics get strength in Dark Half while benefics
become strong in Bright Half. The planet that is victorious
in war. that is in its retrograde motion. or that is not
combust become strong. The luminaries get strength in
northern course. This is how Satyacharya detailed mo
tional strength.

Notes: Each day from one Sun rise to the next one is
divided into 24 horas (or hours). The planet ruling the hour
of birth is called Hora 'lord and gets 60 shashtiamsas. The
first hora of the day is ruled by the lord of the week day
itself. For example, Mars rules the opening hora of Tues
day. The second one is ruled by the lord of the sixth week
day. The third one is ruled by lord or the sixth week day
counted from the second hora lord. Still an easy method is
suggested here, so that the reader need not memorise or
make cumbersome calculations. Just note the first hora
lord and count every alternative week day lord bacbvards.
You get the hora lord successively. For example. Saturday
has first hora ruled by Saturn, second by Jupiter, third by
Mars. fourth by the Sun and so on and so forth. And
caJculations ofKala Hora should be done with reference to
mean local time.
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37. AYANA BALA: Venus, Mars, the Sun and Jupiter
are strong in Uttarayana while the Moon and Saturn are
strong in Dakshlnayana. Mercury is strong in both the
cases. This is called Ayana Bala.

\~'~4i'4NI: i~m;:(IIqt:q~Ttm:•

~if.:;f~ ~ ",,)Rm. ~'Iir'f~ U~r:;U

38. DREKKANA BALA: Male planets are strong in the
first decanate, female planets in the third decanate and
neutral planets in the second decanate of a Rasi. Planets
are strong only when they are away from the Sun. as per
Yavanas.

srmf'Jf~.~:~:~) f"m~~f~) f;mr.:~ •
Sf'«{~) ~~ \9; ~~: ~." ~"')s~) fcAT;~ U~tU
39. TRIBHAGA BALA OR TRIAMSA BALA: The Moon,

Venus and Mars get this strength in the first, second and
third parts of the rught respectively. This is similarly en
joyed by Mercury. the Sun and Saturn in day time while
Jupiter has it always irrespective of day or night.

Notes: (a) Whether it is day birth or night birth,
Jupiter gets 60 shashttamsas of Triamsa Bala. (b) Addi
tionally. one of Moon, Venus and Mars, or one of Mercury,
Sun and Saturn get this strength according to birth being
in night or day. "

For Example, there occurs a birth at' 14 ghatis after
night fall while the night duration is 30 ghatis. So to say.
birth is in the second one third of the night. As suggested.
the strength of 60 shashtiamsas, on this score goes to
Venus. This is again 60 shashtiamsas: .

,,;:'(,~!~~~,: !l,~,~qf~tt~tm~: •
~fCC4i'h1~€t'.(lr:;m~ f"ill"i1ait 5fnt: "'toU
40. NAlSARGlKA BALA (NATURAL STRENGTH): Sat-
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urn, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Moon and Sun are
stronger than the other in the ascending order. (This is

. called natural strength). Should there be similarity in other
strengths, then the one With greater natural strength pre
vails.

Notes: Naisargika bala accrues to a planet according
to its brightness. This is constantly expressed and is not
variable. The Sun is the most luminous body and hence its
natural strength is the highest. The darkest body Saturn
gets the least. See the folloWing table for an easy grasp:

Sun 1.000 Rupa
Moon 0.857 Rupa
Mars 0.286 Rupa
Mercury 0.429 Rupa
Jupiter 0.571 Rupa
Venus 0.714 Rupa
Saturn 0.143 Rupa

(One Rupa equals 60 Shashtiamsas)

~f..,. ~~r{!flqf't~f"6'''fi'~r~rCf~~r ~~~)fif~~) 'flq- "~'flst:;'lrlf: 1I't1l

Thus ends the 4th chapter "Planetqru Characters" of
Kalyana Varma's Sarauali.

UNIQUE CLASSIC

(Original Text With Translation, Notes &

Exhaustive Commentary in lucid English)

by

Dr G. S. Kapoor

Excellent Work on Predictive Astrology
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~tT fi1'~Cfal~qlq: 11't11

Miscellaneous Matters

,~rfilISflRQ: lfrf~) ~8:lfTf'rNffi(Q4'lq:.

~~T'T Iliqfq'l5it f,,1.>l~ ;nq u~ II

1. After discussing the Chapter RasiPrabheda (Ch. 3)
and Graha yoni Bheda or Graha Gunadhyaya (Ch. 4), I now
explain Misrakadhyaya (i.e. Miscellaneous Chapter) which
is the most supreme of all.

~~: ~") ~: ~mf: ~~~) f.:f~~) lft~:.

fcf~::r: ~" ~f~~) ",CfSRm:) ~)~ 1l~1I

~~ ~;:{ ~.: ~q: R~~ ~~ ~:.

~TT;~: ~~C(~q:~~: ~¢lfi«(!lGlI"'l'4:q Il~U

f~::r) ~fcf~c"~) ~Tf~) f",lTf!('f'4,(Q4{ •

q'Tl'"!Tf~ ~::r) ~T~ ~T('f': ~~T('f': lIYU

radiant
confident
rejoiced

=
=

2-4. AVASTHAS OR STATES OF PLANETS: Planets
have nine states of being, .viz. Deepta, Svastha, Mudita,
Santa, Sakta, Ntpeedita, Bhita, Vikata and Khala. A planet
in its exaltation is said to be in Deeptavastha. In its own
house, it is in Svasthavastha, friendly house Mudi
tavastha, in beneficial Vargas Santavastha, with bright
rays Saktavastha, in combustion Vikalavastha, ifdefeated
in planetary war Nipeedita, in malefic Vargas Khalavastha,
and if in fall in Bhitavastha.

Notes: The indications of the above mentioned Avast-
has are given below:

Deepta (~Tta')

Svastha (~'n:t()

Mudita (IjRa) =
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Santa .(~n;:cr) = peaceful

Sakta (~"cr) = strong
Nipeedita (ftfqi'F.cr) = oppressed or hurt
Bhita C'lIo) = alarmed
Vikala (fcflli~) = mutilated

With the help of the said explanations, we can easily
understand the effects such planets will reveal".

The Sun and the Moon are not subjected to Nipeedita
state as they do not involve in planetary war. Vikalavastha
does not apply to the Sun for he does not get combust but
is the cause of combustion. Saktavastha can however be
applied to the Sun too as he is obscured in solar eclipse.

Apart from the said nine states, Sanketa Nldhi enllsts
12 kinds of different states of planets. Please see for more
details, Ch. V. ibid.

There are 27 Graha Samayas ( ~ir~lf') Le. planetary
conditions. These will help us know as to what a planet is
doing at a particular moment, with reference to either birth
or query. Such positions reveal specific results. How to
calculate these positions and the effects thereof are noted
below:

Find out the number of signs from Aries to ascendant.
Again find out in what number of sign, the planet for which
(Samaya) is required, counted from Aries. Multiply these
figures mutually and again the latest product be multiplied
by the total number of Dasa period years of the planet as
per Vimshottari dasa scheme. DMde this by 27 and the
remainder indicates Graha Samaya (some scholars, how
ever, advise that the planet's position is to be counted from
Lagna Instead of Aries. It is wrong counting the planet's
position from Lagna as thesloka clearly says ir,"f«R'f6~"(I~

vide Jyotishamava Navaneetam). Let us assume that in
Virgo Lagna chart, the Moon is in Sagittarius. Hence, we
count six signs from Aries through Virgo Ascendant and
get 6. Again from Aries to Sagittarius (Moon sign) we get 9.
Multiply 9 by 6 to get p4. The dasa period of the Moon is
10 as per Vimshottari dasa. When we multiply 54 by.10, we
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get 540. This when divided by 27 yields no balance and
hence the 27th Samaya is denoted.

Now the scheme of Samayas and their effects:

1. SAana: good family. children. respect. success and
position. .

2. Vastradharana: precious stones. money. position
and clothes.

3. Pundradharana: dear to people. gains in foreign
countries. hard work and honour.

4. Upadesa: lands. conveyances and happiness.
5. Siva Pooja: fond of lands. royal wrath. expenses

and litigations.
6. Aapasana: wealth. fond of wicked people.
7. Ytstuusarduma: bile. grief. highly learned.
8. Vipraradhana: fortune. gains from lands. success

over enemies. rich relatives.
9. Namaskara: soft-spoken. Conveyances and Capa

bility to speak on either side in arguments.
10. Adrl Pradakshlna: bilious diseases. dysentery.

litigations and penalties.
11. Vaisyadeva: position with king. good family.

perennial progress.
12. Athithi Satkara: Cheat. jimmicks and monetary

gains.
13. Bhojana: sick. dismissed from the circle. cheat-,

ing.
, 14. Ambhapana: bad meal. bad acts.

15. Ahamkara: egoism and enmity with people.
16. Tamboola: good position. high learning. money

and fame of high order.
17. Nripalapa: respect, pions disposition. divieecows.
18. Kireetadharana: big position in army. learned.

wealthy.
19. Ekanta Sambhashana: lazy. soft-spoken.
20. Aalasya: abundant education. lazy. careless.
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21. Sayana: very short-tempered, sick, disputes in
family.

22. Amrttapana: foolish, harmful, blaming elders, de
struction (Some texts prescribe good results which only
seem to be sensible.)

23. Madhupana: health,good children, beautiful wife,
rich food.

24. Dhanarjana: respect, much wealth, skilful.
25. Bhikshatana: loss, bad teaching.
26. Nidra: long lasting diseases, drunkard.
27. Sambhoga: attached to base women, cunning and

revengeful.

~if~fCf ~~lSf: smlqff4Q"If1"c('E4f(~C4q:•

\«Wtlf;;;ff",·a~~) qi5ft(~~~o:/UYJI

5. EFFECTS OF A RADIANT PLANET: Should a planet
be in Deepta state (radiant) at birth the native burns his
enemies with the fire of his valour. He gathers all kinds of
wealth. His (band Q/J elephants soak the surface of the earth
with the juice or ichor exudingfrom their temples. (That is,
the native will own a large number of elephants. See the
simultaneous literary ability of Kalyana Varma. A number
of such comparisons can be found in this work ).

Note: Please see notes under sloka 13 of this chapter
for more information.

~: ~)fir{ iiPttf.f~~ "'''iiNf(iU(I4{'

~qa'o.qr(ff<'1i ,!~E4I;:qfS*"qf(1f.a:4{"~ll

6. EFFECTS OF A CONFIDENT PLANET: Should a
planet be in Svastha (confident) state at birth, the native'
acquires gold. family etc. He will be a justice in a king's
employ. He will own houses and will amass grains. His
family will prosper.

Note.: This simply means that the native will acquire
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jewels, is capable of holding an important legal position.
and will own houses. He will be never short of eating
comforts.

~ fi!r~ ~) f'4'~f~otl¥'t.«",qr(tGj:I

~~fflf~~: ~,,~ ~) nfif· ,,"'n

7. EFFECTS OF A REJOICING PLANET: If a planet Is
in Mudita (rejoicing) state at birth the native will be pleas
ingly disposed, will have wife, gold, diamonds etc., wtll win
the entire band of his foes. and will enjoy all kinds of
comforts in life.

ri SI'4U..etNttf:~~ +a-:~: •
~ ,",~m ~~) ~ ~: Ur:;U

8. EFFECTS OF A PEACEFUL PLANET: Ifa planet is in
Santa or peaceful state at birth, the native will have
peaceful mind. comfort and wealth. He will be a king-s
minister; will be learned, helpful to others, religious and
fortunate.

,~qf!llqn;q'tf"Eifq(ifQ'fd~~llI': ~ ~mfl1': •
~flfl1': ~~q Ill( met'"'' llCffi::r ~'Rf: U~U

9. EFFECTS OF A SAKTA PLANET: If a planet is in
Sakta state (i.e. strong or powerful by virtue of being with
bright rays) at birth, the native will have wife, clothes.
scents, garlands etc. He will be famous, liked by all and
have his name spread all over.

!:.~;~'mm tftrcet'.a.~,

~1Ii1C$j f"..<fd .~)'"f1"i('ft('l: n~olt

10. EFFECTS OF A HURT PLANET: If a planet is in
Peedita (hurt or oppressed) state at birth, the native will be
subjected to grief and sickness and. will have enemies. He
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will be deprived of his own people and wander from one
country to the other (I.e, he will not live permanently in one
place but will wander all over).

• d~HE4;(lsN usn~~if~: 'Sf;ftm:r) ft~{!fT I

'f''l,!qq,fd' tcmm) tft~ ~ « SfTt(f~ uH"

11. EFFECTS OF AN ALARMED PLANET: Should a
planet be in Bhita (alarmed) state at birth, the native, even
ifhe were a king with varied paraphernalia. will be troubled
by enemies. He will lose his men. He will be defeated and
will become poor.

Notes: If a. planet is in fall at birth, its effects are that
even a rich person loses everything and becomes poor. He
will not have any relatives. This is more so if the planet rules
the horoscope, without Neecha Bhanga.

~Aqft~:~)"f~: ~·q(a'l'~r
~sqfd"~) ~ ~~",fet;("If.~ "~~,,

12. EFFECTS OFA MUTILATED PLANET: Ifa planet is
in Vikala (mutilated) state at birth, the native will be
deprived of his place or position, dirty-hearted, poor and
will wander here and there. He will be frightened by his
,enemies.

~:~: ~f("I'6I'f'f1:l11f\~r.:.("Iq'f~: ,

."~~~ ~q'qfq ~m~ ~~: Un"
13. EFFECTS, OF A PLANET IN KHALAVASTHA:

Should a planet be in Khalavastha (i.e. in various malefic
divisions), the native will grieve in sorrow due to maintain
ing his Wife, (i.e. the' native cannot maintain even hi$ wife),
will lose all his wealth. will have an impure mind and be
never free from miseries.

Notes: The Avastha of a planet can "reveal
special effects; in its dasa concerned. ~ the fo\}owtng
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explanations:

1. Deepta: Kingly status, enthusiasm, courage,
money, conveyances, gain of wife and children, happiness,
honour among relatives, learning and royal honours
(Sarvartha Chintamanl, Ch. 13). '

Destruction of enemies, acquiring elephants etc.,
courage and blessings of Lakshmi in all respects. (Manasa
gart, Ch. 4)

2. Svastha: Comforts, wealth through king, learning,
fame, delight, greatness, wife, children and virtues. (If. foqy

Conveyances, wealth, jewels, abodes, position as
army chief in the kmg's employ and success over enemies.
(In. ~To)'

3. Mudita (Harsha): Clothes, lands, scents, sons,
money, courage, listening to Puranas, songs, charttabtlity.'
conveyances and ornaments. (~o foq.)

Happiness of ornaments and jewels, delighted state of
mind and destruction of enemies. (lffo ~o)

4. Santa: Hapmess, courage, lands, sons, Wife, con
veyances, learning, and royal honour. (~o f'fo)

Delighted state, minister of a king, many sons and
friends, liking for sastras, and helping others. (IfTo ~To)

5. Heena: Loss of position, enmity with relatives,
blames, mean profession, forsaken by his own men and
troubled by diseases. (~c ~o)

Poverty, loss of money, fear from enemies and king,
interest in illegal acts, loss of splendour and enmity with
own men. (1fTO ~TO)

6. Dukhita (inimical house): All kinds of miseries, dis
pleasure from kings and thieves and wandering in foreign
countries. (~o foq 0 )

7. Vikala: Mental dejection,'death of father etc., harm
to wife, sons and conveyances.

1.~. for,= Sarvartha Chintamani-Ch. 13

2, liT. ~T= Manasagari-Ch. 14
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Upto 12° in Aries, Mars is in Mu1atrikona. The rest is his
own house. Mercury in Virgo has the first 15° as exaltation,
the next 5° (t.e, 15° I' to 20") as Mulatrikona and the
remaining portion is termed as own house. In Sagittarius,
first 10° is Jupiter's Mulatrikona, with the rest being own
house. The first 5° in Libra is Mulatrikona ofVenus and the
balance his own house. AquariUS is Mulatrikona for Saturn
in the inittal20 degree portion (as the Sun has in Leo) and
the last 10° in Aquarius is his own house.

Notes: Mercury is the only one planet that is exalted
in its own house. Hence, in Virgo, it has first 15 degrees as
its exaltation, the next 5 degrees as Mulatrikona zone is a
stronger placement in preference to its own house zone.
The exaltation zone is still superior.

~~~:~ ~)f(lt' lfIi
~i~ ~ ftp~~1{'

-ni~~~~ (Rtf
q'R~ ~: n:'n,qlft".~ U~l"

25. EFFECTS OF EXALTED PLANETS ETC.: If a planet
is exalted, it gives auspicious results, to full extent. It is
futile if in debilitation. The results are limited in an en
emy's camp. The auspicious effects given by a planet are 1/
4th in a friendly house, 1/2 in own house and 3/4th in
Mulatrikona RasL

Notes: The effects revealed by a planet are: 25% of its
full capacity if in a friendly house, 50% in own house, 75%
in Mulatrikona and 100% Inexaltatlon house. In enemy's
camp, it is less than 25%. Thus its status gradually in-

. creases asunder: Enemy's house,friendly camp, own
house or Swakshetra, Mulatrikona. and exaltation Rast.
These positions become better 'in .the ascending order.
While in debilitation, it gives no auspicious effects.

Neecha Bhanga Raja. Yoga.. Is however-a different
aspect, and should not be handy:for aUpracttcal purposes.
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26. INAUSPICIOUSNESS OF PLANETS: A planet is
fully inauspicious if it is in its debilitation; it is somewhat
better in inimical house (than in debilitation). Its inauspi
cious effects are nil if it is exalted, 3/4th in friendly house,
1/2 in own house and 1/4th in Mulatrikona Rasi.

Notes: This is a converse process while the previous
sloka explains auspicious results. The inauspicious effects
are 100% in debilitation, somewhat less if in inimical Rast,
nil if exalted, 75% in friendly Rasi, 50% in own house and
25% in Mulatrtkona. Draw a comparison as under:

Position Good Bad

Debilitation Nil 100%
Inimical limited better than fall
Friendly 25% 75%
Swakshetra 50% 50%
Mulatrikona 75% 25%
Exaltation 100% nil

For example, from the two slokas in question, we can
infer that if a Swakshetra planet can be auspicious to the
extent of "50%, a planet in friendly house can give good
effects only to the tune of 25%.

mn~: ~~C€1liji(' ~T

"'" qmf~( "" ;r-~!$"~'" ,: ,
p 1im: ~ffi"f.t fc;fm~

~.~.~tf~~ n~\9U

27. The planetary combination that produces utpata
(~), the planet that is combust by the Sun, with less
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brilliance. which is in debilitation, inenemy's camp or that
is defeated in planetary war: such a planet not only loses
its potence to be auspicious but also becomes capable of
bestowing malefic effects in full.

. Notes: The rule of combustion does not apply to the
Sun while defeat in war does not apply to both the Sun and
the Moon. The nodes do not also involve in war nor do they
have rays tobecome combust, as they are only mathemati
cal points.

:afl4ii~if .: qU ~f(lf q:: smT~ I

t(~",q ~T~c~ f'Sl'Cfi~if~T~ if~~ II~C:;U

~im" ~~: Sl1jR(lfetif~r.:tf~l:R~~ I '

~~~~) ~(lf ""Nif;:qa ~~ lI~tll

~W4"i{¥fm~~q ~ft~f~ci ,!qT~ .~q~if1t I

f~":Tii'~) ~f(lf f~f"f(lf fill~q+:( lI~oll

28-30. EFFECTS ACCORDING TO EXALTATION ETC.:
A planet in exaltation gives all kinds of wealth. It confers
ministership or leadership over army, if in Mulatrikona
Rast. If it is in own house, it gives happiness, money.
grains, wealth etc. In a friendly house, it gives fame, splen
dour, abundant good fortune (rftHt~q~, long-lasting wealth
and also wealth through king. A planet that is in its own
hora makes one courageous.

Notes: The word "Hora" in sloka 30 is generally inter
preted as house so that it applies to all the seven planets.
But, in this context, in sloka 29, "own house" has already
been discussed and hence, the word "Hora" in sloka 30
means "half" I.e. lunar or solar hora, Thus, the last line of
sloka 30 should be applied. only to the position of the Sun
and that of the Moon. This is the strict translation aspect.
while in practical aspect, "hora" can mean house and a
person can be valorous if a planet is in own house (or if the
luminaries are in their own hora).
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S(q- Cfil{Cfi~qyq: 11'-'11

Planetary Indications
~flif;:(~"'!ctiif)q~~!fl~T f~;::rTf~~~ I

qm :q'T~~rql ~i\'~~1~ ~~~ II ~ II

1. LORD OF WEEK DAY ETC: The Sun, the Moon,
Mars, Mercury, Jupiter. Venus and Saturn rule the week
days etc. Whichever planet becomes the lord of the first
week day in the month of Aswina in the year ofAswina, will
become the lord of month and year.

Notes: Whichever planet rules the opening week day
of the year shall be the year lord. That is, ifa year starts on
Monday (ruled by the Moon), the year lord is Moon. Simi
larly whoever rules the first week day of a month, is desig
nated as lord of the month.

'A'iUnrq"!l'i:lg~: ~ ~~~~)~:.

fig:i4~'i{)~T: ~~~imn-mr~H~lt

qTmfi:~~fi:!T(fTqeft!': ~~PtT~ffi' m~fT: •

~f~q'T: ST~' ~fq;m7: ~~ ~: lt~ll

2-3. The fourth planet counted from the lord of the
first year rules the second year. Similar counting of fourth
lords for the subsequent years should be made to know the
lords thereof. There are 24 horas (t.e, planetary hours) in
each day (from one Sun-rise to the next Sun-rise). The first
Hora is ruled by the lord of the week day while the subse
quent ones are ruled by the lords .of the sixth week days
thereof. Thirty (Savana) days make one (Savana) month. To
know the lord of the week day in particular month, the
months past should be multiplied by 30, increased by-one
and divided by 7. The remainder represents the lord ofthe
week day Counted from the earlier week day lord.
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~ff~~~Til~Cf~~Tfq;:r-~~ ,
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4. A Savana month has 30 days and each month, viz.
Chaitra, Vaisakha etc., commences with the first day of
Bright half and ends with the 30th thithi (Le, New Moon's
day or Amavasya).

q~ V'(ftf ~l'Tl!f) q~lf ~~ ~flfa- ~q ,
(ff~~)q'E4lf~ (tm:i~~~ ~~ 'E4'Tflf ll~"

~q 'AlRd (t~l!f ~)~~~~ ,

~,!~TC" ~~i CfiT~ ~q'~: "~ll

. 5-6. BHAVA EFFECTS: The good effects relating to a
bhava can be better reaped if an enterprise relating to that
bhava is started in an ascendant ruled by the lord of that
bhava, or when the lord thereof is in an upachaya house,
or on the week day. Hora, year or month ruled by that
bhava lord. The good effects will be 25% by year lord, 50%
by month lord, 75% by lord of week and 100% by hora lord.

Notes: Suppose one wants to buy a conveyance. This
aspect is ruled by the 4th lord. Let us assume it is Mercury,
Hence a hom ruled by Mercury will be 100% beneftcial for
thatpurpose. Alternatively an ascendant ruled by Mercury,
or when he is in 3, 6, 10 or 11 of another ascendant may
also be useful.

'aft~~~eqGjfllf~fq~i(e:91~q~

W.~I~~ffi~m~a'f;:~SI~: \t:li: 111911

_""~~~f~fli~~)i(~,!qf~"!fT'! ,

~~~,!(tfef~~~~f.:msI~: "c;"
~~~1;r~~~~~q'T~i(q",:m~mT~ ,

flftfa1q-fd'4d91~"~).Ul1~'If: Utu
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l!!mf~~~ft~~~~3f~~~T~ ,

("flgf'1(@lfTf~~qftf~~lfR~: e1l:q: II ~ 0 H

'11 ""("«4~4<flf~~~",f~~Tf;:fI:ihT,!~~~ ,
~~~'lT-SS~'l-~1'T~-~~q~q) ~lcf: IIHII

'"

~qr~~·~~f1f"",~";:tl'5aqT~q~,,tfl'lT~ ,
q)qqf;m;:rfqTf"!'-"l(lildSl'!: ~: Ur~1l

~~t~~~)~f~Tt:q,aif-=~~~"~~ .,
~tqQ~T~q,~,~TSf!: ~lf~: "t~n

7-13. PLANET'S RULERSHIPS: The Sun rules snakes,
wool, hills, gold, weapons, poison, flre, medicines, kings.
Aryas (or foreigners in general), river banks, forest, wood
and Mantras. The Moon indicates poets, flowers, eatables,
beads, silver, conch, salt, water, arrow, robes, ornaments,
females, ghee, sesamum, oil and sleep. Mars rules blood,
copper, army, red. cloth. Mercury minerals, earth, king,
destruction, swooning, bile and thieves. Mercury rules
Veda, writing, sculpture, medicines, expertise, minister
ship, speech, jokes, birds, couples, fame, Vanaspathi (t.e.
a large forest tree which bears fruit apparently without any
blossoms) and gold. Jupiter rules auspiciousness, virtue,
physical stoutness, prowess, preceptorship, deputation,
city, state (province), gold, bed, conveyance,position,
grains, residence and sons. Venus rules diamonds, orna
ments, marriage, scents, friends, wreaths, females, cow
dung, diagnosis (rif~rti,apart from meaning diagnosis also
indicates end, purity, rope to tying up a calf etc.), educa
tion, sexual enjoyment (r.r,~ti), and gold. Saturn in Karaka
for lead, zinc, black metals, inferior grains, dead relatives,
fools, servants, mean women, salable goods ( IfOll'Cfi ),
servants, poor people and self restraint. (;ftlff apart from
meaning self restraint also means investing with sacred
thread which is in vogue to give "second birth" to
Brahmins).
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III~~ ~f~~fCff{~ ~Cfi\''J ~ ~i~T~ I

~: ~~ ~T(f~ ~;:q~'J ~f(f~ IIr~1I

""~'J ~q) ~T~: ~T~T1S~"''J m';:f~~~: I

lIIifT~~f~lff ~TQ: ~~ iTfCfi II ~ Y..ll

14-15. PLANETARY PLACES: The Sun rules Kalinga
(a Coromandel district), the Moon Yavana (Greek, Moham

,medan or European countries), Venus plain river banks,
'Jupiter Sindhu (Indus), Mercury Magadha (southern part
of Bihar), Saturn Saurashtra (Gujarat), Mars Ujjain and the
nodes i.e. Rahu and Ketu Dravida country (r.e. five tribes:
Dravtda, Karnataka, Goorjara, Maharashtra and Tailanga).

Notes: The reader is profitably referred to Brihat
Samhita of Varaha Mihira (Ch. 16) for detailed planetary
rulerships of countries, rivers, objects ete, Such informa
tion may be quite useful in predictive astrology and mun
dane astrology as well. .

'~1J Cfl~I<tJCl;ffc"f'farlTt ij'F~t CflT~~: ~~: 11\311

Thus ends the 7th chapter entitled "Karakadhyaya" in
Kalyana Varma's Sarauali.
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Sl'Tl\lT'll~qTq: II c: II

Copulation (And Conception)

~T~tn,fqwy~tr:~t~ fCfqlf) fif~T ~~~ I

"Ter~) Cf~ lfiT,{~wi "qm~~"t II ~ II

a~~Tftf"'~ ~~qmrT;"it ~f'T~~ I
srf8''''ti !J~At ~~,~ '{~) ~~(~it II ~ II

"-'I"t:i p)sf1;r~t:f~""'~Tfq~~ f~~ ~~ I
~- ~ lS!f~a fq~~ ~: sr~~a ~1, II ~_"

1-3. A FEMALE MENSTRUATION: Without the knowl
edge of conception time, one cannot understand the effects
of the various dMsions like Rasi. That is why I explain
below about conception which is the cause of births of all
animals. As a result of Moon's transit in Anupachaya Rasis
and in aspect of Mars, a female obtains her menses. The
Moon is water and Mars is fire; water produces blood and
fire produces bile. When blood is enraged by bile, the
women gets her menstruation.

Notes: Anupachaya Rasis are the houses other than
the upachayas. The former are: 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 8th,
9th and 12th while the latter are 3rd, 6th, lOth and 11th.
The Moon in Anupachaya house and in aspect to Mars
_while in transit can cause attainment of puberty or the

" regular monthly course to a female. The Moon in upachaya
should be aspected by Jupiter so that the intercourse at
that time "leads to fruition of .concepnon. Please see
Horasara, p. 41 for more relevant information.

1t'iq~ ~-' ,",fir fit...- QA
~~,i\' ~ srfinue Mf,f- n V II
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4-7. The menstruation so caused makes the female
capable of conception. If the MoonIs in upachaya (i.e. 3, 6,
10 and 11), it makes the menses defunct for conception.
However, tithe Moon in upachaya is aspected by Jupiter or
her friends, or especially Venus, the woman affectionately
cohabits with the male. If the Moon is aspected by Mars, the
female unites with a person other than husband. The Sun
if aspecting the Moon indicates a king while Saturn as
pecting denotes a servant. Similar inferences should be
made if the Moon is aspected by malefics only, without
aspect of benefics. If the Moon 1s aspected by malefics like
Mars, then the female gives up her home and becomes a
prostitute.

Notes: If the Moon is in upachaya but without the
aspect of Jupiter, the monthly course at that time does not
promote the chance of conception. The other conditions
mentioned in these slokas relate to planetary positions at
the time of a girl's attaining puberty. (These should not be
ooer-enthusiasticallu applied to one's regular menses, for
some planet or other possibly may lend aspect to the Moon,
many times when theJemale gets her monthly course.) The
first menses has great bearing on the future of her married
life and in olden days (even now in many parts of the
country), Ritu Jataka, is cast for the time of puberty. If in
the Ritu Jataka, the Moon being aspected by Venus or Mars
or Saturn and so on, various results as attributed will come
to pass. Similarly, there are speciflc effects for a girl's
attaining puberty on a particular week day, Nakshatra,
Karana, Yoga, Tithi, in a particular ascendant and in par-
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ticular lunar month. For example, puberty occurring while
Bharani star rules causes abortions, immorality, barren
ness etc. It is inauspicious at the time ofSun-rise, twilights,
eclipses. Full Moon days Sun-set, New Moon day, solar
ingressions etc. In Aries Ascendant, she becomes adulter
ous. Similarly in Scorpio Ascendant. Pisces rising bestows
a number of children. Such useful information can be
elicited from the various classics like Muhurta Darpana,
Jyotisha Ratna-mala etc.

ff[q'qRlt) fiI~~l(!I~a ~f'(lf 'Ittlq ltiCf •
(lf~)~q(fT~f "~A ~'nt~q~ II CO It

a,a~~~ m:t~~ ~T~,!·'

~ m~q: ~~(f crTt~lfTltr{Rsrq)fqEfiT,qT(lf,! lit u

.~ ~~T~llfiIq: ~"~f"c,,f~(lfT fCfttlfClM: I
,,~icrT'" f;fqam Rlt~ gn)f~alt): It to It

8-H}. The 7th house from Lagna at the time of copu
lation indicates the disposition of the couple. If there isa
malefic's aspect to the lagna at the time of copulation, the
couple unites angrily and with quarrel. Should it be bene
fic's aspect, then the sexual enjoyment will be (pleasing) as

.enumerated by Vatasyayana Maharshi. If there be both
malefic and benefic aspects on the 7th, the sexual act is
mixed in nature. According to one's past deeds, to ripe its
fruits, the semen enters the womb and conception ensues.

Notes: The author gives. tips to choose a proper time
for sexual intercourse, so that it confers happiness. Bene
fic's aspect to the 7th house from the. ascendant prevailing
at that time leads to a happy sexual act while a malefic's
aspect does not. Benefic's aspect to such Iagna causes
conception while mixed aspect makes it both unhappy and
happy. According to one's past deeds, at the destined
moment. the semen enters the womb qfafemale and concep
tion ensues, so that the soul which already formed part of
the semen, reaps the results in its current birth.
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'"~, ~"'~Ift .f~ c{~: mtfmisntCf"
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11-12. OCCURRENCE OF PREGNANCY:· If the transit
St'n and Venus be in upachaya Rasis (3, 6, 10 and l Ith),
wah strength, with reference to the male partner's nativity
and occupy even Navamsas, there is scope of pregnancy to
be caused by the particular intercourse. Similar effects
follow if strong Moon and strong Mars be in upachaya Rasis
in transit with reference to the female's horoscope and' be
in evcn Navamsas. Alternatively, Venus, Sun, Mars and
Moon should be in upachaya houses in own Amsas or
Jupiter be in Lagna, 5th or 9th with strength to cause
pregnancy.

Notes: In the transit Rasi chart, the Sun and Venus
should be in 3rd, 6th, lOth or 11th from his natal ascen
dant and should occupy even Navamsas, like Taurus,
Cancer, Virgo etc. Such an intercourse will lead to concep
tion. Similarly, Mars and the Moon should be in Upachaya
Rasi and in even Navamsa for a female. The third and fourth
conditions are simple.

It is worthwhile noting what Varaha Mihira denotes in
his Brihat Samhita about coition, in the context of obtain
ing children: The woman should bathe on the fourth day of
menses with the herbs mentioned (in Ch. XLVII ibid) and
the hymns cited (in slokas 55-70 ibid) should be recited.
After this, she should have a union with her loving husband
to get a male child in even nights, or to get a female child
in odd nights. If it is more distant even nights (before the
16th night), it leads to birth of Iongliving, handsome and
happy son. So to say, if the Adhana is, for example, in the
6th, 8th, 10th night etc. it leads to acquisition of a male
issue while an intercourse on the 5th, 7th, 9th night etc.,
promotes the birthof female child. The man should have
sexual union when angles and trines are benefic-occupied,
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when the ascendant/Moon are with beneficsand when
malefics are in 3, 6 and 11th houses and when there are
planetary indications to ensure obtainment of progeny.
Curious reader may consult Brihat-Samhita for fuller in
structions on this count.

Then, Balabhadra in his Hora Ratna observes on our
present sloka of Saravali thus: the Sun in Upachaya houses
(3,6,10 or 11) promotes the masculine Vigour of a petson
while Venus so positioned strengthens his virility. For a
male, the Sun's strength is essential. Mars rules blood
which produces menses in a woman. The Moon's potence
is essential for a woman and hence she should have these
in Upachayas.

Suka Jataka adds that the Sun and Venus should be
in their Navamas while in Upachaya for a male. And Mars
and Moon should be in their Navamsas for a female. In both
cases, Upachaya Rasi positions are necessary.

~"'lt ""')~,,,) It'E~~cm,~~ \lQIF I

'~lf~f\l:. ~,,~~~) f.rfil~: ~ II t \ I'

13. DISPOSITION OF FOETUS: The child in the womb
will be according to the mental disposition of the couple
and their desires and according to Tridoshas (bile, phlegm
and wind) prevailing.

Notes: According to Sastras, the woman should
sexually join her husband lovingly, with a desire to beget
an offspring. The .couple should be well-disposed towards
each other.

fif"q f"qq(.cmfT~'~.\1~~: I

'~Pa ~.q ,at aq aqfir 9 '~"l" t'l II
a)sti~~ I(f~ '!w: aq faa'!I\ilI:'
~",t ~~, 'll1hl1il' ~c" ..~:" tl U

14-15. SEX OF THE CHILD: Should Lagna, Moon,
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Jupiter and the Sun be strong and be "in male Rasis and
male Navamsas, birth of a male child be predicted. If they
are in even Rasis and even Amsas, predict female child. If
strong Jupiter and Sun be in male Rasts, male child will be
born. Female child should be expected ifVenus. Moon and
Mars are in even Rasis.

Notes: From this sloka onwards. till the end of this
chapter. all Lagna references should be related to Adhana
(~) unless otherwise mentioned.

~ .msPi~ !~ ~mi~ ~~~: I

'""""14· ~Ttlt fmmf~ll1q, ~ "-' ~q~T: 1I ~~ II

16. 1WIN BIRTH: If the Sun and Jupiter be in Gemini
or Sagittarius in aspect to Mercury. birth of two male
children be predicted. Two female children will be born if
Venus. Mars and the Moon be in Pisces or Virgo in aspect
Mercury.

I~~Tmil' ~~: ~~qcr) ~ft:f I

~ ~"~ ~ ,,~Ift' ~~il"~·~" ~TSrq' II ~\9 U

17. MALE BIRTH: IfSaturn is in odd house other than
Lagna, a male child will be born. Such yogas and strengths
at the time of Adhana should be properly assessed to
predict birth of male or female child.

,,'altwi ~il f~~'T(ft mm~ I

"fi'(fet~sft '" ~ .r~,. ;r{~~ ~~: II ~r:; II
~ ••: ~ll' 'Ii cqilil'h(~ "-' ~"qli I

lAW. '"'''' ~nr) ~f~: ~qr~: U tt"
iM\it4tq (Jf~~",,. ~~ "q ~f~ ~~:.

~" ",,,...,.Itl ~'I!'": mftlNit&!I '" u ~o "

18-20. BIRTH OF HERMAPHRODITE: Birth of a her-
maphrodite should be declared if the Sun and the Moon be
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in odd Rasis and be in mutual aspect, or if Mercury and
Saturn be in mutual aspect from odd Rasis, or if Mars
aspects the Sun who is in an even Rasi, or if the Moon is
in Lagna in odd Rasi. These are the views of sages. If Mars
aspects Mercury in odd Rasi and simultaneously the Moon
in even Rasi, same effect follows. Alternatively in Lagna,
Moon and Mercury be in odd Rasi and odd Navamsa and
aspected by Venus and Saturn, eunuch birth is indicated.

~~ ~ur~lf~HT~ Tilfli Til f~Tm~ $f~!!~ 1

'l'l",~~T ~'f~oli ~ 'l~~~~ A?-tf{ II ~ t II

~~T~jl ~f~f~t=rlf)f!tf{~ !!~CfSfi~1~lf~~' I

f~~~T~ en i{f~, srCft~ '~T~f{q"" II ~~ II

21-22. ONE MALE CHILD AND ONE FEMALE CHILD TO
BE BORN: Should Lagna and Moon be in even Rasis and
be aspected by a strong planet, then there are twins in the
womb (one m: '~ child and one female child). Similar results
follow if the Moon and Venus are in even Rasis or common
signs and be strong.

f[~"{jd~lfi~~T"J:'Ji!T"J: fq;;rJrf Til q!iQEftfl~'J~ 1

fu~Oli?ir ffi;~~T 'it ~~"'f1 f?fcrlf~ci flflt! II ~~ II
fG~~T~i~~!!lIcrT"J: 'J~T"J: fcf~trf :q q!ilfcrT;:~~ I
'Prmt· t ~lt ~~Cf~:q f,,~~ 'li II ~ l( II

f'f~ ~~~~crT"J: Vi!T;Y fCf~t;i :q ~lfcr~'Jcr: I
f'f,!",i~~~:q lf~T ~~f{f?fcrli cr~T 'l+l II ~l II
rtr.:lfl'fAhTf~T", fq~'lT2~ :q !!CffcrllT'l'lcr: 1

q~lfm f~fm!!cr"lf: "m:nf?fcrl# cr~T 'l+l II ~~ I.

23-26. BIRTH OF TRIPLETS: The following yogas
prevailing at the time of Adhana lead to births of triplets: (a)
Mercury remaining in Gemini Navamsa aspecting.a planet
who also falls in common Navamsa, (b) Mercury remaining
in Gemini Navamsa aspecting a sign which ascends, (c)
Mercury in Virgo Navamsa aspecting a' planet falling in
eommon Navamsa, (d) Mercury in Virgo Navamsa aspecting
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a common sign which ascends, (e) Mercury in Gemini Amsa
.aspectmg a planet in Gemini Amsa or Sagittarius Amsa, (0
Mercury in Gemini Navamsa aspectmg the Lagna which
falls in Gemini Navamsa or SagittariUS Navamsa, (f) Mer
cury in Gemini Navamsa aspectmg the Lagna which falls in
Gemini Navamsa or Sagittarius Navamsa, (g) Mercury in
7th aspectmg a planet in Kanya or Meena Navamsa or
aspectmg such Lagna Navamsa. Combinations (a) and (b)
lead to birth of triplets-one female and two males. Combi- .
nations (c) and (d) cause birth of triplets consisting of two
females and one male. Combinations at (e) and (f) cause
three male children while the ones at (g) indicate three
female children.

f~'" "T~Tfq~~" ~1i(C{) ~f~5T",) fif~Tlff" I

"TC!m,,",)f,«!e~ fefqqlf~ ,,"mm lfri: U ~\9 U

27. MOTHER, FATHER, ETC.: If births take place in
day time Venus indicates mother while the Sun indicates
father. In the case of nights the Moon and Saturn respec
tively play these roles. Similarly the Moon denotes mother's
sister and Saturn paternal uncle for day time births while
Venus and the Sun take over these portfolios respectively
in the case of night births. .

ti'ifT~t{q~fT~: fq~: f~fllfflf ~~~: ~f~:'

qT~+lffT",)~",;lf): ~"~QfT)$;Q ~~T l{! II ~'C; U

28. EFFECTS OF SUCH PLANETS: If the planets
denoting father and paternal uncle are in odd Bhavas, their
well-being is assured. If the planets denoting mother and
maternal aunt are in even Bhavas, their well being is to be
predicted.

"m6CfTQr.:fTfit! miflf If'fT p~ ~Tlfi~ I

~~~ Cfif~~TG~i:fi~T~Tf~C{~~~T: 'I ~t·u
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irT~~q; ~ ~T ~ ~ ,,~q (lq)itt: I
Co '"

~~ ~ "~: qif~fi:r~ ~ qdfct q~: II ~o II

!1im{)C{u,,~f~~i'ft!qfC{~q)~~ql~l: I
"mq~: ~~q~~ ~lT,s~;i f.~f{ II H II

29-31. PROCESS OF GROWTH OF EMBRYO AND
LORDS THEREOF: The embryo in the womb improves as
under: First month coagulated blood, second month-mass
of flesh, third month-limbs, fourth month-bones, fifth
month-skin, sixth month-hair, seventh month-movement,
eighth month-feelmgofhunger and thirst, ninth month-ex
citement and tenth month-riped like a fruit and ready for
coming out of the womb. These ten months are ruled
respectively by Venus, Mars. Jupiter, the Sun, the Moon,
Saturn, Mercury, lord of Nisheka lagna, the Moon and the
Sun. The dispositions of these lords indicate good or bad of
the respective processes.

Notes: Curious readers may refer to Horasara, P.47
for relevant information.

Balabhadra quotes Parasara as under in this context:
The semen sprinkled in the womb congulates in the first
'month, In the second month it becomes an embryo and
assumes the form of a bubble on water and the sex of the
child forms viz. male, female or eunuch. In the third month
it transforms into sprout. In the fourth month. the limbs
become prominent (well grown) and the bearing woma;n
develops courage if it is a male child, assumes timidity if it
is ajemale chUd and a mixed disposition if it is a neuter. And
the chUd in the womb also reflects such dispositions. (Mark
the discerning scientific approach of our sages made thou
sands of years ago, which may be a news to even the
modem medical scientistsll. In the 5th month, blood
strengthens in the child's body. Bones. hair, nails etc., are
added in the sixth month. During the 7th month, strength
and complexion improves; limbs assume fullness, the child
covers the holes of its ears etc..develops emotions, has a
reminiscence of its previous birth and finds Ways and
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means for Relief. In the 8th month, sound, touch, feeling,
etc., occur to the child, and it develops purity of blood and
'movements in the womb. Then in the 9th or the lOth
month, delivery takes place.

\;t=!fT(f~"{~a (f{q1C! ~c{flfTf~q q'(ff(f 'T~: ,

~~ C(T ~g~1i\'~) 'T~q'(fif~~" ~~ "

~c(T f;:r~.ltil~ f~~~~~" lRT ~f~"{q;~,

~t"as~c);~" etitf~a in q'met 'T~: II ~~ "

32-33. MISCARRIAGE: Should a planet be affected by
celestial portents or defeat by malefic, at the time of inter
course, miscarriage may take place in the month ruled by
the planet concerned. The ascendant ruling at the time of
Intercourse can also become cause ofmiscarriage; ifSaturn
and Mars be in the said ascendant, or the Moon be in a
house of Mars or Saturn, the results mentioned will come
to pass.

~.~~a: ~"Rif~'S(iti)~\i(I~,q~1=~~~"cif,

qTqfi:~T~~lti: ~~) li!( 'T~1 f;:r"{tf~a ~fef~T " ~'t Ie

34. COMFORTABLE CARRYING: Should the Adhana
ascendant be occupied by Moon or should there be benefics
In the 5th, 9th, 7th, 2nd, 10th, 4th and malefics relegated
to 3rd and 11 th aspected by the Sun, the carrying female
is safe.

fi",~T;(f:~: .wf~ efT !'Tqt~ q~~,

m1=l:h~fet~cr(fr'1f 'Tq~m;:rT~ u ~l "
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8lt~qSti meA !lit q'ml~ ~a~,,~ ~t ,
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35-41. ADVERSITIES TO THE PREGNANT WOMAN: If
at the time of Adhana, the Sun and the Moon are hemmed
between two malefics while the ascendant has no benefic
aspect, the female concerned dies. The same effect prevails
if the said ascendant and the 7th are occupled by malefics
and be' without benefic aspect or if the said ascendant i~

occupied by Saturn and weak Moon aspected by Mars.
Again similar effects shall come to pass if weak Moon and
the Sun are in 12th. Mars in 4th while Venus is between
two malefics. Both the child in the womb and its mother
leave this world if malefics occupy the 4th from the said
ascendant or from the Moon while Mars is in the 7th or
Lagna. The same result follows if Mars is in 4th, Sun in 12th
and the Moon be decreasing and be with malefic aspect. If
the Sun is in Lagna while the Moon is weak or if Mars is in
Lagna while malefics are in 12t.h and 2nd without benefics'
aspect. death occurs of the mother along with child. The

': Sun in the 7th at Adhana while Mars is in Lagna, takes
away the child along with its mother through instruments.

Notes: Please see the following addition causing death
of the carrying woman: if the 12th house from Adhana
lagna has maleflcs, according to Garga, the female dies
before delivery. Should the Sun and weak Moon be in the
12th, Venus hemmed between malefics while Mars occu
pies the 4th, the female soon quits the world. Malefics in the
4th from Lagna or the Moon in Adhana chart causes the
same effect. Should the 2nd and 12th be aspected by
malefics while weak Moon or Mars or the Sun is in the 12th.
the woman passes away prior to her begetting an issue. The
Sun and the Moon connected only with malefics may also
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lead to the same conclusion.
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ifft"ff~i{~~~i~is1t7~ "fcp.f"~ mi: I

qmlf~qGf~g~~~fa-: ~~~ ~Tci: II 't~ II
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42·43'. PROGRESS OF PREGNANCY: Should there be
aspects from Mercury, Jupiter, Venus or the Sun to the
Lagna, the process of pregnancy goes on well. The embryo
develops according to the state of the lords of various
months (in transit). In the third month. the pregnant
woman develops tastes to eat various things according to
the disposition of the various monthly lords and Lagna Lord
and the yogas caused to them.

Notes: The embryo in the womb develops according to
the planetary transits. If in the 3rd month, the ruler of the
month Jupiter gets adverse influences. its transformation
into a sprout is affected and the embryo may not sustain.
Miscarriage may follow. If Saturn is afflicted in the 6th
month, deformity of limbs will result. Similar inferences
may be made as per the transits and months.

The pregnant woman's taste for eating will vary ac
cording to various monthly lords. For planetary tastes, see
sloka 15. Ch. 4. infra.

~.mr·~T~~" q1i~~ .. """ I

~~mr" f~Tfmi~it ~1TdrqT~"'. IW

q~qT;r ~ '(tm ~Ti: srp I

~~...dr qT~: ~ ~n~ir ~ct: II 'tl II

44·45. TIME OF DELIVERY: If at the time of Nisheka
(t.e. Adhana) the Sun is in a movable sign. delivery takes
place in the 10th month, if he is in a fixed sign. deliv.ery in
11th month is indicated and ina dual sign it is in 1.2th
month. Ifa movable Rasi ascends at Adhana, delivery takes
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place in, 10th month, a fixed Rasi 11th month and dual
Rasi 12th month.

Notes: In sloka 45, Rasi may be construed to be
Adhana Lagna or Adhana Chandra Iagna; whichever is
stronger prevails.

The duration of pregnancy is nine solar months or ten
lunar months. A solar month is 30 days 26 gh 17 vighatis
32 tatparas and 30 vitatparas. (Sixty units of the latter
make one former.) A lunar revolution takes 27.32 days. The
birth chart can be correlated to conception chart, as per the

• details given in the Appendix of my English translation of
Nashta Jataka.

.The Sun or the Moon or the Lagna-all relating to
Adhana if be in a movable Rasi, delivery takes place in 10th
month; in a fixed Rasi 11th month and in a dual Rasi 12th
month. The Adhana Iagna lord in similar Rasi also leads to
same effect.

Suka Jataka, however, states that delivery will be in
9th or 10th or l Ith, month according to Adhana Lagna
being movable, fixed or dual sign.

After knowing the possible month, the number ofdays
will depend on the Horary Moon or Horary Lagna (or
Adhana). Should it be, say, 12° of a sign, delivery will be
on the 12th day of the particular month.

Also, please see Horasara, page 49 regarding possible
delivery period.

q_\t"fq'fitf ftn"umiWE'tct.iMil",,," .'...
a'''AT~1i nl"i. cnsijjrsa itm!R~f: u 't~ n
'"~ ~~. I(RU~ wa I. ' . « .

~)sIi ~iqj M~ ~ It'lt\t n

46-47. The matter of delivery canbe guessed through
the Vargas of Nisheka Lagna. The natal Mooncan be in the
10th from Adhana Moon. This view is held by many Achar
yas. According to Badarayaria, the natal ascendant will be
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in the 7th from Adhana Lagna and natal Moon will be in the
7th from Adhana Moon. Since there are several views on
this. I explain below (in the next sloka) a view which is ac
ceptable to all.

Notes: Whatever Rasi is descendent in Nisheka chart
will be the natal ascendant and whichever Rasi is the 7th
from the Adhana Moon will be natal Moon.

Alternatively, the natal ascendant or the natal descen
dant will correspond to the Moon at conception. Or the
natal Moon will be over conception ascendant or descen
dant. If the Moon be waxing at birth, it will be over concep
tional ascendant and if the natal Moon is waning it will be
conception descendant. The conceptional chart snoula be
worked for the place where the mother lived at the time oj
conception.

The number of the days the child spent in the mother's
womb can be worked out as under:

(a) It is less than 273 days if the Moon is waxing at
birth and be in the visible half (I.e, between 180
deg-360 deg from the ascendental cusp.)

(b) It is above 273 days if the Moon is waxing at birth
and be in the invisible half (Lagna to 180 degl,

(c) It is above 273 days if the Moon is decreasing at
birth and be in the visible half.

(d) It is less than 273 days if the Moon is decreasing
at birth and be in the invisible half.

q~~ In~~~Ti\' ~~hlT~ n:q8) fimTillq: ,

~fl(:~1i smlli qq~ ~qTfdY8 mlif: U'ltc;1\. ,

48. VIEW ACCEPTABLE TO ALL ABOUT NATAL MOON:
Note the Dwadasamsa of the Moon at the time of Adhana.
When Moon is so many signs away from her Adhana posi
tion (in a month when delivery is normally possible) deliv
ery will take place.

Note.: In horary chart or in conception chart, note the
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stronger ofthe Moon and ascendant. Then find out in which
dwadasamsa it is. If the Moon comes into such dvadasamsa
in appropriate month, delivexy can take place. Let us as
sume that the Moon is in Leo in a query chart in 19 deg. It
is in the 8th Dwadasamsa in Pisces. When the Moon tran-

. sits pisces in the month concerned, delivexy will take place.

Prithuyasas gives some more rules. Please see
Horasara Page 50.

~q ~~~~m ~~~;:,ftu;ri\' lff~ f~: I
"

'f~ ~ftffmtf~: ~T~fm ;iq~ II'ls'tll

49. BELATED DELWERY (PREGNANCy): Should a
navamsa of Saturn rule the Nisheka lagna and Saturn be
in the 7th, the delivery takes place after three years. If
Cancer be the Navamsa lagna with the Moon in the 7th
(from Rasi lagnal delivexy occurs after twelve years.

Notes: As per the first part of the sloka, Saturn should
occupy the 7th bhava from the ascendant while Capricorn
Navamsa or AquariUS Navamsa be in Lagna. Then, the
sexual act does not promote conception for 3 years to come.
Similarly if Cancer be the Lagna Navamsa while the Moon
occupies the 7th from Lagna, the conception is delayed for
12 years.

Some translators interpret this sloka as welfas the
identical ones from Brthat Jataka and Samudra Jataka in
a different way, as if the child remains in the womb for 3
years or 12 years as the case may be.

~~~~~T~W:~!tm ~Tm~Ttt) q: I

~~qTil ,,,lIq) f4q,,~ .~~ tl~oll

ISO. FRACTION OF DAY OR NIGHT FOR DELWERY: Ac
cording to Nisheka lagna being a day sign .or night sign,
delivery will be after so much of fraction of night or day
having passed.

Notes: Tatkallka Lagna in astrological"parlance also
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one occupied by the Sun will indicate the portion of the
delivery chamber where light is kept. If it is flxed sign, the
light burns steadily, and if it is a moving sign, it is un
steady. The portion that expired in Lagna is indicative ofthe
content to which the wick has burnt already. The quantity
of oil in the lamp will correspond to the waxing or waning
state of the Moon.

~~m ~ l"~ iI~'l Sfi\qT'! ~~ "l~ I

,,;i~q1f(fqW: ~Ef1 iitftfEf~~1icn(f I' ~~ "
~'":msq ;mm ~~ii{~!!~' "~I
~., ~~~ ~.r " ~: II ~" II

26-27. There were many lights (in the delivery cham
ber) if the Sun is aspected by Mars. Should other planets
be all weak, light was obtained by burning grass. Should
the Moon be in a navamsa of Saturn or be in watery
navamsa or in the 4th house and be in aspect to or in the
company of Saturn, delivery was in a place of darkness.
There is no doubt about this.

Notes: Since the Sun and Mars indicate brightness,
their mutual aspect suggests many lights. -ln sloka 27, com
binations for birth in darkness are given: Saturn is a dark
planet and hence the Moon's connection therewith, lead to
birth without lights. Watery signs are brought in the pic
ture, because water is not congenial for a lamp to burn. The
conjunction of the Moon and Saturn in 4th (house related
to mother) also causes darkness at the time of birth.

~~",~q",~fflf" ~)lR""~fimft \11m: I

~~~T~~ en ;ml "'iit fifbfq~ u ~c= u
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q: Nc"~ ~m(f ~~ '1T'i II ~. u..
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28-30. BIRTH OUT OF FATHER'S SIGHT: Should the
ascendant be without the aspect of the Moon, the birth is

.behind the father, t.e, the father was absent from the place.
If the Sun is in the 9th identical with a movable Rasi, the
father was in a foreign place. The Sun in the case of day
birth and Saturn in the case of night birth, if aspected by
Mars, delivery is out of father's sight. If the said Sun or
Saturn be in a movable sign, death of father (in a distant
place) should be declared. If the 5th, 6th and 7th from the
Sun are aspected or occupied by malefics, the father was
under confinement. Movable, fixed and common signs here
indicate confinement, respectively in foreign place, own
place and on the way.

~:l

fC(~t"(T: II ~ ~ u

31. DELIVERY-COMFORTABLE OR OTHERWISE:
Should the 7th house and the trines be occupied by male
fics, the delivery is not without trouble. Beneflcs in the 10th
and the 4th cause easy delivery in a large room apart from
giving wealth.

~fc:r;r ~~: ~BA· t"(q .. ~~,,~~ I
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32-33. BIRTHS OUT OF FATHER'S LOINS: The follow-
ing lead to birth outside wedlock:

(a) Moon or Lagna sans Jupiter's aspect.

(b) The luminaries being together without Jupiter's
aspect.

(c) The luminaries along with maleflcs not receiving
the aspect of Jupiter.

(d) The Sun, Moon and Jupiter simultaneously in fall
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while Saturn is in Lagna and Lagna, Moon and
Venus not being in aspect to Jupiter.

Notes: The following are additional traditional rules
for illegal births:

(1) The Moon in the 4th and in aspect to malefic or
inimical planet. (2) Lords of the 3rd, 6th, 2nd and 5th
occupying the ascendant. (3) Saturn in the 10th, malefics
in Lagna while benefics are confined to the 7th. (4) Mars
and Venus in the 3rd while the Moon is in Lagna. (5) Sun
in the ascendant and.Rahu in the 4th. (6) Sun and Moon
in Lagna or Sun and Mars in 7th. (7) Lagna with Mars and
Rahu while the luminaries are in the 7th. (8) No planets in
angles. (9) All planets relegated to 2nd, 6th, 8th and 12th.
(10) Lords of Lagna and 7th in conjunction. (11) Lords of
Lagna and 4th in exchange (which is otherwise a Raja
Yoga). (12) Lagna and Moon not belonging to any Varga of
Jupiter. (13) The Sun, Moon and Jupiter together in Lagna
while one of them is in fall. (14) Karakamsa Lagna related
to only malefics. (15) Anyone group of the following
prevalent at birth: (a) Sunday-Dvitiya Thithi-Swati
Nakshatra, (b) Wednesday-Saptami-Revati, (c) Sunday
Dvadasi-Dhanishta.

Some of these combinations do not call for literal ap
plication. In this context Jupiter in the 4th or Mars as
pectmg Jupiter or any Kendra occupied by a planet or
Lagna Lord in Lagna or benefics aspecting the ascendant or
Jupiter and Moon in mutualVargas or the Sun and the
Moon in exchange cancel the combinations for illegal birth.

~ ...... ....c
,,~~.. '"~: 1!.~"~fd'I(if: ~T~c(l'

~TC! ~,,~ml ~nqT "~~fq c(ii~illSeT:" ~'l( "

"1T1~~ 'lliqfgq~~ ~)fiy ~n~:,

'JIm! ~~~ m~!~ 'I' ~: II ~l n
••~~~ml '(f,,~) "~~,, mncr mit ,
~...~" f~. 'IN: ~ ~:.,' _\ ,~
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34-36. EVILS TO MOTHER: If the Moon is in the 4th
or 7th along with malefics, it is evil to mother. The native's
mother dies (immediately after delivery) if there are malefics
in the 7th from the Moon, and aspected by Mars. The Sun
in the lOth from the Moon along with malefics indicate
death of the mother. The same effect prevails if the Sun is
in the 5th or 9th from Venus (??) and with Saturn's com
pany or aspect. If birth takes place durtng night time while
Saturn occupies 5th or 9th from the Moon, the mother soon
leaves the world. For a day birth, if Mars is the 5th or 9th
from Venus and aspected by malefics, the mother dies
(early).

, Notes: According to Jataka Saruasoa, should the Sun
be in the 5th or the 9th from the Moon and be aspected by
malefics, the mother dies early. If Mars is in the 5th or 9th
from Venus and aspected by maleflcs, the paternal grand
mother dies early.

~,,«l(q)ff~*,oi ~ism"a fi{~a IntJfT I

i{~ !J~;:sr2~~T ~Tf;:CfCf) cih{~CfT =if II ~ \9 It
f".il'~a 'f1lh'''tS~ ~f~f", fcmq $iif~Cfi\' tlf~: I

e 0

~'R! R\"lT~"Cfll",~qtft~a=-t"!p.:;:I2lCi4Mrt~f{ II ~c; II

~m~ if~trt l:fT~m m~~ I

1~q,q'~ q~~"~·\ln~T f~a, I ~t II
~ff1fCfrmn ~r~ll)~llaSIQCfT itttJfr,

~~ W:~it~i\' ~1it ~~1f~ fitq~, 'to II

37-40. MOTHER FORSAKING THE CHILD: IfMars and
Saturn join in the 5th or the 9th from Ascendant, while the
Moon is in the 7th, the child is forsaken by the mother.
Jupiter's aspect in that case bestows happiness and long
life. The child given up dies If the Moon is in Lagna and
Mars is in the 7th, in aspect to maleflcs. Mars and Saturn
in 11th bring similar effects. Should a benefic aspect such
combinations, the child is rescued by the respective rela
tive. Both malefics and benefics aspecnng indicate death in
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the hands of others. Saturn and Mars joining in the same
Amsa indicate that the child will be foresaken by the
mother. Mars in the 7th from the ascendant in aspect to
Saturn produces similar effects.

qT;'flt~m ~"1=qfC1~~ ~:

N~:sR")«~~'" ~~: ~~"l~

PTQ I
1f(l11it'lIq II yt u

41. RESEMBLANCE DESCRIBED: The child acquires
the qualities corresponding to the benefic's aspects. Should
the Sun be strong, it resembles the father. If the Moon be
so, resemblance is that of the mother.

f«~T~q)f~~~ iifm) "'~" ~~ QP~: I
~ Iti~N m~ ~~q~«"T""T." II ..~ u

'"
42. BIRTH WITH COIL AROUND: When Leo, Aries or

Taurus rises with Mars or Saturn, there will be coil around
the limb as indicated by the Navamsa lagna Rasi.

~:fh,~f.'I'i""lvr 'f,q. ~q f~a ~m~ eft I

rVItiTq~~: «~~f+r~~) ~..." II "''' II

\tli~~: ~'" firoU~~fi:~, "ft-l,,: I

lIim?t"~C1~" ~ q ~SI~lqa /I 'N "

43-44. COILING BY NAVEL CORD: If the Lagna falls in
a decanate of Mars or Saturn. while malefics or Moon
occupy Lagna, with benefics relegated to 2nd or 11 th
denote that the child was born with navel cord coiled
around. Sbould the Sun be in a quadruped sign. while
others with strength remain in dual (common) Signs, it
indicates that twins were born coiled by same navel cord.

\lIf'II""~"'ptrr tf~iq'8'I."'@!""",
~",o:(!iff,,8': "mfM'~ 8''' ~,,~ II
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~T ttf~ ~~~, f1:fP..lT ,r~m1" Cf~' I

"l~~nf(t~~~~''! ~~,~~ "q,mi~~ift': II 'l(~ I'

45-46. FEATURES AND CHARACTER: The physical
appearance will correspond to the Navamsa Lagna or the
strongest of planets. It may also correspond to the lord of
the Navamsa occupied by the Moon. Ifmany are strong, ap
pearance and complexion will be mixed. Race, caste and
country of birth should be considered while estlmatingfea
tures and character of a person.

r'Sf~{\'i\' '+f'~~~tt tt~ f~aT '+fCfM I

(t~~tt'~ Sf!ifct: ~'7"et !;:rtt)Sf:q~tt"a II 'l(\9 II

47. NATURE OF THE NATNE: Sages say that the
nature of the native will correspond to (that of the lord) the
Trimsamsa occupied by the Sun at birth.

ffilfi'~~t[~ftcet.~!if "T!if):;::e{q~«~(t(t~ I

"'~~, ~~~~~'fri~: ~~,,",~fqo II 'l(c; II

48. Other information must be understood according
to the friendship, enmity and debilitation, exaltation or
placement in between, of the planets at birth.

.~"mfit "q'~ "'(1" ~tim,~, a~ I

.mct"~ fq~Ottif~: mRi: ~ '+fCfm II 'l(~ It

49. DEATH OF PARENTS: If weak Moon be with
maleflcs, mother's death takes place while the Sun being so
causes father's death. These planets indicate sickness (to
the concerned parent) if aspected by both benefics and
malefics. Benefics however, cause auspiciousness (in such
a case).
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~~~(=f~~: ~q) 'lfT ~~mt

~~~~ "~~"'11iSi!: II
am~~~~T ~;jf~ 'usN ~:

fq~~fq ~~ Cf;t! 1fT~: rii1r II V.0 II
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50. HAPPINESS OF PARENTS: The Moon, being bright,
if be in her exaltation Rasi or in her own Rasi along with
Jupiter and Venus in aspect to Mercury, or the Moon in 5th
is capable of giving extreme auspiciousness in respect of
the native's mother. "The Sun so placed proves auspicious
for father.

~ftl <fi'~z:rn~:rcnifcr~f"'for:rt~T~m:llt \il"~ll'f~'Efr.rrelTrlT)ifCflf: I
Thus ends the 9th chapter entitled "JANMA VIDHA

NADHYAYA" cd Kaluana Varma's SARAVALI.
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~'nSRID~ql~: II toll

Evils At Birth

"T~fo:fT~ ~i f~q;~ Sf~Tr~~ qfqTt!'

lIr~,a\1'#'IIFf r~f ft:tseT~Tli Sf~~fq' II ~ II

1. NEED TO KNOW OF LONGEVI7Y: In the absence of
knowledge oflongevity, attempts to know other information
l:}re futile. So, I explain below Arishtas (or evils), in order to
determine longevity.

a):i fi:qcn: ,!qfa: ~~S~fi{ 'Jf~fll: ~T~t(T~T: ,

!,,,m, ~~ ~ Af~ tnfq~) "f\OlFf: II ~ \I

2. STRENGTH OF MALE AND FEMALE PLANETS: Male
planets are strong and in odd Rasis, bright lunar half and
day time. Female planets are strong in even Rasis, dark
lunar half and night time.

f'Jffif~~~mr~~T At(~"f.:r~ !if~srT~: ,

q1"a~ (t"'~~ ~!ifT~ qf~itttl' 'I ~ "

3. KINDS OF EVILS: There are three kinds of evils, ex
plained by astrological. expounders. These are: preor
dained, accidental and Yogaja (arising of planetary combi
nations). The third kind is dealt with below while others are
explained later on.

ft"'ml1l~~~SlSf!qfq:wi~~~T"q~,mI
~fi:'lf1{llMC(e~~l,,) t¥{)!fi'~ SfTlJqm'~~ llyn

4. LONGEVI1Y CURTAILED TO MINIMtlM: Should
Jupiter be in the 8th and in a house ofMars (i.e. Aries/Virgo
rising at birth), and aspected by the Sl,ID, the Moon, Mars
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and Saturn, the child dies in 3 years.

Notes: For Aries, Jupiter rules the 9th and 12th while
for Virgo. he rules the 4th and 7th houses, Even though he
is aspected by Mars-the dtsposrtor, Saturn-Ayushkaraka
and the luminaries, his close friends, he is harmful in
respect of longevity if in the 8th for the said ascendants. If
Jupiter is in the 8th house belonging to Mars, but be
without aspect to all the said 4 planets, the longevity may
be more than 3 years, but not full.

q.n- ~f.ntY~~ Sfqfl",~:q'~SlSe1!fIS~N :q'91Se~ eft I

~~~5nCtfGf~ lISeT q"e:q: ~iTCfq'fcf Sf~T~ II ~ II
0;>

5. If Saturn is retrograde in a house of Mars while·the
Moon is in the 6th, 8th or an angle. and aspect Mars, the
child born lives for two years.

~Tf!ti~f~q~afQtf:ri~~" ~~~q: Smq"'T~ I

Cfi"Cff~q'iclf~~71TQ ~~~"tJ~T~q': II \ II

~1qRcn~~a1~T~ \'ifTtf~ C!Q"~ I

m71asq~q ~ ",~T l1"!itf~~Tsfq q,~", II \3 u

6-7. IfSaturn joins the Sun and Moon at birth, the life
.span is only nine years, according to Brahmasaunda.
Should Mars, the Sun and Saturn be in Taurus identical
With the 8th, the native lives for one month even though
Lord Yama may try to save him.'

~: qTCfT~q'1': ~Ii'~ CfTCJCfTflRtfT qQi~ I

qT~~ ,,~ ~T~ ~"lT~aT .~ CfTtfTsfi{ II t:; II

'd'q~~ ~Ii) e:T~f~'WT: !~: ~i: I

~: ~)m 1!ff~~ci~1:Qj f~ ~~ n t n

8-9. Even if there be a single malefic in the 8th house,
owned by Venus and aspected by other malefics, the native

1. Some texts read ~.whnestill some read;~ tt~, in
place of~
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lives for one year only Insplte of the fact that he may drink
nectar. IfVenus is in the 12th, 6th or 8th house, owned by
the Sun or the Moon, and is aspected by all beneflcs, the
life span is six years.

~oi~"'Tq'f;:r ~1~lf: llrlSOT1S~q'~ff~(f)~q~ l

~~ !1SZ1f6cili~15~t!T q'T~tffif II to"
(fT~q)~"T3Ir.r1"T lf~;:rT~i fCf~fq(fTf~ I

iit"lfil~ ~ ~~:sJT f~l5i ~'j ~(fT;:rtl{ II t t u
10-11. If Mercury occupies Cancer identical with 6th

or 8th from ascendant and is aspected by the Moon, life is
only upto 4. The efficacious Raja Yogas expounded by
Yavanas may produce persons of high descent; even such
children are subject to premature. end, in this case.

Notes: For the first rule, the ascendant should either
be Aquarius or Sagittarius, so that Mercury is in 6th or 8th
in Cancer. Thus, the Moon becomes the lord of the 6th for
Aquarius and the lord of the 8th for Sagittarius. Her aspect
on Mercury is deemed to curtail longevity to four years.

In sloka 11. the author hints at the fact that even
though a person may be born with powerful Raj ayogas, if
Arishta yogas indicating premature death are simultane
ously present, the latter prevails. Ofwhat use are Rajayogas
in the face of Arishtas?

~~fif~,Iim!Jfq(f~6~STP~ q) ~ I

qmtir.=r q~ f"fiffdlti,q "T6~q II t ~ II

trtrrr~) f~~",~: q'Tqif~~: ~"fJ •
,,,~qf(f ~1qq",f;:r ~firlr • ,,~~q) ~ II ~~ II.

12-13. If the birth .star is identical with the one in
which Ketu1 rises, the native -lives only for two months.
Should the Sun be in the lOth house identical with that of
Mars or Saturn and aspected by strong malefic," the native
faces immediate death.

1. Ketu bas been interpreted as Dhuma Ketu by some translators.
2. Some say spec1ally Saturn/Mars.
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~ qlW"!'T mlT.T¥(f~W"T~"l~"T:I

q,{~TIf ~~: litt!lcn WI ~f~Tl II r'll'''
~"'~~) q~~ f.rof~) ~m q,q: I

."••~~ ftN: ..)wuN: iti~~TWTqf: II ~v. "
14-15. Should the ascendant fall in Nigala, Sarpa,

Pakshi or Pasa dccanate and be occupied by malefic plan
ets. without the aspect of the decanate lord concerned. the
native lives upto 7 years only. If Rahu is in an angle and
aspected by malefics, the longevity is only 10. while accord
ing to some. it is 16.

Notes: For- example. Sarpa drekkana in Pisces is .the
3rd decanate. i.e. 20 degrees-30 degrees. Suppose Rahu is
in 20-30 degree area of Pisces. He should be aspected by
Mars, the ruler of Scorpio where the 3rd decanate falls. so
that the child lives beyond 7 years of its age. Similarly for
other decanates. -

q,qTff~~;j

,liftq S(~:
I

a~nfqq~qcmT

~-m-(~ ,,'{v(

~~,: ~~,qqlT(lf'~ I

~I!'J: S(,~~qljff~~: II t~ u
~;~"'ft'I~q(lfT qflf'

mllffW ~q.~" t\3 "
16-17. If malefies are angles and trines. while benefics

are relegated to 6th. 8th and 12th, one born at the time of
Sun rise dies at once. If the three planets. viz. the lords of
Navamsa Lagna, Moon sign and natal ascendant, are
combust. the person lives just for a few years.

Notes: Benefics posited in evil houses as malefies
occupy Lagna, 4th, 7th. l Oth, 5th or 9th. death is imminent
If birth takes place at Sun rise. With the combustion by the
Sun to Lords of Lagna, Navamsa lagna and the Moon sign,
the longevity is highly afflicted.

uftTsrfinRQi'{qfCf R~",rn ~A I

"miwi(!Nfafcf(~~"fqq) ~~." tc; "
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ag~g~: ~~1S~ qq~gt~~ f;llR:m:;:(ff{ •

a"]~n~: lfi~15q: 5t)~T~Tf~rfii,,(\~ II nil
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20-22. If weak Moon is in the ascendant excepting
Cancer. Taurus and Aries, and is aspected by malefics the
child passes away (soon). The Moon in the 6th or 8th if
aspcctcd by malcfics, causes death in oneyear;while when
aspected by bcncflcs, she kills in the 8th year. Should the
aspect be from both bcnefics and maleflcs, the life span is
only 4. This should be decided according to the strength of
such bodies.

Notes: Vide Jambu Nadeeyam, if weak Moon occupies
the birth ascendant identical with Cancer or Aries: the
native will be wealthy. and virtuous. If the Moon occupies
ascendant coinciding with a human sign or centiped Sign.
the native will be wicked. deaf. dumb or will be stammering
in speech.

~T: ~Tteq"T: qTqcill1cm~~~'tiC!1: I

'n~;lI '~~Tffl tff' " i~~(f'Jf ~;~t5Z1: II~~II

(:f1;{1~r1~~"';{": '!-'imqa ~ ~Mf"{~~"': I

,~~~~qT~qi~ ~~q qTsN II ~'l{11

23-24. Should benefics be in the 6th or the 8th and be
aspectcd or conjoined with retrograde malefic. without the
aspect of (another) benefic. the child lives only for one
month. If. malefics are in the 12"th. 2nd. 6th and Bth,
without connection of benefics, the child dies in 6 or 8
months.

~lf~T t{~T!qf~(\qj,,1 ~~m I

,,'ftfiml' q"{~u "(,f~5tfq~.m: ll'RllI

~tf~~ q,qf\ifCl) ~~'" m'UM I
'"'" """'lq~iJfiPl) ~l;l1 ~: II ~, It
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25-26. If the lords of lagna and the Moon sign are
together in 6th, 8th or 12th and be combust, the child dies
in the year corresponding to the Rasi. 1 Should the lord of
the ascendant be in the 7th, defeated" by a malefic and be
without a benefic's aspect, death occurs in a month. Similar
clues should be drawn from the Moon and her dispositor.

~: ~~et: rcnjetf'lA " .nq ~l!: •
~ fma): ~fet ~li ,,~q " ~~t!: U~\9n,

.~)~~~~ ~~ q,-i: ~1Wi~~ ~~ .mN: •
q-rf« ~~ ~ ~ ~)fet ~if_\lN't U~~U

27-28. If the Moon is conjoined with Mars and the Sun
and be in the 2nd or 5th unaspected by benefics, the child
doubtlessly dies in the 9th year. Sages declare that if the
ascendant lord is in the 8th in aspect to all the malefics,
who are with strength. the child dies in the fourth month.

~;'nf~et: ~li: ~Cf~rrn~Cf)S!q ~CffCf ~m •
Cfli ~,~~~h:~q f~~;:r ~;l!: Cl~tn

~l4leq60~ ~~I~ 'lm ~a ~~f~~ I

tI, ~~"ftit'~~T'ffCf~)ri ~fet SlatT(f: u~on

:zo.30. If the lord of the Moon sign. the Sun and his
son are in the 8th house, the child dies in the year corre
sponding to the Raai concerned." Should the Moon be with
malefics, he in the 12th. 8th, 6th or ascendant and be not
aspected by beneflcs, while benefics are non-angular, the
child dies at once.

~q ,;"hnit ql"': ·~"qR~ ~.

,f!Q1fi'~ \ifffi'~)"ii;i,f~:q)itsft1:{ilU~~U

lfl'TVr ~f.f f~ qT~: ~1!¥i~~Cfi.

\tCfm Rqf~~ q~'nf~crn"(f ~ U~~u

1. See notes under sloka 18 of this chapter.
/

2. This obviously refers to planetary war.
3. See notes under Sioka 18 of this chapter.
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occupied by them. and be angular. death is early. Individu
ally. the Moon should not be in the 4th. 7th or 8th hemmed
between two malefics for a long life.

q'1qlllf~ml ~)U~t(fl!q~a-

~~.~"'l~ \i1m) m~ ~ci
~

't~: t{Tfi: 't~)flff~: ~~ ~.

~ ~~: ~~ ~~~ U~~U

35-36. If the Moon is hemmed between two maleflcs,
be in the ascendant the 7th or the 8th and be in aspect to
weak beneflcs, (infant) death follows. Should malefics be in
the 7th and 8th and be aspected by malefics, the child dies
along with its mother. If there be aspect from benefics in
such a case. the mother becomes sick. (i.e. there will not be
immediate death).

~)m ~i mfi,,~ ~ p~.

"T~ ~T~ f1)llfit i:C ..jfC44'tl ;if~ "~\9U

lffroT ~f~fit fCf~~ !.fioectifit~'tTfl!il~«rqf t{Tfi: •
~~lfT~~ 1!~: mT: ~firi~: u~c:;u
37-38. If the Moon be eclipsed (l.e. lunar eclipse

operating at birth) and be in the ascendant along with
maleflcs, while Mars is in the 8th house, the child quits the
world along with its mother. The mother dies of weapons
along with the child, if it be a solar eclipse with Sun and
malefics in the ascendant while Mars is in the 8th house:
Should weak Moon be in the ascendant. and. malefics be
angular or in the Bth, without benefic's aspect, death is
imminent. This view is of Satyacharya.
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39-40. The undennentioned combinations cause
death soon:

(a) The Sun in the 7th while Saturn or Mars is in the
ascendant.

(b) The Sun in the ascendant, while Saturn or Mars is
in the 7th.

(e) Saturn or Mars joining the Moon and be not as
pected by benefics.

(d) Malefics in the ascendant, 8th, 7th, 4th and 10th
the Moon be decreasing in the 12th.

~ifT..~"ict~~~~'fflI~$·~~~"h:TU:'

\jffif~t:(' ~~Cf: ~: g) !J~~T "i~~: H~~"

~ ~;is~ en ItTIlT iff~fi:~)~f"i~"

~th:Ji~~Wf(fT: ~V) ;r(~Tt:(' CIi)fCfCfT t:('Cf;:f: ,,~~U

41-42. The Moon, the Sun. Saturn and Mars are •
capable of inflicting infant death' if they are together in the
ascendant, the 12th, 9th or 8th unaspected by Jupiter of
the ascendant is tenanted by the Sun or the Moon While
malefics are in trines or the 8th and be not aspected by or
conjoined with benefics, according to Yavanas, infant death
is caused.

Notes: As per the first rule, the four planets, viz. the
Sun. the Moon, Mars and Saturn should join either in the
ascendant or in the 8th, or in the 12thor in the 9th to cause
child mortality. If they are, however, aspected by Jupiter,
the yoga stands nulified. Secondly, when the ascendant is
occupied by the Sun or the Moon while malefics are in the
5th/9th/8th without relief from benefics, infant death is
indicated.

P ~fcrnf"i$) lfT~ "i~ ~qr sr~~ ,
ft)sfq- ~~ '1(fflf;.fti;f ~: "~~'!

IRf"ftt'!tff{) ~~~ri~~lf"dfi~J:: ,

....'"*f~'! ft:('~ § ~"i~~: 9: """"
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43-44. Venus joining the Sun and Saturn causes
instant death. This combination doubtlessly gives death in
the 9~ year if aspected by Jupiter. Death in childhood
occurs if the Moon is conjoined with Mars, the Sun and
Saturn, provided unaspected by benefic planets.

Notea: Should Venus join the Sun and Saturn', the
child will die immediately at birth. If the combination is
aspected by Jupiter. then the longevity is extended upto
nine, Similarly the Moon. Mars. the Sun and Saturn in
conjunction will cause child mortality, if benefics give help,
this yoga does not prevail and the child will live long. if
favourable yo,gas are pre~nt.

~r'frn~'~~) f«~)~"",..qr,. ~ ~ t

qrq~M ~. ~'m fif:~~ iIInI: U't~U

~ ~~••;:qf.. ~~rn«~«)s..r:.

~~ tiUi(q«1'ri ~fif ...' ~m~R~ It't~u
45-46. If the Sun is aspected by Mars and Saturn in

the case of a day birth, it soon leads to death of the father.
The Sun joining malefics (for day birth) also indicates the ,
same effect. The child's father and paternal grand father will
face early death if the Sun is in the ascendant along with
Mars and Saturn but unrelated to Mercury, Jupiter and
Venus.

Notes: For a native born in day time, the Sun in aspect
to Mars and Saturn or the Sun in the company of malefics
(i.e. Rahu, Ketu, Saturn or Mars) can cause father's early
death. This is more sure to follow if the house involved is
the 9th or the lOth. If the Sun be in the ascendant with
Mars and Saturn, not connected with Mercury, Venus or
Jupiter (or even the Full Moon aspecting from the 7th), it
may kill the father or grand-father. Incidentally, if the (Full)
Moon in 7th is aspected by Mars. the Sun and Saturn,
unhelped by beneflcs, it may prove adverse for the mother
of the child.
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q'f~~~) f~~) '"tfil(....f..(tII~.
~) 1ff ~~ .fq'~~ ~:~uq= ijff{ll': U't\9U

,qfqq'(m ,,~ ~1 ~1'(~)f~ sr~'- •
W'wu!!1 firq;:f ~ ~ ~ fq~: "'teo,,

47-48. If the Sun is hemmed between two malefics or
is conjoined with maleflcs, one born during day time loses
his father early without any doubt. The child'_ father at
once quits the world if the planet Sun has Mars and Satutn
in the 8th from him unaspected by benefics.

Not..: The Sun is the indicator of father for day births.
His being free from malefic connections is essential for a
long life of father when the birth takes place durtng day
time. Similarly, Saturn rules father for night birth and
.hence he should be well placed to help the longevity of
father in the case of night birth.

According to the above slokas. if the 8th from the Sun
is occupied. by both Saturn and Mars. longevity of the father
is affected. This applies to a day birth.

- ~ In the case of a night birth, if the 8th from Saturn is
occupied by Mars and Rahu (or even by the Sun), the child's
father faces quick death. Hence. the 8th house from the.
Sun for a day-birth and 8th from Saturn for a night-birth
should be well-disposed so that the father has a long life.

qN.'l$4'~fft\mr) r.....,"'(:
ff!4t4\1f!lil((iij ,..q('zi 1J'44N~ ,'"

" '"

"".'~!'H('" ~ ~ ~sfq- ~ qom:.
ri (1!1t'ijd~ ~~ ~ ~ "loU

49-50. If at birth the Sun is in a movable.Rasi, along
with maleflcs, the father of the child dies of poison, weap
ons etc. Malefics (or even a malefic) in the 8th, 9th or 7th
from the Moon can cause death of the child along with its
mother.
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~ufutr(f ~i ~t:f~ft:f "fT~ !,!j~ I

~~ Mt~f(f ~T~lf trO~i~ 11Y..~11

~,futrff ~W ~ uf"'liIt'qt:fTlil~ I

~ fdm:~ ~qtff~ f~ ~(II'~lf llY..~ll

51-52. The father of the child was away at the time of
birth if the Sun is in a movable sign, in case of day birth,
and aspected by Mars. Saturn in a movable Rasi and in
aspect to the Sun in the case of night birth, denotes some
results.

~~~~~ ~,.~~~ ~Tf~ft:f«f~ I

",,~f('f f'«R~T(f ~ t:fTS"," ~: llY..~ll

~'t'f~~~: ~~~~'f"ft~.('f: ~li: I

Sl,~IiI#t'1) f~ ,,~ ~ ~lf ll~)(ll

53-54. In the case of night birth, if Saturn is in a
movable sign along with Mars, the father undoubtedly dies
in a distant place. If the Sun joins Mars and Saturn in any
Rast, the father dies before the birth of the native.

Note: See sloka 46 of this chapter and notes there of.

--zn1lll'Zft::n:rn~ni': ~ .:.. ~ ,iit;q'!ftC('ftltlSbil,q!lift~",~ ....... "'I"'~

mm ~~ ft'T~ ~ ;m:(=" ~: ll~~U

~ 'mrr fW.l(f~: tltlSOTt'et4Q, ~ I

~~~c('fit! :e( 1iI'~fu' fif1;Jim ~m llY.~"

55-56. If maleflcs are disposed in the Ascendant, 8th,
7th, 6th and 12th, the child dies along with its mother.
There is no doubt in it. Should only the 6th and 8th be
occupied by maleflcs, the mother does not die but the child
dies. The reverse is true ifmaleflcs are in the ascendant, 8th
and the 7th.

Note: Both the child and mother die early if maleflcs
are in Lagna, 8th, 7th; 6th and 12th. Only the mother dies
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if the Lagna, 7th and 8th are occupied by malefics. It is the
child that dies if the 6th and 8th are occupied by malefics.

Cf"Jti) en ~'h:) efT ir~~q) 9tq",~"*, I ,

~flffi!f"f'ti"l ~"h:) Cf"",qTW~) ~ "~\9"

~q"ij~srff~lf1 irTcm~ fOfftl3ct) ~1 ~4Rt Ii{ •

'f~(1': SfW'qt:~ tHlT: ~~Sq CfT rf.t~ "~t;"

lA'q Cf~q-;4~<l Q"mrr~ CfTftf i5fT~~ •

~ ~~ ~lffi!(~: :mrT ~"~t,,

~~)q~!T 4fc{ ~)~T. fc{ifcfi~~ i5fTfif~.

\1tld~ct'Sf ~) fOf:~~~ ~~: U~oU

'l'l~~ ~ ~: ~li~:q f.tf~ct) 4'Sf',

~ftf ~;:~) lm!'flSl~4): tfAl ,,~~ II

. (Glf..,4i(: 't'loq(1') ~ wit~: ~~ ~ ,
": tS"i!4(I!iuec'SfTttt"'q) ~alJ\1tld: ,,~~U

.,r~iHl'f~l(!*,!i"dl"') f~s" CfTS~ 't~ en,
fth"!I~"ffqlfU(~~fi ~: ,,~~u

•f"t.,t4!q~f"': ~ ~ ~l('ttfllrsst(f: ttl5~.

~r"'U~1€'d2: mr) Of ~ 4!i"dl IQ" I U~'t"

fC(9t4i (§aOf ~~) f.:t'~ ~~ mnr~: •
• ftt~~61:(t~!·fi ~qli('~: ,,~~"

~ dft~"4;f ~ ~ ~ ~,

.~~~ ~~4¥ui\ Of ~i("'C!lt ~('4~"dI~ U~~U

~. C! fcO"'" mt<RCft'f)uf';mIPl:.

,1tf«fi~'1~. ifl"'lthbfci ~): "~\9"

57-67. YOGAS ADVERSE FOR EYES: Mars or Saturn
in 12th can deprive the native of his eyes---Sa.turn right eye
and Mats left eye. The native becomes blind if the Sun and
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tU;:r~1'1\' ~ih:lfT: 1i,,~Tl~iti sr~~~,

'{'1~"'~ qq~li ;:rlri'tf ~~,,:., ~ o~,'

~~: ~~ ~mJJ;ff.:t'{Tf~tf) ;:r ~l!: •
m~ii;qt ~tiui\Wi(f fiRT~lffcf It~ 0\9"

105-107. Ifall benefic planets are in the visible half of
the zodiac while malefics are relegated the invisible half
Rahu be specifically in the ascendant-at the time of birth,
the longevity is only 3 years. Should Rahu be in the 7th
house in exclusive aspect to the luminaries and be unas
pected by others, death before the age of 12 is denoted.

'-'!f~~~~q'fC'n:qf~fim~d~ '{Tg: •
'n~A,{T~1:f~: ~tffq({f.:rf~a ~: "~ot;U

~a')~q: ~i ~~jit""$IR~f.:I~tfT:'

'tli ~Tq~ff Sl'T~: ~~iq'~ 'iPg: "~ot"

""vi lRT mlTl;· ~G: ~"T'Ri q'T~:'

qrori'tf tf(T m~Aotmi ~ftfq1f~"~ ~o"

108-110. If Rahu is in Aquanus, Leo or Scorpio iden-
tical with the ascendant and is aspected by malefics, the life
span is only 7. If Dhuma Ketu rises followed by fall of
meteor and strong gale and if birth occurs in Raudra
Muhurta or Sarpa Muhurta. the subject invites early death.

Notes: Rudara Muhurta is for four ghatls from Sun
rise while Sapra Muhurta rules for 48 minutes from Sun
set. Ifdeclining Moon is conjunct malefics, aspecting Rahu,
death within few days of birth is to be declared.

Fr mm.- mTl'l;) ~1'1\' ,~ tf~~f~,

r~ • qs:ajqi't ,~ ~ ;:r~ cN",)~a: "H~"

~ flIIf"~j!jCft\ ~ :q' ~qJfq mTfif~ ,
~ IT"", g~ ~~ ~ fd "H~"
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~Jrl ~ ~~~S~ .m ~~,

~ l'f tT~ miT Sf~ffi=~ q<..,4i(: U~n U

it~: ~lf~m ~ d;f~~ (fT~f~:,

q~ ~ ~~~fqc~~~IftT4!1'T1f "~~'t"

111-114. FATEFUL DEGREES OF THE MOON: The
Moon is capable of inflicting death if she is in any of the
following degrees at birth: Aquarius 21°, Leo 5°, Taurus 9°,
Scorpio 23°, Aries 8°, Cancer 12°, Libra 4°, Capricorn 20°,
Virgo 1°, Sagittarius 18°, Pisces 100 and Gemini 22°. If the
Moon is in such degrees at birth, death is indicated in the
corresponding year and the native cannot be protected by
even God Varna.

Notes: Should the Moon be in any degree as above,
death occurs in the corresponding year. For example, if the
Moon is in 23 degrees of Scorpio, the person dies at the age
of 23.

Horasara states that the fateful degrees for the Moon
from Aries onwards are 26, 12, 13,25,24,4,26, 14, 13,25,
5 and 12 and the same for Lagna are from Aries onwards:
8,29,22,22,25, 14,4,23, 18,20,21 and 10, PhalaDeepika
(Ch. 13) has the same view of Prithuyasas.

Jataka Tatwa (B-138) also denotes fateful degrees for
the Moon from Aries onwards respectively thus: 8, 9, 23,
22,5, 1,4,23, 18,20,21 and 10. These are death inflicting
degrees in the respective year of age.

These can be used in horary also relating to questions
on death of an ailing person.

~ ri ~if ijffC4Q,"Iflf ~:,

~ffUifff't ~Iff(!t N'WOOR (fUtn UHV-U

f,."tIari'(''''QA~ ~;i ~,ft1! ~:,

'W!Wfd{~t "'''H'tQ~ '!~~: "H~n
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qif gi ~.~ta;{.~~ lf~ ~.

~rir • ~ sr)rmT \'if)Cfftq(lf~: Un\9U

~~e~(lf~~Tf~~qCf f~ •..
N'4''''''4c:qTf~~(f ~~ 'ju,r~ ~)~Tq'f: Uttc:U

115-118. Assess the strengths of ascendant, angles
etc., at birth. Jupiter is life spirit of all natives. The time of
death should be known through Jupiter. If he is in the 3rd,
4th, 5th, 7th, 9th, 10th, and 11th or ascendant, he proves
fatal at the age-of 5, 10, 46, 20, 30, 40 and 50 respectively.

Notes: Jupiter in 3rd will prove fatal at the age of 5. in
.the 4th at the age of 10, in the 5th at the age of 46 and so
on. Should however the ascendant and kendras are with
strength, he does not prove fatal in the years specified.

~fa' lIi~lfr(!J'"Jif,n:f;;rffrlfjijT~T"~lfj qf~~'6lfrlf)~n: II toll

Thus ends the 10th chapter entitled Evils at Birth in
Kalyana Varma's Sarauali.
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SltJ ;q~,ft~~ql~N: II ~ t II

Evils and the Moon
~'~T~~. qqr If'tT~: •

","""",al ~ Sf~T~ ~~ II~"

~~~ ~WHfl"f",~~ ~~.
~ ~"!'lqfq q"''''ff ."~ctf(!iii{ u~,.

1-2. I now explain the combinations that are capable
of nullifying the said evils, for these are important in the
Science of Horoscopy and initially explained below are the
yogas to counteract the evils emanating from or afflicting
the Moon, as done by expounders like Lord Brahma,

Notes: In this chapter, the combinations to counteract
the evil influences of the Moon are discussed, so that there
is no fear of child mortality. af~C!, means child mortalityI
or "I""~ in this chapter and 12th chapter. But
they should not be profitably interpreted as though there
will be no blemish in other matters, like marriage, living etc.

fC4ijifliQfff f~i{ I

Of": ~i15!'t Il~Ue, ..

"": ~~: p(!f f.R)f~: 1~{(t" I
f(6i!t{l:i(!i1 ~) "i(f~(i(!fj "'-'T m: U'tll

3-4. If the Moon is Full and is aspected by all heavenly
bodies, all evils are countered just as lawbreakers are
destroyed by the king. Venus aspecttng the Full Moon while
the latter is in frtendlydivtsions is capable of obstructing
evils just as abctomenal remedies are able to cure windy
diseases.

Notes: The full Moon in aspect to all planets is capable
of nullifying evils against longevity. If she is full and is as
pected by Venus, then also the evils for short life' will
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vanish. In the latter case, the Moon should simultaneously
be in friendly divisions.

In this chapter, the high degree of knowledge of
medical branch of Kalyana Varma should be usefully noted
for its worth.

q'~~ fuftt«ti~f~EMqM~l~)e:~fCf ~l'

ti+qfditCfiqq.;i nf~ qttT Cf"''{ ll~ll

;lfoli: ~~: lRR!r)s{q ~lrf~) ~d~ f~ I

i6E1MC4 ~rfcmR iiUalq;E1C4@liE1"f~."~ll

5-6. Should the Moon be in her deep exaltation and be
aspected by Venus, evils are countered just as phlegm and
bile are controlled by induced vomttttng, If the Moon be in
the divisions ofbenefic planets and be aspected by beneflcs,
she will not prove evil though she may be waning, just as
nut meg bark treats dysentery.

eCWI6i!"Ei86"U: ~: ~ ~("Nf(6i!"'(Ol'l'

~:~. ifi(liqt~,!~ Q--'W4til'{ U\SU

Tft': ''''''t'llCtF1¥01fto1: ~~~~~'" •
hTQ ~ir ~~J~~(Cl('i~.(!1(),t'{ ncon
7-8. Benefics in the 7th, 8th and 6th from the Moon

remove all adversities, just as madness is removed by
Kalyana Grita. Same is the case if the Moon is conjunct
benefics and be in the decanates owned by benefics, just as

.saline water controls ear diseases.

Notes: So to say, a powerful Adhiyoga can give great
longevity. Further, if the Moon is conjunct benefics and
falls in benefic's deeanate, long life is Indicated.

'"1""I(!I\(fd«kllt1ttfr ~ Q ...:.

f<'i -m' fif;mt ct""l;Q r~) "'"~ nt"
4\4'Qq1~ ~r) ~~ flf~fCfim ~ ~

ft1i ~ ""MM~: !E1I'1fU!lE1f'fCl((;:qi.8r ntoll
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exalted joining Mercury, while the Sun, Venus and Mars
should confine to the 3rd, 6th or 11 th from Lagna. This rare
yoga bestows a very long lease of life on the native con
cerned.

~({ ~i~ qq, f,,~: ~T(v": f~:.

lhri~iC{mT m~~lfr~u~~u

15. I have thus explained the Yogas that are capable
of countering the evils, as laid down by our great ancestors.
May the astrologers please the king with the knowledge of
these.

Notes: The yogas explained in this and the previous
chapter are gUidelines only to know the combinations that
counter child or infant mortality and relate only to longev
ity. As already cautioned, these do not necessarily work for
all kinds of defects as antidocts. For example. a certain
combination explained in this context will not necessarily
offset an imbalance. in one's education, marriage. progeny
ctc.

~f('l' ~~qT~lfJjflf~f"('I'Ttrj~T~~j ~~~Tf~~~OfT~

1I~~)snmr: II nil
Thus ends the 12th Chapter entitled "Cancellation of

evils at birth N in Kalyana Varma's Sarauali.
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femT~li ~~ "qm "qfffi~ti ,"sfq I.. ..
!!B~q;r~~ ~qjTtrt !!~~: f~a- llr~ll

~'!4fct'df~~~~T": !!fQiq) ~m •
~~(I: §~~) q!R: ~~ ~n:"l! 1l~~U

~qf('j ...i+t:!tf~ ~,f~) 'A~: I

~ifqjl"f ~f~~ flntT!! ~'«f) +fit:a'R: II ~)(ll

12-14. Should Jupiter cause Sunapha yoga. a person
so born will have high learning. will be famous and himself
be a king or dear to a king. He will have a good family and
have plenty of wealth. Venus will give wife. lands. wealth.
prowess, quadrupeds and valour. The native will further be
honoured by king and will also be courageous. Should
Saturn be in the 2nd of the Moon causing Sunapha yoga,
the native will be skilful, be worshipped by the people in his
village and city and will have wealth galore. He will be
devoted to his work and be brave.

~"=~I'+t'') _~: ~~) "A' ~~i!: '"'" I•
~~: ~~: ~~: p~Ttri ~~ ll~lll

~"(c!1*1qi:

'i~U'2RCl*1'6tqt

m: SPJmf:

srftctiEfl+ti

i"lt(f~~: I

~" 'q~ n~~ll

Ii •

~etclilEilf'4i*1(M,f4+tT'l iqictrqtlll: I

~Tqj f'!4i('lly..1 ~: ~~ llt\9U

~i;mtfffi!+f't: sr~ mm~+f~ 'IlTi(f:' ,

'P:mf: 'Il~Q!4~"Cfllqf .+fT1T~ ~ Utc:U

fq~oi~ ~t" ~'dq I"qtl'EC§6qi(~';O:: ,

leW;rcdfqf ~) ~~f~tfEll'ewi~ ute. u
15-19. ANAPHA YOGA'S EFFECTS GWEN BY MARS
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ETC.: If Anapha yoga is caused by Mars-being in the 12th
from the Moon-the native will head a band of thieves. will
be arrogant in disposition. be honoured, fond of war, given
to anger. good. praiseworthy. good-bodied, and proud. Ifby
Mercury. the native will be an expert in singing. dancing
and writing. will be a poet. and an able orator. He will be
conferred honours by the ruler. will have a brilliant body
and will perform famous deeds. Should the yoga be caused
by Jupiter. the native will be majestic. strong, intelligent.
fond ofassembly. famous through a king, and will be a poet.
Venus causing this yoga gives an exceedingly great liking
for women. The native will be dear to the king and will enjoy
pleasures. He will be splendorous. famous and will have
abundant gold. If Saturn causes this yoga, the subject will
be broad-shouldered, be a leader, be inclined to keep up his.
commitments, be rich with quadrupeds. devoted to an
infamous lady and be virtuous.

""fif~) IfQf~) ~)~)sf~cti) ~~:,

C{al~ffilT~ct': f~): ~~~U~o"

20. EFFECTS OF DURUDHURA YOGA CAUSED BY
MARS ETC.: If Durudhura yoga is caused by the pair of
Mars and Mercury. the native will be a liar, be very wealthy.
expert, very wicked. greatly miserly, addicted to an old lady.
and be chief in his race.

21. Ifdurudhura yoga is caused by Mars and Jupiter,
one will be famous by his deeds. be mighty (or wealthy), in
imically disposed to many and disposed to anger. will
protect his men, and will gather money.

:atc4f(I": ~;pr) NCIIIi(!lrh.,.: ~~~:,

_~"" ~: f~~",ari\' ., "~~,,
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22. If the Moon has Venus and Mars on either side, the
native will have a virtuous wife, will be fortunate, argumen
tative, pure, skilful, will like doing exercises and be bold in
war.

'fff ~f("lftff{f"(!1') .g~t{lf~f~~) ~~,,~~: I

,,)q) h~",) f~~~f If''f~lf): ~lfT1;~~~Ttn'! "~~,,

23. IfSaturn and Mars plank the Moon, the native will
be the husband of a bad lady. He will save a lot of money.
He will have vices. He will be given to anger and be a tale
bearer. He will win over his enemies.

qq~: m~"':n) ~: ~w",fc{~,,~:.

~~~) R~ftf) ~~"t~ ft~ vi ,,~~u

24. Should Jupiter and Mercury be on either side of
the Moon, the native will be virtuous, learned in Sasthras,
garrulous, be a good poet, be wealthy, capable of making
sacrifices and be famous.

6t4qf~ ~W1': lti'Rf: Sf,!~R!fSflf) ;r~tf I

~etf: ~) ,,~ ~mflf~~~flfTi\' H~~ll

25. If Durudhura yoga is caused by Mercury and
Venus, the person will be a sweet speaker, be fortunate,
splendorous, beautiful, be fond of dance, singing etc., be
served, valiant and be a minister.

~~~ ~f(lf ftffi~) ;nm~lfT~f~: •

~~i ~: ~~"" ~T1it;q n~~l~

26. If Mercury and Saturn plank the Moon! the native
will move from one country to the other to earn money. He
will not be much educated, will be worshipped by others
but be inimical to his own men:
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27. Should Jupiter and Venus cause this yoga, by
being on either side of the Moon, the native will be coura
geous, intelligent, will have political wisdom, will possess
gold and gems, will be famous and be in the employ of a
king.

~~cmA!!(f: fSflfCO'f~ ~()StlfTli. ~

m;:ct) "liff ~~~~l ~q~11ii"T;:ct:~~ "~CiU

28. If Jupiter and Saturn be such planets as to cause
Durudhura Yoga the native will be happy, will have knowl
edge of politics, will be sweet in speech, learned, peaceful,
wealthy and good looking.

,ai4f~~ ~9ltli· ~ ~m~~ 'Att,!IiI't'
~qttc:'tl(f ~ ~~ ~: f«mftt<tlf): "~t,,

29. One who has Durudhura yoga caused by Venus
and Saturn will conduct himself like an old man (I.e, so
mature), be chief in his race, skilful, dear to women and will
have plenty of money. He will be honoured by the king and
gather abundant wealth.

Notes: In assessing these Sunapha, Anapha and Du
rudhura yoga&-for that matter any Raja yogas, we should
take due precaution. Should the planet be in fall, be in an
inimical house and the. like, the efficacy of the yoga is
reduced. On the other hand if it is exalted, is in a friendly
house etc., the results will be sOO better.

~~nr(.f(f) f.t~: ~.q"'4tf4fl6f'lI

f14tM'l!f ~'r.i~'l!fr-51I"fccll14itl'Cl. ll~o"

30. LUNAR YOGAS FROM THE SUN: If the Moon is in
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an angle from the Sun, little effects will be felt in regard to
money. wisdom, skill. learning and modesty. These are
medium if the Moon be in Panaphara (i.e. 2nd, 5th, 8th and
11 th) and exceedingly good in Apoklima (i.e. 3rd, 6th, 9th
and 12th).

Notes: Should the Moon be in the 6th or 12th from the
Sun, she promotes one's learning, wealth, wisdom etc.

Phala Deepika designates these yogas (Vide ch. 6,
sloka 14) thus: The Moon in an angle of the Sun causes
Adhama yoga; in Panaphara it causes Sarna (,ij'q) yoga and
in Apoklima, the yoga is termed as Varishta yoga. The
results ascribed are (sloka 18)-wealth. conveyances, fame.
happiness, intelligence.· wisdom, learning etc., in little
quantity for Adhama yoga. in medium quantity for Salla
yoga (;ij'qqT/f) and the highest for Varishta yoga.

ql~l:nftfCfi: ~a~f.:rm ~~)

e~) f~C1'T f~fm:~li~~i'tlfl,:~~ •
t{c( f~qtf: mf'fi~ 'lf~C1')~ftfcci

lfn:')5fl:f~ ~~ qf(~"h~f(f: n~~n

31. MOON IN VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE HALYES: In the
case of a night birth, if the Moon is with Parivesha (halo).
and be declining in the invisible half of the zodiac (i.e. being
posited between lagna Bhava madhya and the centre of the
descendant-7th house), or declining Moon in day time be
in the visible half (i.e. between the centres of the descen
dant and the ascendant), even results will be felt in respect
offear, grief etc., (that is these positions confer bad results).
The Full Moon gives kingdom: if she be contrarily posited.

Notes: The Full Moon in the case of day birth in the
invisible halfand in the case of night birth in the Visible half
confers kingdom.

~'~q;!(lf~~: ~~:~q~~,q~) IT~'

q'~!i ,,~qit~ ~l~fq ~: u~~n
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32. DHANA YOGAS: If all benefics are posited in
upachayas t.e. 3, 6, 10 and 11 the native will acquire much
wealth. Two beneflcs confer moderate wealth while one
confers little wealth in the said upachaya. These can be
deduced from the Moon also.

"f~~)s-..qsfif qzn~ " 'fM"ffin:.
iqlflm ~{~ f~ ~ m m;:t'~ n~~n

33. There are other Raja yogas like Adhi yoga arising
from the Moon. I have not dealt with them here which I have
doneinJra.

Notes: The other yogas, namely Adhi yoga etc., are still
superior that are capable of conferring high status on the
native. The yogas like Sunapha, Anapha and Durudhura
are not comparable to such kingly combinations but are
only moderate.

l:ft'r 16(>ItT~crqfCfw.mqt ~1~ll'j~"Iq)lf) onq ~ll'~~)~IHt:f: II ~ ~ ,I

Thus ends the 13th chapter entitled "YogasJrom the
Moon" in Kalyana Varma's -Sarauali,
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Yogas from the SUD

~lff['i:flf,y~ifufa:ff')l:{iT~~r ~fiif~ i f~: •
~~lfff~V~i'i+(q~T OJf1{(if: srTifoT II ~ II

1. VAsi; VESI, UBHAYACHARI YOGAS FROM THE SUN:
Excluding the Moon (and nodes) a planet in the 12th from
the Sun causes Vasi yoga. in the 2nd Vesi yoga and in both
the 12th and the 2nd Ubhayachari yoga.

q~~ n:~~~ qf'(Wt' tf'(l5fQ ",ih:i~~ t

~~fo lI''tOJrfq<tfffi f?lTff~l;tt.i oQT ~~til1! tt~tt

2. RESULTS OF VESI YOGA: One born in Vesi Yoga will
be weak-sighted, firm in his word, be hard working and will
have a bent body. So say Yavanas.

Notes: Sage Parasara observes in his Brihat Parasara
Hora Sastra (ch. 38) that such a native will have even sight,
be of truthful disposition. has a long body, will be indolent.
be happy but not be much wealthy.

Phala Deepika distinguishes these yogas caused by
benefics as Subha Vesi, Subha Vasi and Subhobhayachari;
and by malefics as Papa Vest, Papa Vast and Pa
pobhayachari. The adjectives themselves are suggestive.
The ones. so to say. by benefics cause good results while

. the ones by malefics give adverse effects.

"~ti"lfr.~e«fP{tnim~ ~(if 'fnf: •. ~ ~,~"

1ft.: "llflfrnn E1!~6!' ~ q(iiiCiol: u~u

qf<.4iM 00) ,p;ft~ '" ~H"\N"'"
,..ti"W: ltifas~ q't1q.u.i .;r() ihft UtU
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q(IllnH~) C!:~11fiR: ~~) ~T'

lt~",!!Q4: ~e{;r) ~n~ ~f~ Uolm u~u

3-5. EFFECTS OF VESI YOGA CAUSED BY DIFFERENT
PLANETS: Should Jupiter cause Vesi Yoga, the native will
accumulate money, be learned and be good-hearted. If
Venus produces this yoga, the person will be timid, will face
obstacles in his missions, will have pleasant (or swift)
movements! and will be defeated. Mercurial participation
indicates that the native willbe a servant (qf,ip~if)),will suffer
penury, be soft-spoken and be modest. He will be bashful.
Mars denotes that the native will resort to base means
(1{ltT~~i), but be helpful to others. If it is Saturn that causes
Vesi yoga, one will join others' wives, be wicked, will resem
ble an old person in appearance, ·be fraudulent in disposi
tion and be contemptuous. He will, however, have wealth.

'ffl!~': ~f(pfT~)~H') f~~~f~~ ,
lci~~ ~~) '\~: ~mcri!fi) cmft "~,,

6. EFFECTS OF VASI YOGA: One born in Vasi yoga will
possess excellent speech (voice), good memory, be em
ployed, will have .looks towards, sideways, will possess a
strong physique about the waist, will be equal to a king and
be a genuine person.

Notcs:Satwika has several meanings thus: genuine,
virtuous, amiable, vigorous, good, real etc.

'Ifu«~~!fi,!"H')~fH' ~l ifTfu~ ~~T'(: I

'tr{: ~'d) ~~'i{ q'~~) ~T1T~ ~~:1l1S"

~lt"I!I'T ,fiil(H!!~. ~1I)d q,{'m~.l

~VT'" ~TH')· 1~~ "~Q'~~. ,,~,

~ ~~qlt'llI': 'q'~tt(tnGirT~: I
'I ~

~il!l'T !If.,ffun wm ",m lAm IItll

1. ~~~ may also indicate 'mean behaviour'.
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7 -9. EFFECTS OF VASI YOGA BY DIFFERENT PLAN
ETS: If Jupiter should cause Vasi yoga. the native will
possess courage. strength and wisdom. He will keep up his
word. In the case of Venus. the person will be valorous.
famous. virtuous and reputed. Mercury emanating this
yoga will make one speak sweetly. be beautiful and obey
others' orders. The Vasi yoga caused by Mars indicates that
the subject will be victorious in war. famous and will live
with his own fortunes. If by Saturn, the native will be a
businessman. wicked. will steal others' money. will hate
elders and will be the husband of a pious lady.'

~{~~l~~ '. ~~~17i .~~l~i

~~Ji~~'WqTct ~ni Ili~

:a. Trq (f~c..i:f:'

~Q'Tfg::a.~: U~oU •

10. The strength of the planet Sun and that of the
planets causing these yogas and their association with
various Rasis and Amsas should be understood and all
results be declared accordingly.

mi~~: ~~C(: '1q"'TQ': ~~~~) f?f~~~~ I

~~'!:;;~: qf~~~l f?f'lrlC!~~) +fi.tJ.+f~~i~ UH U

11. EFFECTS OF UBHAYACHARI YOGA: One born
under Ubhayachari yoag will have forebearance, will be
very fortunate (l\'l'i: l. even bodied. firm. profoundly strong.
not very tall. full of evcrythtng, learned, happy. will have
many servants, will protect his relatives. be equal to a king.
ever enthusiastic. and will enjoy all pleasures.

~~,,) ~~~~~~r

f.Rq~) &!)
"=~~~T~~) 1qf~~:.

~~Cf<t ~)"~l4i1ll4i't U~,U

{r~ lMlfTt:!J<fqf,,\f~('ffllt~HT-:l~tlt ~lilf)'l) ;nlf ~~~)~tlTtl: II ~),II

Thus ends the 14th chapter entitled "YogasJrom the
Sun" in Kalyana Varma's Sarauali.

1. 'jfFfn lIf~l't is also a reading in some versions which means:
shameless.
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Conjunctions of Two Planets

q?f;n'~Ti<!~;iflitl~~)~ ~~ m'fflt{ I

(R~~'lf ,,~~~~'" ~it fCf~~~ II ~ II

1. INTRODUCTION TO TWO-PLANETARY YOGAS:
Vriddha Yavanas have stated the effects of combinations of
two planets (in one house). I state those below sans ego.

(~o "'0)~(f);ri Cf~q: ~lfl~fCfifm:· Wef~,!~~~:,

IJfT«CffCf'Sfilf~~) '{o~~~): NlfTf~~: 1I~1l

2. SUN-MOON YOGA: One who has the Sun and Moon
together will be at the disposal of his wife (or females).
immodest, be a metallurgist (fcfif~canbe interpreted also
as "able to deceive"), will be.quite wealthy, and be an expert
in sale of intoxicants.

Notes: Should these two be together, the native's wife
will have an upper hand. He will be an expert machinist.
will have affected eye sight and will suffer eye diseases. This
combination makes one an expert. immodest and light
hearted. He may take things casually.

According to Jaiakabharana, with this combination,
the native will be skilful in poison, machinery, selling and
buying, be capable of making fictitious articles, be very
libidinous; and honourable. . .
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(~o ",,0 )~Tiirro ~f~),~ If':fmcf~~~)S,!~T~ I

qrq1tf(f~~«f) Ucf~): P:'Tq Wi:l'~~ ll~'t

3. SUN-MARS YOGA: Should the Sun and Mars be in
one house the native will be splendorous, valorous, dull
witted, strong, be a liar, be sinful, disposed to kill (or
torture) and be fierce.

Notes: This combination makes one a liar, foolish and
strong. The native may be engaged in Defence, police serv
ice etc.

According to Jatakabharana, this combination makes
one very splendorous, strong, foolish, very emotional and
valorous.

("{o 10 )~~Tliqff~~"'l)~fcrif~): fSl'~cr~T ~)~: ~lfTq I

'fTli: flft'f(f'lf(Rf~(f:~at ~ 1f{1~qf'refq~;m:n~ll'ilt

4. SUN-MERCURY YOGA: If the Sun and Mercury are
in one house, the native will be in service, will have un
steady wealth, be sweet in speech, will have fame and
money, be noble, dear to king and good people and will
possess strength, beauty and learning.

Notes: The Sun and Mercury together make one
learned, gentle, honourable and famous. This conjunction
goes in the name of Buddhaditya yoga. Jataka Martanda is
however of the view that this Raja yoga is effective only for
Leo, Aries and Virgo but not for other ascendants. Such
people can easily attain fame in life.

Jatakabharana states that one with the Sun and
Mercury yoga will be an eloquent speaker, be a king's
minister, will earn money through service, and be skilful in
arts and Vedas.

. (~o ~o)1f~~1 ~~m: U~ f1t~~(f,f:.

Ii ;~flffa,a-' ~f'TU"q~~U~1I
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5. SUN-JUPITER YOGA: If the Sun and Jupiter be
together, one will be virtuous, be a minister of king. will
gain through friends, be with good mind I and be a precep
tor.

Notes: The conjunction of Jupiter and the Sun Isfa
vourable for those pursuing teaching profession. This yoga
makes one wealthy and very famous. One becomes spiritual
if these are well-placed being together.

As per the statement of Jatakubharana. one with this
yoga will live by Purohitya (performing religious rites of
various families as laid down in Sastras}, be a king's
minister. will gain wealth through friends. be wealthy.
helpful to others and skilful.

(~o ~o)~f?r~~t!1'fct~f,,~~) i\~~~'fJI(" I

~Wif) ~fctf~q): m~t:fieeijft~ee,,: ll~ll

6. SUN-VENUS YOGA: If the Sun and Venus be to
gether, one will be skilful in use of weapons, be mighty.
weak-Sighted in old age, will be able to amuse the public
and will have abundant money earned through women.

Notes: The Sun and Venus affect eye sight. One with
this combination is highly libidinous. If Venus is ahead of
the Sun in longitude, then the former is very favourable in
general matters.

Vide Jatakabharana, the native with the yoga of the
Sun and Venus will be interested in music, archery etc.• be
weak-Sighted and be happy in regard to wife and friends.

(~o ~o) ~p) ~qq: ~"'~: Si~il¥l(i(:'

f~~:~: mit(anmlSfh..liii IlISIl

7. SUN-SATURN YOGA: If the Sun and Saturn are
together. the native will be a metallurgist. be virtuous.
mindful of his own duties. will lose his wife and son, w1ll

1. 9lf~qT~ is another reading which means plentiful
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have the qualities suitable to his race, will be pure but not
so upright.

Notes: One becomes learned with this combination.
He is very mature in behaviour as an elderly person but
however will be disadvantageously placed in family front, if
these two are adversely placed in the 6th/8th/12th.

According to Jatakabharana, one with the Sun-Sat
urn combination will be skilful in sale of minerals, be
virtuous, will possess good qualities, be happy with wife
and sons and be wealthy.

(~o l{o )'J~) ~~5f(f,qt

~4qTgfut;lt

q~;:f)S~~"Ttt~~~ ,

~~..it'Slti\i\' neu

8. MOON-MARS YOGA: One who has the Moon and
Mars together, will be valorous, brave in war, be a boxer,
will suffer bloody imbalances or diseases, will manufacture
articles of mud, skin and minerals and will be an artisan
and a metallurgist.

Notes: This is not a good position for maternal rela
tionship. This combination often throws heavy affliction to
blood. This is favourable for pottermen, skin dealers and
leather dealers, business in minerals etc. One can achieve
proficiency in boxing, with the help of this combination
apart from riches.

According to Jatakabharana, this combination makes
one bereft of conduct, mean-minded, valorous, business
man, belligerent, inimical to mother and sick.

("0 10)~T~lfi~fa'f.t~:~~: ~m~q(f: ~~~ ,

~~: ~f~qlf)~q~: ~lfTfif~~: U~U

9. MOON-MERCURY YOGA: One who has the Moon
Mercury combination will be expert in poems and fables, be
wealthy, amiable to his wife, beautiful, smiling-faced and
will be endowed with distinct virtues.

Notes: Mercury and the Moon together cause fame
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and honour through women, literary success etc. This can
however weaken one's Virility.

Jatakabharana states that the native who has Moon
and Mercury together at birth will be an eloquent speaker,
rich, beautiful, kind, modest, affectionate to wife and reli
gious.

(''0 ~o) lCR'''~) fiA)~: ~;:'~~m'~'

~Cfr'a): !~m~: ~~~;rt ~(if) l{~,!~": H~olt

10. JUPITER-MOON YOGA: One with Jupiter and the
Moon together will be finn in friendship, modest, respectful
towards his relatives, wealthy, virtuous and regardful of
Gods and the wise.

Notes: The Moon-Jupiter yoga gives great intelligence
and female children. The native will be broad-minded and
wealthy. Should this conjunction occur in the l Oth, the
Moon simultaneously being Waxing, the subject will attain
high state in life.

Vide Jatakabharana, if these two planets are together
at birth, the native will be modest, be attached to his duties
and helpful to others.

("o i o)~t'f""l'~~~: m,fri''lff: f~~r~t:f~: I '

~fi.f~! f~e;f: ~r~~,ri~ql:', ~~ ~)~ llHU

11. MOON-VENUS, YOGA: Should the Moon and
Venus be together, the native will be endowed with flowers,
'incense and clothes, will know to perform duties (,flfil1r also
means rites), be dear to his race, very lazy and expert in
buying and selling.

Notes: This combination gives fighting tendency ac
cording to Kasinatha, author of Lagna Chandrika.

According to Jatakabharana one will deal with tex
tiles, will have vices, be of good conduct, and will like good
clothes etc., if this yoga is present at birth.
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("0 Uo )~ftui~~,ii;.{~~ q,"~~qT~) 'fifmf~: I

Cflrq') f~q;f: ~~ll(: tmf'Q: ~q'f~~!fT~)qII~~"

12. MOON-SATURN YOGA: Should the Moon and
Saturn be together, the native will possess a decayed wife,
be dear to public, will breed elephants and horses, be
devoid ,of virtues, be, under the control of others, unwealthy
and defeated.

Notes: These two together promote tendency of seek
ing sexual pleasures with aged women. ,The native's wife
may be elder than him. Iffound-in woman's horoscope, wid
owhood will follow.

Vide Jatakabharana, the Moon-Saturn company will
make one attend upon many women, attached to whores,
be of bad conduct, born of others' loins and unwealthy.

("0 ,0)~~~'T)~qf,",: ~~Slifl'(ifI: ~'lqf~: I

~~~Tf~fll'irTirt fqqq')~"'q~lfTfif~: 'I ~ ~ II

- 13. MARS-MERCURY YOGA: If Mars and Mercury are
together at birth, the native will have unlucky wife, little
wealth, will work with gold and iron, be an architect, will
keep a wicked widow and be expert in making medicines.

Notes::~q-qfffmeans king, architect, master-carpenter,
women's attendant, kubera etc. But, as Mercury rules
architects. the proper interpretation is architect. It is not
however wrong to apply the various meanings as above,

.except "Kubera" denoting wealth.

Mars-Mercury concjunction promotes thieving dispo
sition. The native will pursue jobs related to gold, metals
etc. Good salesmanship will follow this combination, but
however it is' unfortunate for marital bliss.

According to Jatakabharana, the native with Mer
cury-Mars conjunction will be an expert in boxing, be
attached to females, will deal with medicines, 'and will
produce golden and steel articles.
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14. MARS-JUPITER YOGA: If Mars and Jupiter be
together at birth, the native will be an artisan, Vedic expert,
intelligent, expert in speech, wise and fond of using
weapons.

Notes: One with this yoga will be skilful in Sastras and
mantras, wise, be an army chief, king or the head of a town
or village, as per Jatakabharana.

(flo ~o)~ilf) ~~~To:t') fFr~er$f: ~ftf~~) ~~: •
't(fri(lfm~«f) m~ f~~f~~)i\'U~ lJ.U

15. MARS-VENUS YOGA: One who had Mars and
Venus together at birth will be worshipped, be chief among
his men, be a mathematician (or an astrologer), and be fond
of gambling, untruth etc.

Notes: Mars and Venus in conjunction show unhappy
sign in marital front. The native may seek extra-marital re
lationship unless well-aspected by other favourable plan
ets. Diseases of vagina or penis will result from this yoga.

According to Jatakabharana, with these two planets
together, one will enjoy many women, will gamble, be a liar,
be honourable and be inimical to all.

<"0 ~o)~~iAfr~: SCi!tAl¥f~~~'
p«l~lf)fi(qq: ~f'5tfqt4t\1: ~fi;{~",: ~ Ut~U

16. MARS-SATURN YOGA: If Mars and Saturn be
together, one will be a metallurgist, be expert injugglery, be
deceitful, skilful in thieving. troubled by weapons and
poison and be fond of quarrels.

Notes: The native with this yoga will make weapons
etc.• be a skilful warrior. robber, liar and be unhappy, vide
Jatakabharana.
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17. MERCURY-JUPITER YOGA: One who has Mercury
and Jupiter together will be a noted dancer, scholar, singer
and instrumentalist. He will be wise and happy.

Notes: According to Jatakabharana, the native with
this yoga will have knowledge of music, be a justice, be
modest, very beautiful, courageous, liberal and fond of
scents.

(1°'° )Vf~nTqCT9f) ~ln,) ~f~!t) ~~~T€fq: ~«{ I

"m~) ~~q~f~qf,,~m;:~~q~f,,: "~c;,,

18. MERCURY-VENUS YOGA: Should Mercury and
Venus be together at birth, the native will be abundantly
rich, a politician, an artisan, will study Vedas, be good in

. speech, will know to sing, make fun and like scents and
flowers.

Notes: According to Jatakabharana one, with this
yoga will be supreme in his descent, be sweet in speech, be
delighted, will maintain many people, be virtuous and wise.

(10 'Ito)!l1[~_Ii( ~-=~SlTlf: $N3=~~: {{~fifilq~: ,
f~: ~)l1~q) 'CT~f~)i\' ~Ti( ~ "~tn

19. MERCURY-SATURN YOGA: One who has Mercury
and Saturn together at birth, will contract debts, be proud,
deceiving, an able poet, intent on moving, expert and will
possess auspicious speech.

Notes: According to Jatakabharana, one with this
yoga will be fickle-minded, fond of quarrels, skilful in arts,
and will maintain many.

<10 ,0),,~t8 fiml_tif?;f~ttq~ Sf'n{9~a:,

,,~f«~q)~) fifm~T~) '41"""~ U~oU
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20. JUPITER-VENUS YOGA: One who has Jupiter and
Venus together at birth will live by education and argu
ments, will follow a highly virtuous path, will have accurate
conception or notion (of things), and will have a supreme
wife.

Notes: Vide Jatakabharana, one with this yoga will be
learned in many branches, will argue even with scholars
and be happy with friends, sons and wealth.

(~., ~o)~~) flJf~~~ "1T~Tf~Cff({li~l If( I

~f..~ ...ql: Sf""': '~~ff~T«Tq*f1'i01i ll~~ll

21.JUPITER-SATURNYOGA: A native who has Jupiter
and Saturn together at birth will be heroic, will have plenty
of wealth, will be chief of the city (mayor etc.), famous, and
will be the head ofan assembly, a village or an association.

Notes: The combination is congenial for political
positions, like assembly speakers, village heads, mayors
etc., as wellas heads of associations etc. Such people are
also found as successful doctors and advocates.

Jatakabharana has almost similar views as ofKalyana
Varma, but adds that the native will achieve his aims.

, ('0 ~o)~r.tim~: ,!~~IJI''4"tr"q~"I

~mSA: ~q'm: ~ft.mq)1\' ~~~ 1l~~11

22. VENUS-SATURN YOGA: If Venus and Saturn are
together at birth, one will be expert in breaking wood, be a
barber, painter, or sculptor, boxer, be intent on wandering
and be owner of quad~peds.

Notes: If these two are strong in a good. house, one will
take to good. professions described above, viz. painting,
boxing etc. Should they be weak, the native will resort to
mean professions, viz., barber. wood-breaking etc.

~ "'" ."""Iff q.IfIW)"'*'~"'"":'
a"'''R~¥~'' pflw fiqiftr ft'fr n~ __ u
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23. Whatever results have been stated as above are
likely to become increased or decreased according to
mutual good or bad vargas occupied by the planets in
question.

~ ~lfT~.qf~~fof8T~~T1:T"'~l[j fllA~l[)tT) ifrll If$'iil'lrolqrlf: lit Y.II

Thus ends the 15th chapter entitled "Conjunction oj two
planets" in Kalyana Varma's Saravali.
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Conjunctions of 3 Planets

f.:f~: q'Ttmr)~: ~roit~: I
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1. SUN-MOON-MARS YOGA: Should the Sun, the
Moon and Mars be together at birth, the native will be bereft
of shame, be sinful, will have knowledge of machinery, will
destroy enemies, be brave, and will be expert in any kind of
work.

Notes: the yoga of Sun-Moon and Mars in combina
tion will promote the ability to produce machinery, spurt
ous articles etc. This can also cause seminal defects. The
native will be hard of progeny.

~ f;c~~,qfi:r:

"4!i('q.~) "l'h:)
"

'll"H'.mtT)fis~y;,u,: •
(rccrntl,~: ~~fqf: U~ll

2. SUN-MOON-MERCURYYOGA: If the Sun, Moon and
Mercury are together, the native will be splendorous, very
intelligent, will be fond of arts, assembly and drinks, be in
royal service and bold.

NoteS: The native with this yoga will do well to take up
government jobs or agencies from government. This is
congenial for political success, literary pursuits and
achieving wealth.

m" ",,,,,r"j\!t:" ~cU!'ll'M ~""iq",((,: I

~ 'i(q(\1"M: ~f¥Iq~j~"fiU\wl.: U~"

3. SUN-MOON-JUPITER YOGA:" Should the Sun, Moon
and Jupiter be in one house; the native w:iU be given to
anger, be cunning, expert in service, intent on- going to
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foreign places, be intelligent and fickleminded.

Notes: These three planets together can make one
pious, affectionate to relatives, a minister and firm in dis
position. He is more cunning than sincere. He is ficklem
inded, learned and skilful in his profession.

~~~ f",~: qm~~~~T~~f~~ I

~~it=~Fq~~~hfa- ,,~~: 11't11

4. SUN-MOON-VENUS YOGA: Should the Sun. Moon
and Venus be in one house at birth, the native will steal
others' money, will be a debaucher and be expert in Sas
tras.

Notes: The combination under discussion can give
thieving tendency, vices (particularly immoral nature) and
aversion to good acts. The native will be prone to dental
diseases or may have unsightly teeth. He may not get on
well with his mother. The marriage may be a delayed one.
It gives physical beauty if undisturbed by Saturn or a node.
This is a good position to win over the enemies.

ctiTm fCfCfR~~)~: ~ao:~q) qf~ I

fJ:,*f",~T~iiim~a- "fit': ll~ll

5. SUN-MOON-SATURN YOGA: If the Sun, Moon and
Saturn be together in one house, the native Will be lustful,
be expert in arguments, be a dunce, be at the disposal of
others and be poor.

Notes: The combination as above is good for legal pro
fession. If these are not well-aspected, poverty will result.
The native will be quite libidinous and be not virtuous.
Horse-breeders will do well with this yoga. Metallurgists
can also look forward to good position. In all, this yoga
causes many general failures in one's undertakings.

~m ~lfffl') q(O~: ~T~~)f~)~~: I

~...~~~r~: ~~~~~~~~1~q: ll~U
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6. SUN-MARS-MERCURY YOGA: If the Sun. Mars and
Mercury are in one house at birth, the native will be
famous, hard-hearted, shameless and be devoid of wealth.
sons and wife.

Notes: This combination may have more telling effects
on the marital life than on the question of children. If it
occurs in the 7th house. marriage is very adverse. Success
in money matters is very limited. If,however, the influence
of Mars is less in this yoga, the native will be learned and
wealthy.

~f~)~ai: flHftf~~ .. ~qf~sfq ,

~~if: st~: ~~~th{~I!~: U\9U

7. SUN-JUPITER-MARS YOGA: Should Mars, Jupiter
and the. Sun be together at birth, the native will be an expert
speaker; very wealthy, either a king's minister or even a
king himself, be truthful and fierce.

Notes: These planets together at birth can make the
person easily and highly irritable. The native will be a gifted
speaker and be skilful in work and can hope to reach high
position in life depending upon the house of the conjunc
tion. For example. in, the lOth, this yoga can produce
parliamentarians. political stars, judges. army heads etc.
Should the Rasi involved be Cancer or Capricorn or Libra
as the 10th (where one of these will be in fall) the native
though can acquire prosperous position, is not free from
downfall.

~T~:~:~m ~lf~~) ~:,

~~~Rcf~T~: ~~~.: ~trtf~(f: ncon

8. VENUS-MARS-SUN YOGA: One, who has Venus,
Mars and the Sun in one house, will be subjected to eye
diseases, belongs to a good race, will be fortunate, harsh
and wealthy.

Notes: The native with this combination will be more
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materialistic and sensuous. He is prone to eye diseases.
(Particularly, the ascendant with this trio can deprive one
ofeye-sight.) He does not speak much but harshly and ably.
This is a good position for intelltgence'of htgh order and for
achievements in movie line, photo studios, music etc.

fiAim~) ~,,~f~(l) f~ii ~)mm) ~\1f: t

fCf\jf~~)sf~~: f~f~Tli\1f~~~:~: tltat

9. MARS-SUN-SATURN YOGA: Should Mars, Saturn
and the Sun be together, the native will have deformed
limbs, be without wealth, always sick. without his people
and be a big fool.

Notes: This yoga deprives one of his father andrela
tives. He cannot earn much wealth. He will be devoid of
wisdom. Deformation of limb will depend on the house
involved. (For example, ifthey join in the 3rd, hearing defect
can be predicted) The native will suffer from many diseases
and litigations if they join in a house other than the 6th.

"'~)mt~T"{ m~"Ai'4'Cfi,ctf,,)fis6~,~q(t'f:'

_'+JH'qfff~~ft;ffiT~: ~: tt~oU

10. JUPITER-MERCURY-SUN YOGA: If Jupiter, Mer
cury and the Sun be together at birth. the native will be
subjected to eye-diseases. be very wealthy, be interested in
Sasthras, fables, poetry, meetings and stonework and will
become a good writer.

Notes: Should the conjunction. occur in the 3rd in par
ticular. one can achieve success in writing books. publish
ing, book-sales etc. If the Sun is not more powerful than the
other two. the yoga in the 3rd can bless one with melliflu
ous voice.

""'(If~) C1~) ~~~: snfim) ~~: t

"'110): W~: ~~~ m~: Uttu
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Vide Horasara, p. 282, the native will attain fame, be
honoured by the public, be learned, be eloquent in speech
and kind. Prithuyasas adds that the native will be penniless
in the middle of his life.

fqit€tt'W: ~~~)~~T~: ~~ m: ~~ ,
;r1q~':lli 'I~liflf~~"ijaH.)lSitl"lll II tIS",

17. MARS-MOON-JUPITF;R YOGA: A native who has
Mars, the Moon and Jupiter together at birth will have an
even body, be addicted to women, be a thief, be splendor
ous, dear to women and given to anger.

Notes: According to Manasagari, the native's face will
be equal to that of Moon, see~ ~~lf ~ oqit6; I.

This combination can leave wounds and marks on the
body and make one short-tempered.

~:mmlfT: .~~: ~ R~T: ri,,~:,

~'if~~tlfmf;r~ ~\jf",,~~fiif: ~. Ute;...

18. MARS-VENUS-MOON YOGA: One who has Mars,
Venus and the Moon together at birth is the son of a bad
woman and also will wed such a lady. He will be of wander
ing disposition and will have fear from cold.

The native will be susceptible to afilictions from colds.
Both Manasagarl and Jatakabharana also state that the
native's mother will have bad history and the subject will
marry a bad female. Venus in conjunction with Mars affects
the wife while Mars afflicttng the Moon causes adversity in
regard to mother.

~. ~9fl1lr ~ ...,," ~)1ri'~~:.

~ iRT l()i\' ~~m;n,! Utt.~

19. MARS-MOON-SATURN: If Mars, Moon and Saturn
join at birth, the person concerned will lose his mother in
boyhood; be mean, wicked and inimical to people.
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Notes: The relationship of Moon with the said two
malefics can deprive of mother in boyhood itself. The native
will be ever fona of promoting quarrels.

~qfAfi("tt)~ hm ~~T~ ~~~m: •
~g~~~) ,"~~~r{Cf~: n~oH

20. MERCURY-MOON-JUPITER YOGA: Should Mer
cury. Moon and Jupiter be together. the native will be
wealthy. skilful, eloquent in speech. bright, famous and will
have many sons and brothers.

Notes:. These three in conjunction confer good con
duct. wealth, friends, wisdom and scholarship. according
to Jatakabharana. •

This is an advantageous position to achieve a high
degree of success in astrology.

f~tr,4ftlaqfcmq '"~: ~(If:'

~1 .~~ ~~~tf)itu~~u

21. MERCURY-VENU8-MOON YOGA: One who has
Mercury, Venus and Moon together at birth, will be mean
in conduct in spite of his being learned and cultured, be
jealous and miserly.

Notes: According to Manasagari. he will also be
blanieworthy. This is not a good.posljton for smooth rela
tionship in the family. The native will be too much attached
to money.

• tCil'(1~) ~~: mfl)~~tim: mmq.
~ if(: ~~T1\' ~"~I'I~SI,~n4tn~~H

22. SATURN·MOON-MERCURYYOGA: IfSaturn, Moon
and Mercury be together. the person concerned will be de
pendent. deformed. learned. be an able speaker and re
spected by the king.
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Notes: One with this combination will be famous,
skilful in many arts, be head ofa village or town and be dear
to king, vide Jatakabharana.

The conjunction of Saturn-Mercury and the Moon can
promote cardiac and asthmatic problems. It is more so if it
directly relates to the 6th house.

m~;Cfm",lf: sn~: Cfi'~T~~) Cf§l!!~: ~T~ll

lTT"CfI!~f~)lT ~n~: ~) ~~~: ll~~"

23. VENUS-JUPITER-MOON YOGA: Should Venus,
Jupiter and the Moon be in one house at birth, the native
will be a chaste woman's son, be a scholar, will have
knowledge of arts and many Sasthras, be virtuous and
beautiful.

Notes: This conjunction can give wealth of high order
if related to 2nd, 11 th or lOth house. One can hope to
achieve literary success with these 3 planets being together
at birth.

mf~~~~!f;e:~~~T~1f") ~),,: I

~mcn~~«,.t~~?l~;{;qq'f(l: ll~'l(lt.. .

24. MOON-JUPITER-SATURN YOGA: One who has
Moon, Jupiter and Saturn combination at birth will know
the inner meaning of Sasthras, will seek union with aged
women, be devoid of shame and be the head of a village and
people.

Notes: The native will yield to his wife, according to
Manasagari. One will be addicted to women of higher age
bracket as Saturn partakes in this yoga.

R=rflt'fi(~Hl'l'i~~,,""~~ ~~.

iCJmT '!~"!rt ~fulTT"cmlft~q)it 1l~V."

25. MOON-VENUS-SATURN YOGA: If the Moon, Venus
and Saturn are in combination at birth, one will be a writer,
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reader ofbooks, Purohit (family guru), will have to his credit
merits of past birth, and be an astrologer.

Notes: Should these 3 planets be together at birth, one
will go after women, will have a bad married life or may lose
his spouse early.

~<fifcf: el)~l",T~: ~~qf~qf~: '1'~T~ ~'!rt~: I

rn;:~;:f~~~: ~lfT~~~~~~~~: ~f&~: 1l01~1l

26. MERCURY-JUPITER-MARS YOGA: One who has
Mercury, Jupiter and Mars together will be a good poet, lord
of a group, will marry a virtuous lady, be intent on helping
others, and an expert singer.

'>f~);() fC«fi~~~:qq~) ~~:q iifTlf~ ,,~: I

~~~) f",~lfR~~) ~~~;f: m~~: 1l~\911

27. MARS-MERCURY-VENUS YOGA: Should Mars,
Mercury and Venus be together at birth, the native will give
up his caste, be deformed, fickle-minded, wicked, and
garrulous.

sfl5lf: ~p:f~3f: ~~) ~~'()",.

~ sre:~~m~Q.oo: ~q: ll~~ll

28. MERCURY-SATURN-MARS YOGA: Should Mer
cury, Saturn and Mars be together at birth, one will be a
servant, will have dark eyes, be intent on Iiving in foreign
places, will have facial diseases and will be witty. .

"!l1(fl!: ~cnO{ fe{ffi'f~",~: ~(fIfg~: •

~~;f"'At:t~) ~q~~~: m~~: ll~tll

29. VENV~PITER-MARS YOGA: One who has
Venus, Jupiter and Mars together at birth will be dear to
king, will have good sons and enjoy pleasures through
women. He will please all persons.
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,!~:l: lfl'(fTW) ");UlfJfT~) ~o) rq;j: I

~f(f ,,~) f~f!~: ~~~q1i\if~ilr~~lT)it lr~oll

30. JUPITER-MARS-SATURN YOGA: If Jupiter. Mars
and Saturn be together at birth. the native will be honoured
by the king. will have wounds on the body. be mean and
blamed by friends: He will also be unkind.

!~ft~~;nlTT: ~~) ~i lt~~~~: I
~li SRT~: ,,~: ~'f"{1j'qi: llHll

31. SATURN-MARS-VENUS YOGA: IfSaturn. Mars and
Venus are in one house at birth. the native is born tc an
immoral lady. will marry sueh a lady will be devoid of
happiness. and will be intent on wandering in distant
places.

~:lfl'fqmf~~)'!~: !lt~~ 'i~::f..ir(f: I

~.: ~~~.m ~: ~~~ ll~~U

32. MERCURY-JUPITER-VENUS: Should Mercury.
Jupiter and Venus be together. the native will have good
physique. be successful over his enemies be a king. fortu
nate. widely famous and truthfully disposed.

33. MERCURY-SATURN-JUPITER: When Mercury.
Saturn and Jupiter are together at birth it denotes that the
native will enjoy honour, wealth and sovereignty, be
learned. will have abundant pleasures. be attached to his
wife, be courageous and fortunate.

~)",alS'1ac"4! q(!f'If('i(dT ll~f;tiIq:$t\\'1: •

,ee~I'Si,mJi: .~: mmao: "~"'"
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34. MERCURY VENUS-SATURN: One who has Mer
cury, Venus and Saturn together at birth will be scurrilous
in speech, fraudulent, be a liar, addicted to other women,
vehement, (fq~JThasseveral other meanings, viz., irregular,
uneven, mysterious, inaccessible, rough, painful, trouble
some etc.), will have knowledge of arts and be attached to
his own country.

~.psfq ~Cf) +(Cffu ,,~) 1qfaf~~Ifftf<{: ,
~~~riCfR,,~~i~f~: m~q;'l: "~y.,,

35. JUPITER-VENUS-SATURN: Should Jupiter, Venus
and Saturn be in one house at birth one will become a king
even though he might be of mean natal order, will be very
famous and be a repository of virtues.

Notes: This is a superior combination to attain fame
and high position in legal fields.

,"~q:IJf~ :q;i '''~~+l'T'': SAitfua'SlTq:,

~~ ~«t~T;:ai: ,+i iftf.:q~afq~ "~~,,

36. PARENTS: If the Moon is 'in the company of
malefics, it is detrimental to the mother of the native.
Predict similar results regarding the father of the native if
the Sun joins malefics at birth. Benefics in the place of
malefics in the said yogas will prove auspicious to the
respective parent. If the planets joining be of mixed nature
(i.e. one benefic and another malefic), the effects are
medium.

snq: ~:~({f'M'tf<4'q~cfif.'~.•
~q,«f"<'l ~ "'Gi~q"j," .~~ U\""

qr,"~sfqofifr~~,,: fC~;R~~ ,
lI(,f(l\4,:~ ~..t I'4i14(l"'. u~e;u
37·38. BENEFICS IN CONJUNCTION AND MALEFICS

IN CONJUNCTION: If benefics are in conjunction at birth,
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the native will enjoy wealth, sovereignty and fame. Such a
combination produces an emperor capable of ruling the
earth. Should three maleftcs join at birth, the native wil be
unlucky, indigent. grief-stricken, ugly and immodest.

Notes: The combination of three benefics will produce
splendid results even in the 6th and 8th-not to speak of
other non-trika houses, for Adhi yoga is produced. Even in
the 12th, the conjunction of 3 planets, one of them being
the 2nd lord. causes powerful monetary yoga, (sec Sar
vartha Chintamani). Malefics conjunct prove adverse and it
is better that they are separated from each other. This
concentration on one particular Bhava-by way of conjunc
tion-proves severely inauspicious for that particular
house while their separation distributes the imbalances
evenly.

~fcr lfi~lfT~ql:ifq~f'«lTqj~T'U1f~lfj f~~IlT'T) ;H1t

l{T~~Tse1fTq: """
Thus ends the 16th Chapter entitled "3 planets in com

bination" in Kalyana Varma's Saravali.



Chapter 17

~"l :q~~~)f(T~q,q: II ~ '3 II

. Four Planets in Conjunction

f~~~~~) ~)fCT

!~~~ml;"~~:

q,,-,ISN~'i{~~ ,

~'o:t: ~"fif II ~ II

1. SUN-MOON-MARS-MERCURY YOGA: Should these
four planets be together at birth. the native will be a writer.
a thief and be scurrilous in speech. He will be sickly.
cunning and be capable of deceiving others.

~'t "f;m'r~~~~'",fu1:no:t: fcftT(f~)~: •
~q~qf f~:~lfil'1ii1tyq~n:l'fii: ~~({: "~U

2. MOON-MARS-JUPITER-SUN YOGA: One who has
these four planets in one house at birth. will be wealthy,
dear to women. splendorous, will maintain decorum. be
free from grief and expert in work.

Ijfmf"(ii!uu~ffi:~~~ ~)S~~~~4:!I~ft~:.

fq,~CR'~: m~i1t"YllTm: ~~a: U~U

3. MOON-MARS-VENUS-SUNYOGA: If these four plan
ets join at birth, one will speak and conduct himself as a
great person, be happy, expert, intent on gathering money
and will have learning, sons and wife.

~mn) ~~) "..<f~(f) q'",(i~) ",f: r
tp:q: .~~ "'" ~fdl~lftltiitQ1miq)lr,,'tU
4. SUN-MOON-MARS-SATURN YOGA: One'who has .
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32. MARS-MERCURY-JUPITER-SATURN YOGA: One,
who has these four planets in one house at birth, will be
brave, learned, be a good speaker, be without wealth, truth- •
fuI and will have good habits. He will be able to argue and
endure. He will be intelligent.

'Q';zq(>~:~: mo:nw' ~4$4f(: ~: I
~~ ;:f m~~{qr~Q'~Tqi: ~: ll~~U

33. MERCURY-MARS-SATURN-VENUS YOGA: If these
four planets are together at birth, the native will be an
expert boxer, will depend on others, will have coarse body
will possess pride of war, be famous and will breed dogs.

~f~T': W~)~: ~«fi:l'Q'~~: I

~~~~~"~~~~Q'~ ~: ll~'ll'll

34. MARS-JUPITER-VENUS-SATURN YOGA: If these
four planets are together at birth, the native will be splen
dorous, wealthy, addicted to other women, fond of bravery,
fickle-minded, and ill-disposed.

qqr~T ~f~~) mfr~) ~~Q'~~', • &

~"3f)~~~~r~~~?i~RRf«Q')~ ll~V.U

35. MERCURY-JUPITER-VENUS-SATURN YOGA:
Should these be together at birth, the' native will be intel
ligent, interested in sastras, be a debaucher and an obe
dient servant.

m lIrm{g'«f-n:fifffTlfj mu@fj :q~",«(q"ttr: ~a~~)~: /Ihll

Thus ends the 17th chapter entitled "Effects of four
planets in conjunction" 'in KcuyanceVarma's Saravali. .
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W"l ~;:rq(q)1l1QlR: U~ ~tl

Effects of Conjunction of Five
Planets

~:~ qSiqs:tU "'t4,N(~i. a,Nd~I\1,(: ,
~ ~,,,.~,, w"ltlitit1""'''1tf: u~u
1. SUN-MOON-MARs-JUPITER-MERCURY YOGk If

these five planets are together at birth. the native will· be
subjected to grief. will be cunning. be bereaved of wife. and
will experience physical distresses.

. q'(~nR(() R~li";:!J~~: ~T~~: I

"milfffif ~ ~~ '({).,t\iji~+4~::cc U~ll

2. SUN-MOON-MAR8-VENUS-MERCURY YOGA: If
these five planets join at birth. the nattve will be intent on
doing others' jobs. will lose his strength or courage through
his relatives and friends. and will befriend a neuter.

3. SATURN-SUN-MERCURY-MOON-MARS YOGA:
Should these be conjunct at birth. the native will be short
lived. imprisoned. and be devoid of every kind of happiness.
wife. sons and money.

1mf)$i'lT -n:"; "'~~+lft m ~"fq.: I"* 1f('T . itlf~: !i~"i~~~I.ht1riitiill UYU

4. MARS-MOON-J,UPITER-VENUS-SUNYOGA: Should
these five planets join at birth. the native will be blind by
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birth, subjected to much grief, be devoid of parents, always
dejected in mood and fond of singing.

!t4~~i(1: ~q~: q1:~~1:: ~)q~Tql ".

f~;r~~ ~li~: ~f~:li~itiif~Mqqri:tl~n

5. SATUR~-MOON-MARS-JUPITER-SUNYOGA: If there
be a combination of these planets in one house, the native
will be an expert warrior, will' steal others' money, give
trouble to others, be a tale-bearer and fickle-minded.

qAT~fcf~r;r)qf{1..u~n: ~w;rTf;r~: •

~~~~~~: ~q~~m~R~"q: U\U

6. SUN-MOON-VENU8-SATURN-MARS YOGA: Should
the said five planets join in one house, the native will be
devoid of respect, money and prosperity, will have dirty
conduct, and be addicted to women.

If;~it') ~fcr~l?{)1qm~) qq;:ri~) '" ~~ •

~Ta': ~lfaiC') ~~rccllih4~m U19U

7. MERCURY-MOON-JUPITER-SUN-SATURN YOGA:
One with the conjunction of these. planets will be a machin
ist, will enjoy great prosperity be a ktng's minister, be a
judge and be fameus.

'"~: f~a'~~:~~) ~5l",;rf~ fit'~.

~: ~T..;r~~l Gf~~li\t:lid~~~: ncon
8. MERCURY-MOON-JUPITER-SUN-SATURN YOGA:

With these five planets in one house, the native will "be
timid, be deprived of people dear to him, expert in cheating,
given to anger, and will depend on others for food.



" Chap:~ ;:N-MOON-MERCURY-SATURN-VENUS YOGk ~::
\ who has the said five planets together at birth will be tall

in stature. will have a hairy body. and be not endowed with
happiness. money and sons.

~r~t~f"~(f~q~:~T!~) qf(fff11{ r
~~ ~~~~~~: ll~oll

10. SUN-MOON.JUPITER-VENUS-SATURN YOGA: One
with these five planets together at birth. will indulge in
jugglery, be fickle-minded, be liked by women, be learned,
will have many enemies and be fearless.

lI'fqr ~Q~~~: ~~~: ~Tqf~~~",,": •

~T~rS1'~)st,.~~q) ;qr~~rCf~ftCf~~: ~lffiIllHll

11. MERCURY·MARS-SUN-JUPITER-VENUS YOGA: If
these planets join at birth. the native will be sensuous. will
have a fleet of horses. will do Igood acts. be an army chief,
be dear to king very fortunate and free from grief.

fiJ~)fif"') ~"'T fim ~,,~ ~~~ qm •

;ftui1f~",alfT~' ~~~~T.'(fq~~: U~~u
12. SUN-MARS-MERCURY-JUPITER-SATURN YOGA:

Should a native have these planets conjunct, he will be
emotional. sick, will earn food by begging going from house
to house and will live in dilapidated houses.

'Nif~)qfm ff{~)$ ~~fq) ~ I

fiJ:~) fq4H~~I~~: ~1Jt~1~,~q ~~: ~Tq UnU

13. MARS-MOON-MERCURY-VENUS-SATURN YOGA:
One with these five planets together at birth will be troubled
by wounds, imprisonment and diseases, be learned,
honoured by the people, be poor and deformed.

Iq'mri'~f~f~(f: ~~)~:,,~:.

~ ,,!f~: ~~: tlJt,r"'l(~g....fin~ri: lit"u
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14. MARS-SATURN-SUN-VENUS-MERCURY .YOGA:
One with the said five planets together will be troubled by
diseases and enemies, be deprived of position, subjected to
much grief and will roam out of agony.

sllSlff ,~: Cfm.) "f~"T~T~)S~+f'1') ~: t

~Cffff '1~)~'1U~: ~&(tii\!X~mli: ttt~"

15. MOON-MARS-JUPIT~R-VENUS-SATURN YOGA: If
these five planets are together, one will be a messenger. a
dunce, a neuter, will possess dirty habits. be very unfortu
nate, deformed and bereft of money.

~{ilfi~T9"'~~~~ISdf~: ~: ~ft:f t

~~:. sn~i ~m]~~nnm'm: ..~~,.
16. SUN-MARS-JUPITER~VENUS-SATURN YOGA:

Should there be a conjunction of these five planets, at birth.
one will be expert in dealing With equipment and machinery
related to water, minerals, mercury and such other chemi
cals and will achieve some fame in these lines.

"dfiiif'!lfilTif"§f44,,~: ~ ~ lllf,t

~: ""~: wnra('(i~~)i;.Ul\t~'

17. SUN-VENUS-SATURN-MERCURY-JUPITER YOGA:
One with these planets Inconjunction will be learned in
many Sasthras, will help friends, be dear to elders. virtu
ous and merciful.

m,: ~Qq(((() fiml""~fl'@4fl+qft~' j

~) ~) ~".,~;nt~..
18. MERCURY-MOON-JUPITER-MARS-VENUS l'"DGA:

Should these planets be in conjunction at birth. one will be
humble. free from sickness, endowed with learning, wealth,
truth and happiness, be helpful to relatives and will have
many friends.
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19. MARS-SATURN-MERCURY-JUPITER-MOON YOGA:
One with the conjunction of these five planets will be night
blind, penniless, dependent on others for food, miserable
and will bring discredit to his relatives.

~firJt*''%l: cn',?i~!ifg:~~(:f:I

tllfr~~~f~) lI~~t\il~'5fi~r~~:;ij: ll~oU

20. MERCURY-MOON-MARS-VENUS-SATURN YOGA:
With these planets in conjunction, one will have a number
ofenemies and friends as well, be helpful to others, wicked
and highly regarded.

,qqni\'i ,qfif~'t,~..,q: (1'~.,;vq'441 t

~ ~. "~!i""i1I1t'i11eUllr",ti: u~tu

21. MOON-MERCURY-VENUS-JUPITER-SATURN
YOGA: If these planets are together at birth in a nativity,
the subject will be a king's minister. be equal to a king. chief
of the people and be worshipped by all people.

~~:m;qlcn·(1"'l11fd~ Fwi'IS=M«: t

MI'~ m: ~~"".diiij~:..~~.

22. MARS-JUPITER-MERCURY-VENUS-SATURN YOGA:
If these five planets be conjunct, the native will be good
hearted. rash (considered to be one of the 33 subordinate
feelings), dear to king. free from grief, addicted to excessive
sleep. and be indigent.

Utf·If'~R!.A'.wr~f~trTlri m~ q$iiiijU,q)q)

~Tm~~~: "'c;1I
Thus ends the 18th Chapter, entitled "Effects offlve

planets in conjunction ", in Kalyana Varma's Saravali.
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.~" q(tl{~)fll~"lll~: II ~ all
'"

Effects of 6 Planets in Conjunction

r.t1'8C"8C4~':~)~ Nifiu!qftrt: ,
qtnil",qqlat!"'!~~.:· n~"

1. MERCURY-MOON-SUN-MARS-JUPITER-VENUS
YOGA: If these six planets join together, the native will be
learned, vtrtuous, will have an emaciated body, be ac
quatnted with many languages, and will have distinguished
knowledge.

~ q~lWilm~~~~) ~~,

~~ fQ~rti\' (cil¥Ii~~~:u~"

2. SUN-MOON-MARS-MERCURY-JUPITER-SATURN
YOGA: Should these planets be together, the native will be
liberal, helpful to others, fickleminded, of satwic disposi
tion and will grafity his sexual desires in lonely places.

.m:~~: ~ ~r"(I'lld) ~:,

~ ~ " f.""'l'N!1 .....~u. ~8C';~I(~n.'Ii: n~u

3. MERCURY-MOON-SUN-MARS-SATURN-VENUS
YOGA: Should these six planets join in one house, the
native will be a thief, be addicted to others' women, sub
jected to leprosy, discarded by his own men, be a dunce,
deprived of position and be issueless.

-.);:f: ~lWr"~(t: lRq'tTm m~eqr(,C1:'

fir.-: fql(";tt'" m~",!(oql~~:U'tU
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4. VENUS-MOON-SUN-MARS-JUPITER-SATURN YOGA:
If these six planets are together, the native will be mean,

. will do others' jobs, suffer from tuberculosis, breathing and
sneezing troubles (i.e. sneezing etc.) and will be blamed by
his relatives.

q~ "!~ ~~: lft'Tf;a~~) ~r~ ~i"!fi'lrl'~(ft(lf: I

'A''''l=f~) "1if"(~R) ~~')~i!~fu(lf«~: Il~ll

5. SUN-MOON-MERCURY-JUPITER-VENUS-SATURN
YOGA: One with this six-planetary conjunction will be a
ktng's minister, fortunate, patient and will suffer from grief.
He will have no wife and wealth.

~ti'! ~ ~ ~~r~ ~if "(f~ I

llRq'~~ ~"(~~lq~r."I1: U~U

6. MERCURY-MARS-SATURN-JUPITER-VENUS-SUN
YOGA: If the said six planets are together the subject will
always wander in shrines, be deprived of issues and wealth
and will live in forests and hills.

~ '"': smq1"d,qr~h~)'!qfiw)~ I

",,~a«hu,q,a: ''''iNrMd~a,,,,wh': IlISU

7. MAR8-SATURN-VENU8-MOON-MERCURY-JUPITER
YOGA: One with these six planets will be pure at all times,
valorous, will seek sexual union with many women, be dear
to king, be a minister and beendowed with wealth, issues
and happiness.

~ ~-:.. . .~
)ftef' ,{'~Il~:"" ,w: ~q"«~,..~.,: I

"wi'..qCflhUiCN "'E1~dC'fi""(OjI: SfII: Uc;U

8. PLANETARY CONJUNCTIONS: If 5 or 6 planets join
at birth, normally such natives will be penniless, subjected
to grtefand be dullwitted. Even aspects among such
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planets will yield similar results according to Kandalas.

Notes: In general, even if there be mutual aspects
between five or six planets, they yield unpleasant results as
though they are in conjunction. The reason is most of the
Bhavas in the chart come under adverse effect, as all
planets except the luminaries own two houses each.

~fa'<fi~lf1l!l'Cl'Jfmfqa'n;rt~'":~~ "~1Ii{'f)")

;mAi)"f"ms~,~: tI t tIl

Thus ends the 19th Chapter, entitled "E;[fects of stx
planet combinations" in Kalyana Varma's Saravali.
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"" SI~qTq),,~: II ~ 011

Combinations For Renunciation

q)q'( fCf~~~'R~"ari~l"('4: ~~fq' mq~ •

....."ft ~«~: ~itfcm ~"4Ikiil.uq utu
1. Various sages have explained widely the combina

tions of four or more planets producing an ascetic. I now
explain below such of the yogas.

'~~l5fl14"~~ \{i~~41lettiil,ff{)w'~

~""ft, ~~~41"4'lfa~.'" u~U

2. One born with the conjunction of the Sun, the
Moon, Venus, Jupiter and Mars; or the luminaries, Mercury
and Mars; or the Sun, Mars, Saturn, Mercury and Venus
becomes an ascetic.

3. The native having the combination of Mars, the lu
minaries (I.e. the Sun and the Moon), Mercury and Jupiter;
or the luminaries, saturn, and Mercury; or the luminaries,
Mars and Saturn takes to renunciation and become a
mendicant.

'"rCN!"ttiKfliflll 't:l!lll \l,,"fi~ lett""\((q,.. .
~~",,(cqfa~"'t !.f'ft IiI....SC~' ~: ...."u

4. The Sun, Jupiter, saturn and Mercury ·being to
gether or Mars, the Sun, Mercury and Jupiter Joining
denotes a mendicant.
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mCfT~~1q~~c" ~T~T: ~(iitf~:!'5lIfi~lf~"h:q:,

t~"icrud\iii~i';~"(Ttit mi mn <iij(~ ffi"~~ UV.U

5. Should Venus, the Sun, Mars and Saturn; or Jupi
ter, Mars, the Sun and Saturn; or Mars, the Moon, Jupiter
and Saturn with strength be in conjunction at birth, native
takes to ascetism.

,~~~~~~~Ei: f~~i~l:hlTtf.:.

"(~'~~1qTf~i{T~fsp:hfCfr.Cf.~m ~~~, 't"(T: ,,~u

6. One will be initiated into a religious vow if anyone
of the following group of planets be found together at birth:
(1) Mars, Saturn, Mercury and Jupiter; (2) Mars, Saturn,
Mercury, the Sun and Venus; (3) the luminaries, Mars,
Saturn and Venus.

f«CfT"(~~iif1Cf~~~:~;:~~ehNi!qT~"~:•

f~~;~:!?fTflti~~~~~~'" ""qcfCfNlf: U19l1

7. One becomes a mendicant to live in forests and hilly
areas if the planets group themselves in conjunction at
birth as under: (1) Venus, Mars, Saturn, Jupiter and the
Sun; (2) Mars, the Moon, Jupiter Mercury and Saturn;
(3) Venus, Mercury, Saturn, the Moon and Mars.

~~"(~m:r~~~: tnm~~li"~iifP1f"~:"
fi:q~~,fu: ~{~'"~f;o ~r ~)~"":Hc:H

8. The native will become a sage, giving up (even) his
food and be honoured by the people, if the heavenly bodies
form conjunction as under: (1) The Moon, Mercury, Mars,
Jupiter and the Sun; (2) The luminaries, Mercury, Venus
and Mars.

~,~ ~1it.,~.:~~"'T(.,!q~~:,
~~m~~ 11~~~,",: ~ft{a;h:).m ueu
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9. The native will be initiated into a religious vow, if
(1) the luminaries, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter and Saturn or
(2) The Moon, Mars, Saturn, Mercury, Jupiter and the Sun
or (3) Mars, the luminaries, Saturn, Venus and Mercury,
join together at birth.

fm\';{~)cni':sf«lfmf~~: fmfT!i~),"rifitl(tll(~a)Q: •. .
~ q'Tti~~;ri: ~ ~~(t iiTTm ~) q'nf~",: uton

10. A famous sage is indicated by the combination of
(1) the luminaries, Jupiter, Saturn and Venus or (2) Venus,
the luminaries, Jupiter, Saturn and Mercury.

p~riT~fmfTfcti~T~i:·famrlfi":jf)~~\if"ll1"i,fi:t~:•
I(~T"1'ii: ~f~~r~~~~~T(=l': ~~~~11{ UHU

11. Note the conjunction of the following planets:
(1) Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn and the Sun.
(2) Venus, the luminaries, Saturn, Jupiter and Mercury. It
indicates an ascetic.

12. If conjunction is found among the planetary
group, viz. (1) the luminaries, Jupiter and Saturn;
(2) Saturn, the luminaries and Venus; (3) Sun. Mercury,
Mars and Jupiter, the native will become an ascetic living
on roots and fruits.

'-m~~·hU€"Nl'I~~ ~"~'"tfltlltlltllll;~:'

~",,~qT~" ~ ~OI(=l')li~m ~~~~T~Ut~n

13. The native will become an ascetic with bark
garments if Mars, the Sun, Mercury and Venus are found
together at bii-th. The same effect follows the conjunction of
Mars, the Moon, Jupiter and Mercury.
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~);;:~;;rfm~T$~T i!"'lf{q~;;r~~:s~~ih:T;I

~~'n ~'"" ~lf \left pficr a(tjqtl¥lEf ~T;'~ ll~~ll

14. A patient ascetic (awaiting the blessing of the
Supreme) is indicated by either the combination of the
Moon, Mercury. Mars and Saturn or of Mercury, Mars,
Jupiter and Saturn.

li{imhl~~l'l~ffiit'~""

~"~~~ftld~m:i~91o:i{91'~,

",:t;~"q'fcrfi:rm firlfa l«ft;ri
... f~f.:cr ~flq' q)~qrqCfT~"'iif11! U~~U

15. A sage living only by eating fruits is denoted by the
combination of the luminaries. Venus and Mercury; or
Mars. Mercury, Venus and Saturn; or Saturn, the Moon.
Jupiter and Venus.

16. An ascetic, who will be highly honourable, living
in forests. is denoted by each of the undermentioned plane
tary conjunctions: (1) The Sun. Mars. the Moon and Venus,
(2) the luminanes, Mars and Mercury. (3) Jupiter, Venus,
Saturn and the Sun. (4) Venus, Jupiter. the Moon and
Mars.

ftt«rit~~",~~~p; ,
(fliiiifiiililf~.~Efft:f qM(:~) ;fur; "til"

.17. Find the planets together In individual groups as
under (1) Venus. Moon! Mars. Jupiter and Saturn, (2) the
Moon. Mercury, Mars, Jupiter and Venus. (3) Thelumtnar-
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tes, Mars, Mercury and Jupiter. The result is that the
ascetic will be sorrowful. 1

~f~ihqfQ'~;z~~;f: ~;ft,,~)~n€4fiitvJ'~'l1i:.

~~:~: ~if~li",),,~:sieT~~T ~~f~ Utc;n

18. Mars, Saturn, Jupiter, Venus and Mercury with
strength, or Saturn, the Sun, Mercury, the Moon and Mars
with strength in conjunction produce one with clotted hair
and bark-garments.

'1'f.o...C(~;qpiit'"",uf~:...,i~~~~p~~"i~
5(tt'1r~~ (fTtmmr~~

~~Mq".Tftl~ ~: Ute-n

19. The luminaries, Mercury, Mars and Venus or the
luminaries, Mars, Jupiter, Venus if be together, the native
certainly will become an ascetic.

20. If the Sun denotes ascetism (t.e. being the strong
est in the yoga), there will only be faith in the religious order
while competence (to fulfil the order) will lack. If the planet,
contributing to such order is. overpowered by another
planet (I.e. in eclipse, planetary war etc.) the native will give
up the order after being initiated into it. Should many
planets denote such an order, there may be many kinds of
religious orders, but these will depend on the order of the
planet.

1. Unsuccessful mendicant.
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~TqT: '~lq) 'd',,!f~(f(ll~",1:)f~(t) "TSfli:.
qr~)'ffi' lfCff(f:lii{ qc!{",f~~qr 'fTltlf1t ..~ ~ ..

21. If the planet indicating ascetism is combust in the
Sun or is aspected by another heavenly body, the native will
only have an earnest destre to be initiated into the religious
order but will not attain fruition of his aim. So say Yavanas.

m ~" ~~~ ~ft~: 'ti~Tflli!!: ~)fif m~ I...
''''Ihllitl "T 1:~ !!) "",,~!i ",qq~~: U~~U

22. The native will attain religious order if the Moon.
posited in a decanate of Saturn, is aspected by Mars and
Saturn. The same effect is produced if the Moon occupies
the Navamsa of Aries/Scorpio in aspect to Saturn.

,,",Tf~: ~li~a", !!: ~Ui1:l!: ~~ vm I

~1l:m~ f~a ~~ 'r"T~~fq ~1:~q4{ U~~U

23. If the lord of the Moon sign receives the solus
aspect of Saturn (t.e. unaspected by others than Saturn).
one will enter religious order. Even in this context, the
earlier yogas if present will only prevail.

",~.mn~(1'li·: ~lff(f mf'{ ~~ ~.
~ ~ ~fqfq~'h,: ~ ~~ ~..: "~'tU

24. If the lord of the Moon sign, bright with rays. lends
his aspect to Saturn while Saturn is in an angle. the native
will lose his fortunes only to enter into a religious order.

~~~~~ ~~)

q""'(11(1'1(') '" ft:1fi4d il t(liQ'Jfi': '

..fw_"..,., '~!'IT)

itilQfa q ;mi ~ ;~...~~u
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25. If one among the Sun, the Moon and Jupiter be
devoid of strength. and occupy the ascendant or the lOth
or the 12th in aspect to strong Saturn, the native will
become distressed ascetic.

~"'~ ~Ti\' ...~~
~ "qq;moo,!: ~~~m:¥.t~ it",,!: •

~ fit'1lfi (~,,: ~a snc~P.if

~ ~'" ift~ ~: U~~U

26. Should the Moon with strength be in the l Oth,
falling in a benefic's Navamsa while others occupy their
exaltation marks and all being in aspect to strong Saturn.
the native will become the lord of the earth to only become
an ascetic.

"raqlqii{Wt~lft't: m~: ~~

",~«<,r("(f sl,,~ ~T""

qR ~ am) Cf:~: lii'i!fkN1'
'"

"''1'fj¥Nr~,",: tl'6~{Wtc"'t",lfr",: U~I9H

27. If waxing Moon, with superior strength, aspects
the ascendant lord, the latter being bereft of strength and
being alone (in that Rasi), the native will be. devoid of wealth
and own men, ,be miserable, sorrowful, will take to ascetism
and will obtain his food with great inconvenience.

~: ~"",.It'lIf:~.... qh:aqCll'W4''t.
, ......., Shea,'t iJi..qr~ ~"iif""(f ~ U~t:;U

28. One will become a religious mendicantif Saturn
occupying a benefic's navamsa aspects others including
the Moon. The Moon in this case should only be in Aquar
ius Navamsa.

~wni: ~f'A(,~qrttrlt(WRm ~,

i" m ~q,..,4 ..q~fit"~: ",Nd. ,,~t..
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29. If the lord of the Moon sign aspects all the' other
planets, while these are all together in one Rasi, the native
will become an ascetic.

"",At q'fb:n~.., fir~~~,~ (lffe",,:

'''R'~~(<<' "~q~~(,, a'1Irtm~ q.
'fT1M ~t«ri ~ mmort "w,mri~

ltilqltW~~fqq~lri ~~~: u~on

30. The Sun rules the ascetics of the following orders:
Those who worship the Fire God in forests or on river
banks, those who worship (the omnipotent) Sun God,
Elephant-faced Ganesa and His benevolent mother Parvati,
those who recite the hymns of Gayatri(which are very
sacred), those who are vowed to bathe. in the sacred Ganges
everyday and those who maintain (absolute) celebacy.

'.""'~~lf-fif~{=fT:~~ q~
..."": q'f(f"'m "(1(' ~~)ll~ A:~fWt1: •

f~~ ~~ ~fq fif~~,: ~enf~.~U·

~;nqm ,,~: ~~~: ~~~'wcnfi!t'lm: U~~ ..

31. The religious order belonging to the Moon attracts
the following various persons: Those disciples who smear
their bodies with sacred ashes, those who worship the Feet
of Lord Siva, those who are abandoned by the society, those
who are devoted toBhagavatt, those who give up company
of others, those who take to Soma Siddhanta and those
who carry bowls in their hands (for begging alms).

...~¥tl~ 1Rn:
'"
ftRrt "'" q,q(f_.. q.
(\'ENe, fiefiri. ,:

q: rilri MfR': ,,'lftftU':. "'~"
32. The Buddhist monks, the tonsured, those who
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wear white apparels, those who beg wearing good robes,
those who wear blood-red clothes and those that have
conquered theirJive senses-all these mendicants are ruled
by Mars.

IIlfGftf~ < !~r"h11 ~~

q ~~~~C': q "r~'i ...
~ ~~flff~r~q'm.~-

,af:fT ~~r'l(1"fq')sf'1lffifA~: 1I~~"

33. Mercury denotes an aIm-seeker, a conjurer, a
snake poison curer. and one who eats the flesh of a pea-
cock. .

Notes: The words"~~fqt~Hn~;r'!are split thus: ~~'(=
pcacock.fefsta =flesh. ~mT"=cat. Though it means that the
native will live on the flesh of peacocks. it sounds peculiar
to us when some commentators have, however. interpreted
this as: one wearing the crest of a peacock, which meaning
we are unable to detect.

~ 'Jit"ft4f11'~~) ~Ti( "'q'p:.ir
",,",,~m: ~)~~ it~:.

~. ~~~ f,,~: ~~"'iiq 'fm-

,~t ~~: ~~~)~!it """d.,: U~'ltll

34. The ascetics ruled by Jupiter are: those who hold
a stngle sceptre (or mace), those who hold three sceptres,
those who wear red coloured apparels. those who are in the
third stage of their religious life ( ~n;r~", ), those who pull
on their lives with fruits and water (alone), those who still
are attached to family ties, those who maintain celebacy
and those who take to visiting shrines etc.

q"qdQ..'i\IfIl'I~' __ r.,C'4~CI ~:.

"6C!t""(.'~"4CN ft-ri ;m SI..nfdd: p: n~lU
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35. Venus rules the mendicants of Saivite and Valsh
navite sects.

qfl:~G~5<n,f;mn f"i.iI(i~' ",,'
atlii ..~f~~,r.:~~~~:u~~n

36. Religious hypocrites. bare mendicants and the
ascetics who sit under shadowy trees in forests are ruled by
Saturn.

SI.Mtt,r;tf4~ mf4m' ~ m·
~(ii,f_q,ttf ~ti!¥"4 ~,

~ ~f~ ~ ~ft4ftt;f

SI(!itt'!qf!nuflT: ."Iqii""",,,'l U~\tU

37. Should Rajayogas be simultaneously present
along with the above ascetic yogas, all the evil results are
nullified and the native will become very virtuous, will be
adorned by all the Kings, himself becoming a king and will
take to religious order.

~ ~cnif<f(Nt"rilt·"'~SI'n'fT~ 'WI'

~samr: '~.II

Thus ends the 20th Chapter, entitled. 'Combinationsfor
Renunciation' in Kalyana Varma's Saravali.
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WI'"' if'll~~Tql~~lq: I' ~ ~ II

Nabbasa Yogas

~mremw~:~T q"'T~",q, "trotT"
~mT tnT~,,~ ij'~'lfe~ ~~ II ~ II

1. NABHASA YOGAS: Yavanas have explained 1800
kinds of Nabhasa yogas out of which I detail below·32.

Notes: The effects of these yogas are supposed to be
experienced by the native, irrespective of the Dasa periods.

Balabhadra in his illustrious "Hora Ratna" adopted
this sloka of Kalyanavarma, so to say 32 are major Nabhasa
yogas, they are generally dealt with.

~~~~WIi!'tf\ct~'IANm,:I

.'n!tm~~~, "'Tq"~m:~'I.liTft!f II ~·tl

"mT ~qft1"1 ~if~ ""fq~I~': ,
!!''''ltSa\t('lj".1 '(~: "fiftmf'.fT ~) 'TT(lJ: II ~ II
~~ ilftmT ~~f~: 5f'fim:i~ ~: l

"T'llqilfTClT'!~~T~~~;mq)qyi! II 'It. II

2-4. KINDS OF NABHASA YOGA: "The following are the
32 Nabhasa yogas Nau (i'I:h Chatra, Koota, Chaapa, Srin
gataka, Vajra, Darmnt, Pasa, Veena, Kamala. Musala, Vapt,
Hala, Sara (.~~ ). Samudra, Chakra, Maala. Sarpa.. Ardha
f· ,

Chandra. Yava, Kedara, Gada. Pakshi, Yupa, Yuga, Sakata.
8ooJa. Danda, Rajju, Sakthf, Nala and Gola. The Asraya
Yogas, viz. Musala, Rajju 'and Nala are dealt with by
Acharya Manitha.

Notes: The 32 Nabhasa Yogas consist of 20 Akriti
yogas, 7 Sankhya yogas, 3 Asraya yogas and. 2 Dala (Ardha)
yogas. Veena yoga is 'called Vallaki yoga by some expo
nents. As per Varaha Mihira. Asraya yogas are dealt with by
Sathya vide sloka 2, ch. 12 of Brtha: Jataka.)
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'"~~"\(('tq,m ~)~'~i(f(.,q;ft{f~,:I

~Eia ~~~~T: ~~hri: ~!r~bC!': II ~ II

i :qT~lO""i !\il'~ ,,~rm~).m I

,tT,,!f~\il'T~T r~m~'(q~: "fq(1mf ~TR~: II ~ II

5-6. Gola, Yuga, Soola, Pasa, Veena (Vallakt), Kedara
and Damini are the seven Sankhya yogas. The two Dala
yogas viz. Sarpa (Bhujanga) and Mala are explained by
Parasara Maharshi. Savitrachaiya dealt with remaining 20
yogas.

Notes: See Parasara's statement:~: ~ Wm"if
~)iT Wfilf~ffi I,

"T"'~ \il'T~' "fiff",~ ~T\1~~': I
,,;:~1RIfitf"'ffT~;ifl~T: ,,~., tit",: II \t II

7: One born with an Asraya will obtain the good
effects, vtz., happiness, advantages and qualities, provided
there is no other kind of (Nabhasa) yoga present in the
horoscope. If other (Nabhasa) yoga is present in addition to
an Asraya Yoga then the effects ofAsraya yoga do not come
to pass, but the other (Nabhasa) yoga prevails.

Notes: As we have seen, tho' three Asraya yogas are
Musala, Rajju and Nala. Should one of them be present
exclusively, without the presence of another kind of
Sankhya, Akrtti, or.Dala yoga, then only Asraya yoga comes
to pass. Alternatively ifan Asraya yoga is present while one
of Sankhya, Akriti or Dala yogas is present, then Asraya
yoga fails and the other yoga prevails. See sloka 5 in
Nabhasa yoga chapter of Hora Ratna.

~~.'qfni;q",,,,,,,, ,!qfi:m: "nn: I

srtin!r m@lf~"~'~T,,!M.ail! q IWTm: It c; II
'ft'q~~T: q'(~Tni~ iftf.~~ I

mmw "m, q ~..,: "m mn.T: ",t II
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and "many gains" respectively. However, Balabhadra's
statement in his Hora Ratna is identical with that of
Parasara. Kalyana Varma apparently means that the native
will have many gains in professions related to water. In this
yoga, two watery signs will always be involved and hence
livelihood through water is obviously indicated.

a'",fd.Nsl1E11IPQ"""" Aft.~,: "l;': .~,: •& ~

,,!ct6!N' "'eli ~""l1 firf'(~,f",,) ~: n ~~ It

22. KOOTA YOGA: The native with Koota yoga will be
a liar, be crafty, be a jailor,be poor, wicked, cruel and will
always live in hills and fortresses.

Notes: Parasara in his Hora Sastra (ch. 35) attributes
similar results while Varaha Mihira (BJ, ch. XII) denotes a
liar and a jailor with this yoga.

The native will carry out cruel acts according to Jataka
Parljatha, (ch.. 7).

Vide Jatakabharna, the native will be devoid of
wealth, will do blameworthy jobs, be devoid of knowledge of
the right and wrong and will be fraudulent. Similar views
are found in Manasagart.

fII'Pf'~~''''"!m, '!~: Sfif£E"ftr: ,
Sld'~~ 'l',(: P~ltq~: f"l1~~: II ~_ II

23. CHHATRA YOGA: The native with Chhatra Yoga
will help his own men, be kind, liberal, dear to king, very
intelligent, and will enjoy happiness in boyhood and at the
end.

Notes: Similar results can be seen in Brlhat Parasara
Hora Sasthra. Varaha Mihira, however, states that the
native will be happy (only) at the end of his life. (BJ, ch. 12).
Hora Makaranda denotes that the native will have a small
body with this yoga.

According to Manasagart, the person will be a scholar,
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be endowed with all kinds of happiness at the
beginning and at the end. and will be blessed with regal
paraphernalia.

Hora Raina, ch. 6. adds "long life" to the effects.

The native will be very rich and strong in the words of
Jataka Parijata.

To sum up. three important angles being occupied in
this yoga. the subject will be long-lived. rich, strong, happy
and will enjoy all royal comforts in the start and at the end.
The 4th. 5th and 2nd unoccupied. if coming under adverse
aspects. may lead to financial downfall. obviously in the
middle of life. As the opposite houses will be occupied, the
5th. 4th and 2nd will receive some aspect.

aT,ftt"'ufta'~~t"'"ttT:~'"",,;A limn: •
"",,,,,)q iSfmT "rndit~T qf41qs& II ~y It

24. CHAPA YOAG (KARMUKA YOGA): The native with
Chapa yoga will be a liar. jailor. thief and will live in forests.
He will not have wealth in the middle of his life.

Notes: The result attributed for this yoga (otherwise
called Karmuka yoga) in Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra (ch.
35) are: the native will be a liar. will protect secrets. be a
thief, be fond of wandering in forests. be devoid of luck but
be happy in the-middle of his life (~~).

BrlhatJataka (ch. 12, sloka 16) asserts that the native
will be brave and will be happy in the beginning and end of
his life (..~~: ).

Hora Ratna's sloka, though verbatim taken from
Parasara, has a change at the end, reading~~q4'q~~

only to fall in line with Varaha Mihlra.
JataJca paryatha gives the effects tersely thus: fond of

wandering in forests, be a-thief and Be blameworthy. The
native will be highly honoured and will be able to use
arrows etc. (i.e. weapons).

'n1e short and' the long of the effects: the person with
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this yoga may turn out to be a dacoit, robber etc.. using
guns and such other weapons. Should malefics like Rahu,
Saturn etc., be strong, this yoga will in all probability
produce a person as above.

~"",: WotTCfa-q: IIIfr'a-.m~, ~qfsrq, iff~,,: ,
'ffi!I1A1IIf~~' 11~t'(f q)itSq~.J:l~ II ~~ u

25. ARDHA CHANDRA YOGA: One born with Ardha
Chandra yoga will be fortunate. be an army chief. be bril
liant bodied, dear to king and strong. He will possess gems,
gold and ornaments.

Notes: Vide Brlhat Parasara Hora Sastra , one with
this yoga will be an army chief. will possess a splendorous
body. be dear to king, be strong and be endowed with gems,
gold and ornaments. .

According to Brihat Jataka, the person will be fortu
nate (~~IJ' ). beautiful, be chief. dear to king and will enjoy
pleasures.

The native will earn faljIle through the king. be an
excellent person, and will possess golden ornaments. as per
Jataka-bharanam.

This yoga will be superior if it starts from 2nd, 5th, 9th
or 11th and the effects will be full. Should it start from 3rd.
6th. 8th or 12th. it will only be medium. The first kind may
give plenty of wealth. fame etc., while the latter cannot give
so much of these.

aT1l~~~mc": 5J~': ~~q, f~:rurrq~.. a

~~'''' '!f~... ~mn: ~olfciqR. II ~~ ..

26. VAJRA YOGA: One born with Vajra yoga will be
happy at the beginning and end of his life, bold, beautiful,
free from sickness, unfortunate, and be inimical to his own
people.

Notell: ~.1s interpreted here as beautiful, though it
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also means fortunate as the author has used ~lfRiftitr in
same breath, to denote misfortune.

While almost a similar view is denoted in Brihat Par
asara Hora Sastra in respect of the effects of this yoga,
Brlhat Jataka states that the native will be happy in the
initial and concluding portions of life, be beautiful and
valorous.

Vide Jatakubharana, the native will lack happiness
in the middle of his life. He Win be given to anger and be
libidinous.

~qqq~q~, '-Ilm) ~ ~t!f,,,ti~\ii':'

~,~l{: ~dif~T If ~)'l+I'.T: ~T ~~,: II ~\9 u

27. YAVAYOGA: One born with Yavayoga will observe
fasts and other religious rules, be intent on doing auspi
cious acts, be happy in the middle of life, be liberal and will
have lasting wealth.

Notes:One with Yava yoga will maintain fasting etc.,
be interested in doing auspicious acts, will be endowed
with happiness, wealth and children in the middle of his
life, be liberal, and be firm in disposition (vide Brihat Par
asara Hora Sastra).

This yoga is good for fame, enthusiasm, peace etc., as
per Jatakabharana.

But Vaidyanatha departs from these statements and
asserts that the native will be happy in the end of his life.
(see Jataka Parijata, ch. 7, sloka 176).

mtmm ~,~n: ft~~ f~~1': ,,",~T: •

~~q'~: ,!f~Cf)~T: ~~T ,,""', ~ II "c;"
28. KAMALA YOGA: One born with Kamala yoga will

be highly famous, very virtuous, assuredly longlrvtng. very
rich. very bright in appearance, and will be the lord of the
earth.
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Notes: Parasara's version is also almost similar, vide
Brthat Parasara Hora Sastra, (ch. 35, sloka 30) while Brihai
Jataka tersely states that the native will be widely famous
and will enjoy limitless happiness and virtues (ch. 12, sloka
14). According to Hora Makaranda, the native will be a king
and be rich, see ,lfftrlf;ft.

finqlWi~ ~ftttt: rn~~Q~': ~m1 •

~W~~~T CinQ)ttt1\' 'l~T ;mn: II ~t II

29. VAPI YOGA: One born with Vapi yoga will be
skilful in amassing wealth, will enjoy lasting riches and
happiness, be beautiful and will be endowed with happi-
ness from sons. .

Notes: Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra adds that the
native will have comforts of eyes (.P:r.f~~ ) (free from eye
defects), and will have some but lasting happiness, will hide
money underground etc., but not be charitable. Gunakara
sees a miser in this yoga.

Vide Jataka Parijatha, the native will hide money
underground. As per Jatakabharanam, the native will be
a scholar, be intelligent, valorous, long-living, be an orna
ment to the family, be endowed with all kinds of happiness,
and will speak sweetly.

Since the 8th house is involved in this yoga, perhaps
the Scholars expect that the person will have a tendency of
keeping secret his monetary possessions. He may not be
out-spoken in such matters.

~mf: p"'~n 'J'ri:~~m) fit:",: •
'''ii",f''~'lT: m inc" ~m ;ru: II ~o II

30. SAKATA YOGA: One born with Sakata yoga Will be
troubled by diseases. will have a bad wife, will be a dunce,
will live by pulling carts, will be poor and be without
relatives and friends.

Notes: Same results are found in Btihat Parasara
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Hora, with an addition that the native will have bad nails.

Brthat Jataka (ch. 12, sloka 13) denotes that the
native will have a bad wife. (As the 7th and Lagna are the
only houses for the planets to occupy, this yoga may throw
heavy weight on the married life ). Since driving of vehicles
is indicated, this may make one an ordinary driver of
bullock cart, hackney, bus etc., if the chart is inherently
weak. Should the planets be strong, the native may be a
pilot of an air-plane, well paid railway driver etc.

'il~~:;)(q) f"'",!~T !~n: ~l:(fT~iif)fCf"')~T: I

1IIi\=T~fSflf~:;)( A~ f,,~ q)it ~~T iifRfT: u ~t u

31. VIHAGA YOGA (PAKSHI YOGA): The native with
this yoga will be intent on wandering, will have mean
habits, will be a messenger, will live through sexual deal
ings, shameless and fond of quarrels.

Notes: Though "llSC1 means bold, it has been translated
as shameless here to befit the context. This word also
means be rude, insolent, presumptuous etc.

According to Jatakabharana, the native will be devoid
of happiness and pleasures, will wander fruitlessly, will al
ways live in distant places, and will speak much inspite of
his having nothing.

Wft'8 'fy;rT'ku ~: trnm41iiiElt iii••

"".".(ffl~~' 'fflRT Q1141'§ Ii ~~ n
32. GADA YOGA: One born with this yoga, will always

care for honour and money, will perform yagnas etc., will be
expert in sastras and music, and will be endowed with
money, gold, jewels and wealth.

Notes: This is a favourable yoga for Mantras and 'such
other achievements. The native will always devote his time
to spin money by various means: In this yoga, all the
planets from the Sun to Saturn should be disposed only in
two angles from Lagna.
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33. SRINGATAKA YOGA: One born with this yoga will
be fond ofquarrels, be a warrior, be happy, dear to king, will
have a fortunate wife, be rich and will hate the fair sex.

Notes: By virtue ofall the 7 planets resorting to the as
cendant and its trines, this yoga forms a Grand Trine of the
planets. Thus the other six planets will be blessed with the
company or aspect ofJupiter. The ascendant and two trines
will also be so. Hence this yoga will be greatly influenced by
Jupiter and can reach the native to enviable heights. Sat
urn in the 5th or Lagna can cause some simultaneous
blemish to marriage.

qn"",- .rUT: ~)'"" I=femf~,: ,
"!~lMfNlIf«l': !fan ""'t1m ~:" .~'lt u
34. HALA YOGA: The native of this yoga will eat in

plenty, will be indigent, will have agricultural profession,
will be subjected to grief, be emotional, be forsaken by
relatives and friends, and will be a servant.

Notes: Though this yoga also requires the 7 planets to
be mutually in trines, in as much as the ascendant is pro
hibited, the two trines Will also be not in the picture. Hence
this is not a superior yoga as against the Sringataka yoga.
Thus opposite results will occur.

sn!.T~,il6ii"~Tf1fqfilr~~a~MSl4t'+affR: •
\1'dr "bit q!6t'4•• rn '1m q)q " ~l n
35. CHAKRA YOGA: One born in this yoga wtll be a

king at whose feet will be the heads of the other prostrating
kings adoring diamond-studded crowns. (That is, the sub
ordinate kings, wearing diamond-studded crowns will
honour a Chakra yoga native who will be the chief of such
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kings.).

Notes: This is a very superior Raja yoga for the reasons
explained in the notes under sloka 16 of this chapter.
Kalyana Varma explains this, in a single phrase as in the
words of sage Parasara while Varaha Mihira simply denotes
an emperor.

Jatakabharanci states that this combination will
make one good-lookmg, very valorous and rule over the
entire earth.

~,(~T: mf(fqT ~ihTT1i~ iAfsrlfmnfif I

af~~T: ~~T: ft:~~f,:mT: "~qq;~ II ~~ It

36. SAMUDRA YOGA: Should a person be born under
this yoga, he will have abundant wealth and precious
stones. will be a king, be endowed with pleasures, be dear
to people, will have steady mind and be truthful in dispo
sition ("Satwavanta").

Notes: This yoga is only next to Chakra yoga, in giving
good effects. Three evil houses are involved in Sarnudra
yoga and grade of effects will depend greatly on the occu
pants of 6th, 8th and 12th.

The effects attributed by Jatakabharana are: The
person will be charitable, courageous, virtuous, kind, will
derive king's patronage and will make his family a fortunate
one.

The native's family will attain a supreme state with
this yoga. Note a planet should be in the 2nd in aspect to
another in the 8th. IfSaturn is in the 12th while Jupiter is
also in the 6th. the 2nd house will be influenced by both
Saturn and Jupiter. Thus 4 planets helping, the 2nd house
can make one have a happy family.

~~~("ffQ'il'M 1iJi".a..",pt,.,: 0'
eA"'ifltNr,,(m ~ .m "'f~~ II ~""
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37. YUPA YOGA: The native with this yoga will have
self-protection, be charitable, be endowed with riches and
happiness, and will observe religious fasttngs and vows. He
will be a distinguished person.

Notes: Should this yoga be present in nativity, he will
have spiritual knowledge, be interested in Sacrificail rites,
be endowed with a wife, be strong, be interested in religious
observations and be distinguished. This is how Brihat
Parasara Hora Sastra describes Yupa yoga. Parasara uses
the phrase ~~. which has also been followed by
Gunakara in his Hora Makaranda, See ~l..CI"Ii'fI~f"l~~iT.But
Varaha Mihira uses qn:q'Cfl'{ (vide BJ, ch, 12, sloka 15)
which denotes "self-possessing" while Kalyana Varma en
tirely uses a different phrase: m~i1'f.n:lfl'T.. Most texts have
either verbatim taken Parasara's slokas with some face-lift
or give the short and the long of his slokas, while particu
larly dealing with Nabhasa yogas etc., as for example the
present chapter. Hence, it seems ~Ri1'fcr<\. (to have spiritual
knowledge) is a better account of the phrase concerned.

i'!!fi~~~~et",!qtmR~~fffi'pq,q,: . I

~~T: !!f~~qf.r~t": ~'{tt)q~sr~tf': f'!: II ~c; It

38. SARA YOGA: The native with ~~)q will
manufacture arrows (arms etc. in modern context), will
catch hold of thieves (for example, be a police officer), will
live in forests to hunt animals, will be equal to a mad
person, will torture, and be fond of mean handiworks.

Notes: Vide Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra, one with
this yoga will make arrows, will head a jail, will gather
money through animals, will eat meat, will indulge in
torture and in mean handiworks. Thus this combination
can indicate jailors, arm dealers, people working in arm
factories, hunters, butchers, hangers etc.

According to Manasagari, one will be miserable, will
derive pleasures in forests, will have' a wife equal to
Rambha, (a celestial dame) but will be never happy. Jatak
abharana also adds that such a native will not have any
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happiness right from ·birth. Hence, it may be understood
that this yoga will not contribute to native's happiness.

39. SAKTI YOGA: One born with this yoga will be
devoid of wealth, deformed. subjected to grief, mean, lazy,
short-lived, expert in war and be beautiful.

Notes: Similar results are discussed in Brihat Par
asara Hora Sasthra also.

40. DANDA YOGA: The native with this yoga will lose
his wife and sons. will be poor. discarded by all people. be
out of the men of his circle, be grieved. mean and will be
servant.

Note:' One born with this yoga will lead the life of
servitude and be bereft of those dear to him (BJ, ch. 12)
while according to Ounakara. the author of Hom Makar
anda, he will be a servant. be fond of pleasures of the world
( Sl'{M firq' ) and will be very miserly. The word ~ also
means progress or advancement and the person will make
efforts to go forward in life as the houses involved in yoga
are such: viz.• l Oth (karma or profession). 11 th (gains). and
Lagna. However, he cannot make much advancement. He
will be devoid of wisdom, vide Jatakabharana.

On the whole this combination is not favourable for
wife and children and will lead only to servitude rather than
maktng one a head.

fiftq '411S'"'''' 1IlI't!".""'~.a.,,, .......,: ,
1IIf1'ft1': '''OM.' .""Iql 6""\(81: '1= It ¥t II

41..MAAI..A YOGA: One born with~~will always
I
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be happy, be endowed with conveyances, robes, wealth and
pleasures, splendorous and will have plurality of wives.

Notes: This falls under ~ lfm .(Dala yoga)
and ~ lfm is formed when all the four angles are
occupied by beneftcs, excluded by malefics. This is a very
rare yoga.

The present sloka is also verbatim taken by Kalyana
Varma from Parasara. The only difference is·W:in our text
which is found as '-Fl in Brthat Parasara HOTa Sastra. The.
practical approach remains the same in the whole context.

Varaha Mihira denotes that such a native will enjoy all
pleasures. Vaidyanatha follows the suit.

o "The native will be endowed with friends, sons, beau-
tiful ornaments, clothes, conveyances etc. He will be at
tached to the fair sex for enjoyment (vide Jatakabharanam).

This yoga gives happiness and pleasures according to
Hora Makaranda.

f~:'t~T f.:f:~T fif-t'li ~:w,mn: ~m. I
q~'~";flfqr"~dT: ~";mtT ~'(f 'RT:" '¥~ n

42. SARPA YOGA: The native born under this yoga will
be crooked in disposition, pitiless, always be a subject of
grief, poor and will live in other's house and eat their food.

NotetJ.:· This is opposite to Maala yoga and is formed
only by malefics In the four angles from the ascendant. This
is the second Dala Yoga. The occupation of only malefics in
all the 4 angles, according to Varaha Mihira is capable of
causing abundant miseries to the native. Thenative will be
devoid of wealth and be sorrowful, vide HOTa Makaranda.

" .Vide Jatakabharana, the native with Sarpa yoga will eat
other's food, be short-tempered, indigent, fond ofsleeping,
will have evil' pride and will be akin to snake when he w1l1
have to help others, Le, will be helpful to none.

Should only malefics occupy the four angles the evil
results attributed by the texts will come to pass. The native
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cannot make money in life, will be unhelpful to others but
depend on them and be very miserable.

~~T: ~,: qditlS~,,~Tf,,;() ~: I

'!.~T: ~~~~TCfT ~~~: ~T me": II 't~ II

43. RAJJU YOGA: The subject with this yoga will be
fond of wandering, attractive in appearance, will earn
money in foreign countries, be cruel and mischievously
disposed.

Notes: Since all the planets are relegated to only
movable Rasis, the native will always be on the move, I.e.
will not live long in one place. He cannot make his liveli
hood in his native place but will eke out the same else
where.

q,;(~;:rwr"1(f':~ql,!"(f' ~qf51'lT': ~'(fT: I

ft,,~fIa~T ~~n")(~T ~Cf"(f ~~,: ~~T ~'-!'t': II w« II

44. MUSALA YOGA: One born under this yoga will be
endowed with honour, wealth and wisdom. be attached to
his duty, be liked by king, be famous, steady-minded and
bold.

Notes: Out ofthe 3 yogas, vtz., Rajju, Musala and Nala,
the present one (Musala) is good Raja yoga compared to the
other two. As the seven planets will only be in flxed signs,
the native will have livelihood in his place, will be perma
nently in one place (t.e.) be free from changes off and on),
and will retain anything earned on a lasting basis.

~Ttm~"(ft{( ~~IntTfiT;()sf(fA~~T~I

~~T!f~ ~.q, ,,~,,)ii ~~51'",;:a II 'tv. I'
45. NALA YOGA: One bom.withOf~lfTtr will have

uneven physique (i.e. some limbs long and. some short), will
gather money, be skilful, behelpful.to his relatives, and be
attractive in appearance.
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Notes: In this yoga, all the four dual signs are involved
and hence the native will have mixture of previous two
yoas. Such natives may often marry more than once. If the
Lagna is also a dual sign, two marriages are sure to follow.

~Tf~I'Q'T~~(ifT f~UT~AC{fitC'T 1lft=f"T: I

f~ 3:fWCfq)'lT ,,'" qA ~~fi(if "~T: II ){, II

46. GOLA YOGA: One born in this yoga will be indi
gent, indolent, devoid of learning and honour, dirty, and
always grieved.

q iqql(TfiT;ft ~ "l~(f' ~T .r~PT~ •
~~""~T '{,""it ~T,,'n itfn,,: u ~, u

47. YUGA YOGA: One born with this yoga will be a
religious hypocrite, be bereft of wealth, forsaken by people,
and devoid of sons, honour and virtues.

M«!n"~""(Ii!t'lT~T: ~.Ii!~m~T: •
Q,,9"'''.'''iillf: .~ mT: ~Tqfa- u ".:; U

48. SULA YOGA: The native withP llltT will be harsh,
indolent, poor, torturous, become a prohibited person,
bold, successful in war and fearful.

Notes: The word __has been translated as "rash" to
befit the context, though. it also means: sharp, hot, passion
ate, intelligent, strict, hard etc.

'''f''T~~ii4r:~"T:~~m:..~: •
.~ ~.lJ(if""l"IMl11'IT ""'!Iftn: " 'tt U

49. KEDARA YOGA: One born under this yoga will be
useful to many, Win have agricultural profession, be truth
fully disposed: ficklemtnded and wealthy.
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"Tit """'~"': ",t.if~T: SfqS:'iiiIfi'~mf I
.~~~ fifu1~T ~(tIT: Q~SlWf': ~: II ~0 II

50. PASA YOGA: One born with· ~lf will be
bonded, be attached to work, worldly in disposition, will
talk too much, will not have good qualities and will have
many servants.

~fit;Q',~",,\i ~,!.m "l~~~) ~:,

.~§d(A~~1~)f"fll'F( SfGl'm~ ~" ~t II

51. DAMINI YOGA: One born with this yoga will be
helpful, will have cattle, be lord of money, be foolish, will
have many sons and jewels, be bold and learned.

·~W.C1T:~~:""!lq(T ~mfiI~T", I
,,",Tif) .~1.ItQ" "f"h!tTQ't ~f(!C1T ~: u ~~ II

52. VEENA YOGA: One born with this combination
will have friends, be eloquent, interested in sastras, must
cial instruments and singing. He will be happy, will have
many servants and be famous.

~ If\\,,lIJ(!ji::liir..<f"ldIII i ijl<IC\@:ii 'fl11ijqi'l" '1lqlflrc1Cltn~ lI~tll

Thus ends the 21st chapter, entitled "Nabhasa yogas"
in Kalyana Varma's Saravall.
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Effects of the SUD

~~~ "~'tiTt=i ~~Tf~~. qwt If~T~ I

~lI'Tt:lfa: SlIf~Til f"I5C'~TIfA ijlTTf'-lclf II ~ II
"

1. The effects of the planets and the zodiacal signs
accrue to all and at all times. I now attempt to explain these
according to the teachings of the rest of the preceptors.

"mrlq,fa~,fll:'!tfTa) q;rfsrlf: sr,,'~~~ I
'0

'RI'1fCf) \;llT~~l~ilf~i{;:": f~ ~: II ~ II
~

"'e:fl'tilTff~~a: fimT~qll'Tf~'tiTPcm~CTlAa: I

wi ~Ciffa "~'1: ~~~"~T~" ,,~) GfTa: II ~ II

2-3. THE SUN IN ARIES: One who has the Sun in Aries
will comment on the meanings of Sastras, be famous in
arts, fond of war, fierce, attached to his duty, fond of
roaming, will have strong bones, be good in deeds, will do
valorous acts, will be subjected to btllous and bloody dis
orders, be splendorous and strong. The native will also
become a kiIlg.

Notes: If the Sun is in Aries at birth the native will be
able to receive help from great men. He will be endowed with
abundant wisdom. The exaltation of the Sun gives prone
ness to frequent wanderings. The word "Narendra" in the
text, though translated as "king" keeping in view the tradi
tion. It additionally means "curer of poisons". The Sun in
Aries may denote able doctors, poison-curing physicians
etc. To lend boost to monetary aspect, the Sun in Aries be
better assisted by friendly planets. This position is a good
augury for political aspirations. Jataka Jambunadeeyam
adds that the Sun in Aries indentical with ascendant gives
wealth.
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Coming to practical analytical aspect, the Sun in Aries
is not the same for all the 12 ascendants. He, for that
matter-any planet, gives different effects, though it be in the
same Rasi, for the various ascendants. Hence, an account
of the effects with reference to the 12 ascendants is neces
sary to be known.

With Aries rising, the Sun in Aries causes Raja yoga;
the native achieves name and fame among the men of his
race. Should Taurus rise with Sun in Aries, the native will
be engaged in good deeds and spends heavily. For a Gemini
native, the Sun in the 11 th in Aries, makes him rich
through brothers and bestows status in Sun's dasa. If the
Sun is in Aries for a Cancer birth, the subject will earn huge
wealth and enjoy very high (political etc.) position. Should
a Leo native have the Sun in Aries, he will enjoy convey
ances, power, wealth etc., and will get good effects through
out Sun dasa. A Virgo native, who has the Sun in Aries, may
not get good results in Sun's dasa if he is conjunct with
others than Mars or Saturn, He will however spend away
his money on good account. Should the Sun be in the 7th
in Aries for a Libra native, he will enjoy a superior Raja yoga
through his wife, partnership etc. The wife may be from a
very afiluent race. Should a Scorpio native have the Sun in
Aries, he will lose the whole of paternal property and face
adverse results in the Sun's period and will experience
debacles throughout life. He may also face loss of children.
Should Sagittarius ascend at birth with the Sun in the 5th
in Aries, the native will acquire great inheritance from
father and will reach high position with conveyances. A
Capricorn native with theSun in Aries does not enjoy much
of maternal happiness but a greater longevity. He is also
prone to heart diseases. One who- takes birth in Aquarius
while the Sun occupies Aries, Will acquire a worthy, chaste
and fortunate wife while a native of Pisces {with the Sun in
2nd) cannot retain any money even if he would earn a lot.
He will be subjected to }l)hysical deficiencies and diseases.
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tA'(ClT Il'Q~~lft \Otf\OtClT ~effCffSfq) 'i~,(T,(: ,

p~""qa ~ri .ii~ f,,~)ma ~CffCl II 't "

~1=qfq)tIfiCCf)q: ~'(: ~"(f~~$'(.~~: I... ....
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iaf: Q'(ffiq,(ClT qiI~q,,: 9~Cf~1"ifQi:~:'

~'i{'l !q~!fi~ Ifl\ifijq~ qf\"("~'f;(~lf(" ~ "
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l'r~~'l ~~~~~IS~ !§\if+lq~ ~lqa- l!>1~: 1I \9 u .
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i:QAf~c~CI'~: 'fiitif;!q,q) +l~m~fCf: I

+l'lq fqCf91fi~ '{fqCf;prl'ornma-~:I' til
4-9. SUN IN A SIGN OF MARS IN ASPECT TO OTHERS:

Should the Sun be in a sign of Mars (t.e. either in Aries or
in Scorpio) and be aspected by the Moon, the native will be
interested in giving away gifts, will have many servants, be
charming, be dear to fair sex, and will have a soft physique.
If the said Sun is aspected by Mars, he will display his
courage in battle, be cruel, will possess eyes, hands and
legs of blood-red colour. be splendorous and strong. If the
planet aspectmg is Mercury, the subject will be a servant,
will do others' jobs. will not have much wealth, be devoid
of strength, be subjected to much grief and will prossess a
dirty body. Jupiter aspecting the Said Sun denotes that the
native wiU have plenty of money, will donate. be a ldng's
minister, a judge and a supreme per~n. IfVenus aspects
the Sun posited in a house of Mars, the native will be the
husband of a bad woman. will have many enemies but few
relatives (or not well-placed relatives). be poor and will
suffer from leprosy. In case Saturn aspects the Sun in the
saki condition. the native will be subjected to grief on
account of physical ailments. will have intense passion in
his undertaking. be dull-Witted and a dunce.

Notell: According to Hora Raina, the combinations
mentioned in this chapter and thoseup to ch. 29 hereofare
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as per Satyacharya. Hence it seems to us, the word
f~lSGT:qr~f1 in sloka I of this chapter may. be a
misprint that occurred possibly in the course of communi
cation to us and the author Kalyana Varma might have
used word Wlfr:qTlJr-t, in his original writing. Balabhadra
was a later author, who adopted all these slokas verbatim
in Hora Ratna acknowledging Saravali. And during his
time (t.e. 1654 A.D.), he might have got the correct text.

".",ftnl~: ~!$l"r": lim" .~: ,
\tan Iq,,~mtl) qtaq,~ "nq'~"'~T II to II

\t);Wifql("q"'lRif'Ti~) i\1Rm~mr: I

Rqllf~ ~mit \t.. ta ~q,~ 9ftm\tT~~ I' t t 'I
10-11. SUNIN TAURUS: The position of the Sun in the

sign Taurus indicates that the native will have troubles
from disease of face and eyes, will endure difficulties, will
have an emaciated body, will not have many sons, will be
beautiful ( also means fortunate, nice, handsome etc.), will
possess decorum, be wise, will hate barren (or confined)
women, be endowed with eatables, garlands, robes and
scents, will have knowledge of singing, playing musical
instruments and dancing and will face risk from water.

Notes: An Aries native with the Sun in Taurus cannot
make much money. He will also spend away his earnings.
Should the Sun be in Taurus identical with ascendant, the
native will look very beautiful, be endowed with the quality
ofSatva and will suffer from urinary diseases. For a Gemini
native, the Sun in Taurus will give troubles from enemies,
litigations and loans and expenditure on vices and through
evil association. If a Cancer birth has the Sun in the 11 th
in Taurus, the native will gain abundantly through wife and
females and will experience good results in Sun's dasa. If a
Leo Lagna native has the Sun in the 10th in Taurus, he will
acquire rich conveyances and authoritative positions. The
Sun in the 9th in Taurus for a Virgo birth is evil for children
and can show a great miser. Should a Libra native have this
planet in 8th in Taurus, he will frequently be in monetary
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troubles. One who has the Sun in 7th in Taurus (I.e. birth
in Scorpio) will face obstacles in the celebration of marriage
and will acquire a sickly wife. He will acquire gains through
marriage. If the Sun is in the 6th for a Sagittarius birth, the
native will have problems of litigations and debts. A Capri"
com native with Sun in 5th will be longlived but will
experience obstacles about children. The Sun tn 4th for
Aquarius births will give gains through marriage and high
learning. Should a Pisces native have the Sun in the 3rd in
Taurus, he will suffer from diseases of the ear, may lose co
born and will enter into litigations with brothers for pater
nal property.

~~,mrl! ~~r ~Cff~"I",s,tit~Cfftr I
~"Titf,,~~l!t'i\' ~~ ~m~, "f~~.' II t ~ IIe

.~~: ~'1,",~~) "'~"Tl:~~~r~: I
~,'" f,,~~i\' ~.~ ~~ fC{~: II n II
f"f~lWill~mT~q,~ f~~~qfir: I
RtRT'" f,,~~~ !q"l~ • !J~: II r~ II

I '

~!!fint'qm ~qm~.,~"A,,:. 'filP(f:1

~,"" m~~~ ~~,~ !Jm"'~) 'r'f~: II t~ II

.,qf~"!qq;J~ CfT ~1ih"".~~"!Jm qf~qT~ I
fcf;r;r,,,, mtl~i\' m~,,~ ~il'~)~: u ~~ It
..'h:f)~,,) d'U) .~~lTtI) ~~),,: I

e, .•

f~~ fmf~~ m..~ ~Tf"lffi<tt~: lit '3 It

12-17. SUN IN A SIGN OF VENUS IN ASPECT TO
OTHERS: One who has the Sun in a Rasi ofVenus aspected
by the Moon will be addicted to prostitutes, will be soft
spoken, will have many women as dependents, and will
derive livelihood. through water. If the planet aspecting is
Mars, the said Sun denotes that the subject will be brave,
fond of battle, bright in appearance, will earn wealth and
fame out of his valour" and will be deformed. Should it be
Mercury that aspects the said Sun, one will be skilful in
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drawing, writing, poetry, authorship, singing etc., and will
possess a good physique. If Jupiter should lend his aspect
to the Sun in Libra or Taurus, the subject will have many
foes and friends, be a king's minister, will have beautiful
eyes, be splendorous, and will be a pleased ruler. When the
aspect is from Venus to the said Sun, one will be a king or
a king's minister, be endowed with Wife, wealth and pleas
ure galore, be wise and timid. Saturn aspectmg the Sun in
fall or in Taurus denotes that the native will be mean,
indolent, will cohabit with aged women, will be wicked and
will be troubled by diseases.

it~T c{T~'T~) "'T~~TJil{t{: ~qr;:rT~:'

fc{ftT;rn~~~~) IfWfcf~ ~T~!~;:r "~Ci"
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18-19. SUN IN ·GEMINI: One who has the Sun in
Gemini will be a scholar, will be sweet in speech, affection
ate (particularly to one's offsprtng). will have good conduct,
will be expert in profane knowledge (derived from worldly
experience which is opposite ~I"i I.e, knowledge ofBrahman
or Supreme Spirit), and .also in Sastras, be exceedingly af
fluent, liberal.. skilful, be an astrologer, be mediocre in ap
pearance, will have two mothers, be fortunate and modest.

Notes: If Gemini ascends along with the Sun, the
native will suffer from lasting sickness and will have diffi
culties from enemies and debts. Should the Sun be in the
12th in Gemini for a Cancer birth, the person will be
subjected to child mortality if the Sun's dasa occurs at
birth. He cannot retain paternal property and will be
spoiled by evil friendship, if malefics assist the Sun. In the
case of a birth in Leo ascendant, the Sun in Gemini gives
a fortunate father and excellent results in his Dasa. n-Virgo
ascends at birth with the Sun in the 10th in Gemini, the
subject will visit shrines. A Libra natrvewtth the Sun in 9th

. in Gemini will obtain fortunes. One of Scorpio with this
planet in 8th in Gemini will have short life. The Sun in 7th
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for a Sagittarius birth will bestow a chaste wife and good
effects in his Dasa. Though there will be litigations for a
Capricorn native with the Sun in 6th, ultimate success will
be his. An Aquarian with the Sun in the 5th in Gemini will
have only one issue-a son. One born in Pisces with the.
Sun in 4th wtll have limited effects regarding lands, educa
tion etc. Should Aries be the ascendant, the Sun in the 3rd
in Gemini will make him valorous. A Taurus subject with
the Sun in 2nd in Gemini will contract eye diseases and will
have declining wealth.
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20-25. SUN IN GEMINI IN ASPBCT TO OTHERS:
Should the Sun be in Gemini or Virgo be aspected by the
Moon, the native will be put to troubles by enemies, and
relatives, will be distressed by visits to foreign countries,
and will in general be wailing. The Sun in a house of
Mercury and in aspect to Mars denotes that the subject will
have fear from enemies, will be encountered by quarrels,
will be grieved on account of loss in a war, be poor, and
bashful. Should Mercury aspect the Sun posited in Gemini
or Virgo, the subject.will have a history akin to that of a
king, will be famous, be endowed with relatives, free from
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enemies but will encounter eye diseases. Jupiter aspectmg
the Sun in a sign of Mercury foretells that the native will
have knowledge of many Sastras, be a ktng's messenger (or
representative), will go to foreign countries, be fierce and be
always bewildered. If Venus aspects the Sun, posited as
above, the native will be endowed with money, wife and
sons, will make less friends, be free from sickness, be
happy, and fickle minded. Should Saturn aspect the Sun in
Gemini or Virgo, the native will have many servants, be
anxious (as for an absent lover)', will maintain many rela
tives, will remain delighted and will be crafty.

ri~ ~: ~m mW;r~q"!ri ffJ4lt'K~i,",'" ~-'';
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26-27. SUN IN CANCER: The Sun in Cancer indicates
that the native will not be steady in mind in respect of his
undertakings, will be famous by virtue ofhis royal qualities,
will hate his own men, be unfortunate in respect of wife (or
have an ugly wife)," will be good looking himself, be troub
led due to imbalances of phlegm and bile, be distressed on
account of labour (1.e. to hard work), will like intoxicants,
follow virtuous principles, be honourable, will be eloquent,
will be a geographer ( ~_~~~T ) and a scientist in the matter
of atmosphere/space (ft:'l~~T ), will be very steady, and will
hate people from paternal side.

Notes: One born in Cancer Lagna with the Sun therein
will suffer physical ailments, be irascible and will be one
eyed. For Leo ascendant, the Sun in 12th will cause birth
in ordinary circumstances, the father's riches will increase
gradually. If a Virgo birth has the Sun in 11th in Cancer,
the native will indulge in bad acts and will expend In evil
ways. One born in Libra while the Sun is in Cancer, will

1. ;f~lif~"'T
2. Full Moon, however, gives a beautiful wife if the Sun is in
Cancer.
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take sacred baths in the shrines from the Setu (of Ramesh
waram) to Himalayas. A Scorpio subject with the Sun in 9th
in Cancer will lose his father early. If the Sun is in Cancer
for a Sagittarius native, he will cut short the life of the
native and that of the father. Should a Capricorn native
have this planet in the 7th in Cancer, he will have a loving
wife but she will suffer from bilious diseases. One born in
Aquarius with the Sun in the 6th will also face similar
results as by a Capricorn native. If a Pisces Lagna native
has the Sun in the 5th, he will lack happiness from children
while an Aries native with the Sun in Cancer will lack
maternal happiness but will acquire fortunes in the Sun's
period. The planet in question if be in Cancer, a Taurus
subject will have a brother who will be widely famous;
though the native himself may enjoy good fortune in Sun's
dasa, it will not be long-lasting. Lastly, a Gemini native with
the Sun in the 2nd will have heavy expenses and will
contract many disease.
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28-33. ASPECTS TO SUN IN CANCER: If the Sun in

Cancer is aspected by the Moon, the person will be a king
or equal to a king, will become rich by business through
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water, and be cruel. Should Mars throw his aspect on the
Sun in Cancer, one will contract pulmonary consumption
and fistula in the anus or pudendurn, be dejected on
account of his relatives and be a slanderer. If Mercury
aspects the Sun in Cancer, the native will be famous for his
learning and honour, be dear to the king, skilful and will
destroy enemies. Should Jupiter throw hts aspect in Can
cer occupied by the Sun, the native will be pre-eminent, a
king, a minister, or an army chief, be very famous and
learned in arts. If Venus aspects the Sun in Cancer, the
native will subordinate his wife (or women), will have
money through hts wife, be helpful to others, fierce in
battle, and will speak sweetly. Saturn's aspect on the Sun
in Cancer. denotes that the person will suffer from rhleg
matic and windy disorders, be wicked and be a tale-bearer.

ft~O'(ff '!Ii)~~) ~t5C) ~m~~: I
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34-35. SUN IN LEO: If the Sun occupies Leo. the
native will destroy his enemies, be given to anger, will
perform notable acts, will wander in forests, hills and for
tresses, be enthusiastic, valorous, bright in appearance,
will eat meat, flesh etc.; and will be formidable. He will be
restive, strong in a lasting measure, talkative, be a king, be
plentiful in wealth and be famous.

Note.: If the Sun is in Leo for a Leo birth, the native
will marry twice; or he may seek extra-marital pleasures. He
will be beautiful and famous. A Virgo native with the Sun
in Leo will spend on evil company. For births in Libra, the
Sun in 11 th in oWIi house will confer fortunes and full span
of life. In the case ofScorpio, the Sun in the 10th in Leo will
give conveyances, .power, position and Raja yoga. For those
born in Sagittarius, the Sun in the 9th in Leo will harm the
co-born and give fortunes to the surviving co-bom. He gives
a long span of life to thesubject. One born in Capricorn
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with the Sun in Leo affects longevity ifunhelped by Saturn.
An Aquartan with the Sun in Leo will gain a chaste and for
tunate wife. If born in Pisces, the Sun in Leo, will give
sickness both to the native and his wife. An Aries native
with the Sun in 5th in Leo will confer royal honours and
only one male child, who, however, will reach high stage in
life. For Taurus Lagna, the Sun in 4th in Leo, will give good
employmental career while in the 3rd for Gemini ascen
dant, it gives only one brother who will be very famous. A
Cancer native with the Sun in 2nd in Leo will get abundant
riches, a lion's share of which will, however, drain away.
~~: ~~) ~~) ~:,
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36-41. ASPECTS TO THE SUN IN LEO: If the Sun
occupying Leo is aspected by the Moon, the native will be
a scholar, will have a gocxi wife, will suffer from phlegmatic
disorders, and will be dear to king. Should it be Mars that
aspects the Sun in Leo, the native will be interested in
others' wives, be courageous, valorous, revolutionary, for
mkiable and chief. If Mercury aspects the Sun in Leo, the
person will be a scholar, a writer (or an exponent), a
gambler, be wandering-natured, mean, and be endowed
with great strength. If the Sun in Leo is aspected by Jupiter,
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the person will construct temples, gardens and tanks; will
have predominant strength, will like loneliness and be
highly intelligent. Venus aspectlng the Sun in Leo will
make one earn bad name (infamous). Such a person will be
troubled by leprosy, be unkind, and shameless. Should
Saturn aspect the Sun in Leo, the person will be skilful in
creating obstacles, will be a eunuch, and will cause grief to
others.

'!ftg~tta2~1+..'l f\i1MiI'ffT !i(lOf!i"a ~~: •
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42-43. SUN IN VIRGO: Should the Sun be in Virgo at
birth, the person will possess a physique akin to that of a
female, be a scholar, be weak, be an expert writer, be
learned and will render service to Gods and elders. He will
be expert in repairs of driven vehicles, will be skilful in
Vedas, songs and playing instruments and will speak softly
and kindly.

Note.: The Sun in Virgo ascendant is not conducive to
longevity and will cause heavy expenses. For a Libra sub
ject, the Sun in Virgo in the 12th can cause child mortality
or draining away father's earnings. One born in Scorpio
with the Sun in Virgo will earn and save abundantly,
particularly in Sun's dasa. A sagittarius native with the
Sun in Virgo will enjoy great Raja yoga and fame. For a
Capricorn native, the Sun in Virgo will not give paternal
happiness. If he be so far an Aquarius subject, the native
will acquire a sickly wife. For those born in Pisces the Sun
in Virgo, he will have Joss ofchildren and may himselfsuffer
brain diseases. The Sun in Virgo for a Taurus native is a
good position for learn1ng and landed property. A Gemini
native with the Sun in Virgo will face obstacles in education
and will lack maternal comforts. For a Cancer birth, the
SUD in 3rd in Virgo gives one l1v1ng brother. Should Leo
ascend at birth with the Sun in Virgo, the native Will be
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longlived; will have a big scar on the abdomen and will have
agricultural gains.
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44-45. SUN IN LIBRA: If the Sun is in Libra at birth,
the native will face frustration; destruction and heavy ex
penditure, will be intent on living in foreign places (out of
distress), be wicked, mean, be devoid of affection, will live
by selling gold and other metals, be jealous, fond of 'doing
others' jobs, will co-habit with others' wives, be dirty, Will
incur royal contempt and be shameless.

Notea: S1'T~lf is translated here as "shameless" though
it has other good meanings like, illustrious, eminent, ener
getic, skilful etc. The Sun in Libra 10 degrees is singly
capable of nulJ.i1:Ying all other good .combtnauons in the
horoscope. '- ..

The Sun in Libra will give the following resultsfor the
various Lagnas.

Aries: There will be loss of children, heavy adversities
and destruction of paternal wealth-all in Sun's dasa. The
native may not have a long-living wife while his married life
will be a hell on the earth. Taurus: The native will face loss
of landed property, will incur heavy debts and contract
long-lasting diseases. Gemini: The person will be bereaved
on account of brother's death and will have an equilibrium
of loss and gain. Cancer: The native will cause loss of
paternal property. Leo: The native will ever 'sufferfrom
physical ailments and will be not outspoken. It will be
difficult to measure his depth. Virgo: He will earn money in
illegal manner~ and will at last have nothing. Libra: The
Sun in fall in the rising sign is capable of making life
unenjoyable. The personwill be a source of miserfes galore.
Scorpio: The subject will have a defective limb and will face
a checkered career. Sagittarius: The native will lose his
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father in boyhood and will always be engaged in legal
battles. Capricorn: He will be unlucky and short-lived. He
will not have good relationship with father and co-born.
Pisces: He will be short-lived and will throughout face many
difficulties.

On the whole, the Sun's placement in Libra is not good
for anything in one's life, unless the planet has some re
deeming features at birth.
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46-47. SUN IN SCORPIO: The native with the Sun in
Scorpio will have an incombatible lust for war, be away from
Vedic (or religious) path, be a liar, a dunce, will have a base
wicked wife ( ;r,!!!~fff also means loss of wife), be cruel and
be attached to mean women. He will be irascible, will follow
bad course, be a miser, be fond of promoting quarrels, be
troubled by weapons, fire and poison, and be unfortunate
in respect of parents.

Notes: The Sun in Scorpio will gtve different results for
the different ascendants as under:

Aries: Physical adversities, loss of children and loss of
flnance. Taurus: The native will acquire a beautiful and
active wife but may encounter health hazards for the wife
in Sun'sdasa. Gemini: The native will be troubled by
enemies and his own co-born may be inimical to him.
Cancer: The native will have to face loss of Iseues. Money
will be scarce. Leo: The person will earn abundant landed
property, learning and fame. Virgo: He will not gain much
in Sun's dasa, but will incur heavy expenses on his father's
health. Libra: The native will have splendid earnings only
to lose. Scorpio: The subject will enjoy. great fortunes in life.
Sagittarius: The native will spend on religlous and chart
table deeds. Capricorn: this ascendant gets a long-span of
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life and great fortunes for the native. Aquarius: The native
will attain high position after marriage. He will become a
very famous individual. Pisces: The native will have an
affiuent father, and will enjoy a long lease of life. He will be
engaged in exposition of religious scriptures and will attain
fame.
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48-49. SUN IN SAGfITARIUS: If the Sun at birth IsIn
Sagittarius, one will be endowed with wealth, be dear to
king, learned, will respect gods and brahmins, be skilful in
rendering training in use ofweapons and arrows and breed
ing of elephants, be fit to deal with, be honourable, be
always peaceful, be rich, will possess a broad and beautiful
physique, be helpful to relatives, and be energetic.

Notes: The Sun in Sagittarius gives varied effects for
the 12 ascendants as under: Aries: The native will earn
abundant wealth and be honoured with important govern
mental assignments. He will acquire issues who will be
fortunate and highly educated. Taurus: He will face evils on
account of Mantras and will contract many physical ail
ments. Gemini: This is an inauspicious position for one's
wife. Cancer: The subject may end in huge loans. Leo: The
person will be highly fortunate and will have limited issues.
Virgo: He will not have a wealthy mother and will be a
source of bad name for parents. Libra: He will be highly
fortunate and will live in foreign countries. One of the 00

boms will take away all paternal wealth. Scorpio: He will
attain an envtable.posttion in life, and enjoy a long span of
life. Sagittarius: tie will enjoy great Raja yoga and be very
famous. Capricorn: He will be subjected to child mortality.
If long-lived, .he cannot make .mueh prosperity. Aquarius:
He will have abundant riches and landed property. Me will
enjoy a supreme married life. Pisces: He will have limited
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wealth but boundless fame.
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50-55. SUN IN SAGITTARIUS/PISCES AND ASPECTED
BY OTHERS: Should the Sun at birth be in a Rasi ofJupiter
and be aspected by the Moon, the native will be endowed
with eloquent speech, wisdom, wealth and. sons. He will be
equal to a king and be devoid of misery. He will also possess
a pleasing body. Should Mars lend aspect to the Sun in a
Rasi of Jupiter, the subject will earn fame through battle,
be endowed with clarity of speech, money and happiness,
and be short-tempered. Mercury aspecttng the said Sun
denotes that the native will possess sweet speech, and will
have knowledge of writing, literature, arts, assembly, jour
ney and minerals. If Jupiter aspects the Sun in Pisces/
Sagittarius, the person will movein royal palaces or be a
king himself, will possess elephants, horses and wealth,
and be ever after learning. Should Venus aspect the Sun in
Jupiter's house, one will enjoy women of superior class, be
endowed with scents and garlands and be peaceful, If
Saturn aspects the Sun in Pisces or Sagittarius, the native
will be unclean, will eat other's food, will join bad men and
will breed animals.
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to his paternal property and have all his own desires ful
filled while weak Moon will sometime or other cause de
bacles in money matters. For a Leo native, Full Moon in the
lOth in Taurus will bestow good conduct, property, post
tion etc., but cannot reach the native to heights unless
well-aspected by Mars, while weak Moon will give many
hindrances in career and show heavy expenses. If Cancer
be the ascendent with Full Moon in Taurus, the native is
born in wealthy family, enjoys all paraphernalia andfs
never short of anything in life; if the Moon be weak, the
native will have to struggle hard to corne up in life. Lastly
if Gemini ascend at birth, the Full Moon in the 12th in
Taurus is less problarnatic while a weak Moon is a head
load.
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9·14. THE MOON IN TAURUS IN ASPECT TO OTHERS:

Should the Moon be in Taurus, and be in aspect to the Sun,
the native will be a farmer, be very industrious, be very rich
with servants and quadrupeds, and will lend money on
usury. IfMars aspects the Moon in Taurus, the subject will
be highly libklinous, will loee his wife and friends on ac-
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count of another lady, will steal the heart of the fair sex, and
will prove adverse for the mother. Should the said Moon be
in aspect to Mercury, the native will be highly learned, will
know the code of speech, be ofpleasing disposition, be dear
"to everyone, and will uncomparably be of good qualities. If
Jupiter aspects the Moon in Taurus, the native will have
long-living wife and children and lasting wealth, be respect
fully disposed to his parents, be virtuous and very famous.
Should Venus aspect the Moon in Taurus, one will Le
endowed. with ornaments, conveyances and houses, and
will possess comforts of sleeping and sitting (l.e. will pos
sess luxuries of bed and sitting paraphernalia), scents,
robes, garlands etc. If it is Saturn that aspects the Moon in
Taurus, one will be devoid of wealth, be inauspicious for
mother and wife and will be endowed. with sons, friends and
relatives.

Notes: The Moon in Taurus (or Libra) is a favourable
position for money lenders. If she is aspected by the Sun (or
Jupiter) the native will have money-lending as profession.
This is very favourable for career in banks, financial insti
tutions etc. Mars aspecttng her in Taurus, makes the per
son very sensuous and he is sure to be of questionable
character. When Mercury aspects the Moon in Taurus,
such natives will do well to pursue some independent
profession, trade etc. IfJupiter aspects the Moon in Taurus,
one will have a well-settled family life. Venus aspecting the
exalted Moon indicates that the native can command
anybody and will earn respect from anyone. If Saturn, will
reasonably be rich. I do not know why the author indicates
poverty in this context except for the baneful lordship (9th
house) of Saturn. Saturn aspecting the Moon in Taurus,
can however throw some financial ups and downs, depend
ing on the rising degree. This aspect can give a long life to
the native, but may affect mother's longevity in general.
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U5.AFFLICTION TO PARENTS: Should the Moon be in
the first half ofTaurus, the mother of the native is not long
lived. Similarly, the father is short-lived if the Moon occu
pies the second half of Taurus.

Notes: This rule should not be verbatim applied. If the
Moon is in the first 15 degrees of Taurus and the 4th lord
and Venus are simultaneously afflicted, then the mother's
longevity may be at stake. Similarly, the Moon in the 2nd
half of Taurus, while the Sun/Saturn and the 9th lord are
heavily blemished, longevity of the father may be at stake.
Alternatively, if the Moon occupies the 8th house in the first
or second half of Taurus, mother/father are respectively af
fected.
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16. THE MOON IN GEMINI: If the Moon is in Gemini
at birth, one will have prominent nose and dark eyes, will
be skilful in the art of love, POetry etc., will enjoy sexual
pleasures, will have lines of fish in the palm, will be fond of
worldly enjoyments, will be sinewy, be very intelligent,
splendorous, be endowed with happiness, jocular disposi
tion and eloquent speech, be won over by the females, will
have a long body, will befriend neuters and will have two
mothers.

Notes: The Moon in Gemini ascending, at birth, gives
the qualities of Mercury to the native in general. He will
have a prominent nose, which makes him look beautiful. As
Mercury i~ a eunuch, the native will make friendship with
neuters. He will enjoy sexual pleasures with barren fe..
males. He will be attached more to worldly pleasures rather
than the Supreme Spirit. People born under this sign may
be gifted speakers and if the Sun occupies the LOth, politi
cal aspirations can be noted to one's advantage. The Moon
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remaining in Gemini acts differently for different ascen
dants as under:

Aries ascendant: The Moon fC1 {~~l\t gives expendi
ture galore and the native's mot!-. m;\\' face separation
from his father. If the Moon is with~··, .tshing rays, this
is more certain. Taurus ascendant: 'VuLll the MoonIn the
2nd in Gemini the native will have significant savings and
will live long if she is Full. If she is decreasing, the co-born
will suffer from mental diseases and lack of intelligence.
The native will be rough. in speech. Cancer ascendant: The
Moon in the 12th if full will keep the native free from
diseases and if waning causes diseases from chikihood till
the end. Such waning Moon will be an impediment in the
overall growth of the native. Leo ascendant: With Full
Moon, the native will acquire wealth through fair means
and with waning Moon, the native will have frequent losses
and will lack ability to satisfy his female in coition. Virgo
ascendant: The Full Moon in Gemini is capable of confer
ring high position and good income in the fields of publica
tion, communication, radio/television etc. .The native can
amass wealth in Moon's dasa. If she be waning, the native
will resort to illegal profession, will have mean conduct, be
subjected to vices and will lead a miserable life. Libra
ascendant; If Full Moon is in Gemini, the person will
undertake to visit Ganges, shrines etc., and will acquire
paternal wealth. If it is declining Moon, there will be fre
quent misunderstandings with father, cousins etc. Scorpio
ascendant: Even the Full Moon in Gemini cannot make any
satisfactory contribution to longevity, not to speak of de
clining Moon. Ifthe Full Moon is helped by Jupiter/Saturn,
then a fair longevity can be expected. Weak Moop in the 8th
in Gemini is an insurmountable menace to the prosperity
of the native. Sagit~arhisascendant: The Moon in Gemini
will give a cunning and belligerent wife, though beautiful.
Marriage is consummated with great difficulty. If she is
weak and is particularly with the Sun, then the spouse l1ves
only for a short period. Capricorn ascendant: The Moon in
Gemini, if -full, can .reduce the scope of diseases to be
suffered by the wife while declining Moon almost gives a
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perennially sick wife. Gemini Moon for this ascendant will
cause diseases of private Parts both for the male and his
female. Aquarius ascendant: The Moon in Gemini does not
promote the descent of the race and the native will not be
able to fulfil his aims at any period of his life. If she is full,
some redemption can be expected. Pisces ascendant: Prog
eny is delayed while birth ofa male issue is doubted unless
Jupiter is strong. The eldest issue will be doubtlessly a
female. The results so far stated will depend on the state of
the planet Mercury also.
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17-22. THE MOON IN GEMIN1IN ASPECT TO OTHERS:
If the Moon is in Gemini at birth and is aspected by the Sun,
the native will be quite learned, be splendorous, very beau
tiful, be charitable, be very miserable and be not rich. If
Mars lends aspect to the Moon in Gemini, the person will
be very valorous, very learned, be endowed with happiness,
conveyances, wealth and beauty. This is certain. The Moon
in Gemini aspeeted by Mercury makes one sk1lfu1in pro
ducing money, always successful and inviolable king. If
Jupiter aspects the Moon in Gemini, one will be. a teacher
of sastras, be famous, truthful, very beautiful, honourable
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and be an eloquent speaker. If Venus aspects the Moon in
Gemini, the person will be endowed with the company of
supreme females, garlands, robes, conveyances, ornaments
and jewels, and will be sportive. Should Saturn aspect the
Moon in Gemini, the subject will be devoid of relatives, wife,
happiness and wealth, and will be inimical to the public.

Notes: Kalyana Varma states that when the Moon in
Gemini is aspected by the Sun, the native will not be rich.
It may be more aptly applicable when one of these two
happens to be in evil houses from the ascendant or be an
evil lord from the ascendant. Should they be in good house,
shortage of money may not exist. If the Moon in Gemini is
aspected by Mercury, the native may pursue his own pro
fession, business etc., and will gain abundantly. The sign
Gemini itself is a sign ofwisdom, intelligence etc., and if the
Moon posited therein is aspected by Jupiter, he will achieve
great name in sastras, literatures, teachings etc. For Aries
ascendant, this aspect will confer a mellifluous voice on the
native and he may become a famous singer. The aspect of
Venus to the Moon produces great riches while Saturn's
aspect is adverse for wealth.
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23. THE MOON IN CANCER: If the Moon is in Cancer
at birth, the native will be fortunate, valorous, be endowed
with residence, friends, journeys and astrological knowl
edge. be sensuous, grateful, be a minister, be truthful, will
live abroad, be passionate, hairy bodied, fond of water and
flowers, interested in construction of houses, wells etc.,
and will have a prominent neck.

Notes: Even though the Moon may be weak, if she is
in Cancer ascendant, the person will enjoy fair longevity
(JambunadeeyamCh. 1 rule 46). If she joins Jupiter in
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Cancer the native rules Kashmir according to classic texts,
see Karkasthlta devaguro sachandro .Kashmir desam raja
bhauati. In the modem context, if the native becomes a
minister or a Significant person the effects be deemed
fulfilled. IfSaturn aspects the Moon in Cancer, a female will
.have long bunch of hair. Saturn aspecttng Moon in Cancer
may cause occasional ups and downs in one's career. The
Moon in Cancer is generally a good position for occult
studies. Now see the different effects given by the Moon
remaining in Cancer for the 12 ascendants:

Aries ascendant: Strong Moon in Cancer is capable of
conferring position with distinct identity, happiness, learn
tng etc., while weak Moon causes defects of the heart.
Taurus ascendant: An afflicted Moon causes long-lasting
infection, cold.s etc., while a strong Moon brings fame
through music, gives paternal property, luck etc., and
makes the native highly intelligent. Gemini ascendant: If
Mars joins the Moon in Cancer, it can bring death in
childhood and if Mars dasa or Moon's dasa coincides with
childhood, it is all the more certain. Full Moon contributes
to lasting wealth. Cancer ascendant: If the Moon is full, the
native will rise high in life .and lives without obstacles.
Weak Moon causes occasional downfall and eye diseases,
blood disorders etc. Leo ascendant: With weak Moon, the
native joins bad people while with Full Moon he will be free
from diseases, unnecessary expenses etc., and will respect
other women. Virgo ascendant: The native with strong
Moon will have only sisters born prior to him, will gain
through good deeds and will obtain only female issues; if
Saturn joins the full Moon in the l l th the native will beget
twins. If the Moon is weak at birth, the native will not beget
children and will resort to bad means to earn money. Libra
ascendant: If the Moon is along with the Sun, in Sun's dasa,
the native will make gains while his Moon's dasa will give'
moderate results. Scorpio ascendant: Should the Moon and
the Sun join in Cancer, the native will enjoy enviable
position in life and will have all paraphernalia at his beck
and call. Should Mars join the Moon he will have defective
limbs. Sagittarius ascendant: Unless the Moon is Full, she
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cannot make any worthy contribution to longevity. Death
by drowning is indicated. Capricorn ascendant: Full Moon
in 7th will confer bride from known circles and in the native
place of the person. Weak Moon will make the native remain
at loggerheads with others. Aquarius ascendant: Weak
Moon makes the native seek sexual pleasures in illegal
ways and contract various venereal diseases. Full Moon
proves a powerful antidote against enemies. Pisces ascen
dant: The person will enjoy good luck, intelligence, honour,
position and female issues.
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24-29. THE MOON IN CANCER IN ASPECT TO OTH
ERS: Should the Moon be in her house at birth and be
aspected by the Sun,the native will be in the employ of
king, be not rich, be a letter-bearer and will protect forts (I.e.
will be a security officer in royal service), If the Moon in
Cancer is aspected by Mars, the subject will be valorous, be
deformed, will prove ominous to his mother and be skilful
in his jobs. Should Mercury lend his aspect to the Moon in
Cancer, he will be spirited in disposition, be endowed with
political wisdom, wealth, wife and sons, will be a king's
minister and be happy. Jupiter aspectmg the Moon in her
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own house indicates that the person will be a king, be
endowed with royal qualities, be happy, will have a good
wife, will behave well, be modest and valorous. If Venus
aspects the Moon in Cancer, the subject will be endowed
with money, gold, wife, robes and jewels, be head of pros
titutes and be splendorous. Should Saturn aspect the
Cancer-posited Moon, he will be of wandering disposition,
be miserable, very poor, be a liar, a sinner and be mean.

Notes: The Moon in Cancer in aspect to the Sun is an
ideal position for national Ambassadors, employment in
Defence units etc. The native may suffer occasional de
bacles in monetary affairs. If Mars aspects the Moon in
Cancer, the native may lose his mother early, particularly

~
'r, '.." if the aspect is from Capricorn, where Mars acquires great
, strength. Mercury's aspect over the Cancer-Moon is favour

able for political success while the spouse may face nervous
breakdown, rheumatic disorders etc. Jupiter aspecting the
said Moon, except from Capricorn, confers very great
wealth, fame, name etc., on the native while the aspect of
Jupiter from Capricorn may give limited results if the Moon
has not signiftcant pakshabala. Venus lending aspect to
the Moon in Cancer will give association with whores and
money in questionable manner. However wealth will be
plentiful while two marriages may be possible. With Saturn
if in aspect to the Moon in Cancer, he may not achieve
much financial success but will be' a rolling stone.
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30. THE MOON IN LEO: If the Moon is in Leo, one will
have sturdy bones, sparse hair, wide face, small and yel
lowish eyes, will hate women, will suffer from hunger and
thirst, will incur stomachial disorders and tooth-decay, will
eat flesh, be charitable, harsh, will have few sons, will seek
eexual union in forests and hills, be respectfully disposed
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52-57. MOON IN SCORPIO IN ASPECT TO OTHERS: If
the Moon at birth is in Scorpio and aspected by the Sun, the
native will hate people (t.e. will not be friendly with others),
be learned, wandering natured, and rich but be not happy.
Should Mars aspect the Moon in SCorpio, the native will
have incomparable courage, be equal to a king. be endowed
with wealth, be valorous, inconquerable in battle, and be a
voracious eater. If Mercury aspects the Moon in Scorpio,
the person Will not be skilful, be hard in speech, will obtain
twins, be tricky, will produce fictitious things and be an
expert singer. If Jupiter lends aspect to the Moon in SCor
pio, the native will be interested in performing his duties,
will be biased towards people, be wealthy and be beautiful.
If Venus aspects the Moon in Scorpio, the native will be
highly intelligent, be fortunate, be endowed with riches,
conveyances and beauty, and will lose strength on account
ofwomen. IfSaturn aspects the Moon in Scorpio, the native
will have base sons, be a talebearer, be sick, poor and
untruthful.

Notes: While the aspect of the Sun on the Moon in
Scorpio has its brighter side, it has its adverse phase as well
in that the luni-solar relationship involving Scorpio-Taurus
brings strained married life. The spouse is oftener found
irascible, upper-handed and selfish. The native is generally
not happy in most fields except that he reaps some wealth.
This is good for higher education if the Moon is beyond her
deep fall zone. Mars lending aspect to the Moon adds to the
courage of the person. He will be more disposed towards
eating frequently hot foods. Financial achievements will be
splendid if Mars aspects from Aries. Mercury's aspect takes
away the self-confidence invested by other planetary com
binations and gives problems in 'speech, like stammering.
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The native will indulge in cheating, trickery, jugglery etc.
He will be skilful in forgery, and will invite risk if Rahu is
associated with the Moon or MercUJY. Jupiter's aspect on
the Moon gives physical beauty but slender waist. This
aspect may produce problems like intestinal ulcer, or indi
gestion etc. If the aspect of Jupiter is from Cancer /Pisces,
it may result in dropsy and consequent death. Venusian
.touch from Taurus on the Moon gives abundant wealth,
beautiful and libidinous wife, and business in beautifying
articles, textiles, jewellery, interior decoration etc. The
combination is also capable of causing imbalances in ex
cretory and generative system. Saturn (singly) aspecttng
the Moon in Scorpio denies marriage altogether but the
native tends to seek pleasures of sex out of the way. Ifat all
marriage is granted, it is only namesake. This aspect
triggers of various diseases like heart trouble, windy com
plaint etc. This is also a dysmelic indication.
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58. MOON IN SAGIITARIDS: If the Moon is in Sagitta-
rius at birth, the native will be dwarfish, will have round
eyes, big heart, waist and hands, be a good speaker, will
have prominent shoulders and neck, will live near watery
zone, will have knowledge ofarts and secret affairs, be cou
rageous, will possess strong bones, be very strong, will have
strong neck and lips, be attached to his relatives, be grate
ful and distinguished. His legs will not be wider when in
position.

Notcs( With the Moon in Sagittarius, the native will be
short in stature and will have a heart which will be big in
size. If Jupiter is strong, the native will grow to normal size
but will have 'a bulky physique. The Moon's placement in
this sign is favourable for study of occult sciences and
working in departments related to investigations, enquiry
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commissions etc. With reference to the 12 ascendants, the
Moon in Sagittarius, produces the following effects:

Aries ascendant: Though the Moon has blemish she
will prove beneficial in the 9th in Sagittarius. Prosperity,
luck. wealth etc., are conferred, as a consequence. If the
Moon is weak, one will be highly irreligious and will not be
favourably disposed to good acts. Taurus ascendant: The
native will be subjected to physical distress, irrespective of
the Moon being Full or New, Weakness of thighs, hips and
bad lungs will result in the relative periods of the Moon.
Gemini ascendant: With weak Moon, the married life will be
short while full Moon gives unexpected riches in specula
tion. The Moon-whether Full or New-in SagittariUS
makes a Geminian prone to accidents caused by fall from
height. Fear from animals, loss of memory and premature
fall of teeth will follow. Cancer ascendant: One will be
addicted to frequent drinking of liquor, gambling, debauch
ery and contracting loans. If, however, the Moon is strong.
beneficial results will be reaped and the person will be free
from diseases and be long-lived. Leo ascendant: Bereave
ment on account of children, gains from animal husbandry
etc., will result while the dark side denotes cardiac/respi
ratory disorders. Virgo ascendant: The person will be highly
learned and will be affectionate to his mother. Libra ascen
dant: The native will gain in profession through his co
born. A female with Full Moon will have prominent breasts
while with weak Moon, she will have depressed breasts.
Scorpio ascendant: The Full Moon in 2nd will give excellent
results in respect of wealth, patrimony etc., in her dasa
while weak Moon will give ordinary results. Weak Moon
with malefics shall cause early death of parents, particu
larly father. Saglttartus ascendant: Full Moon in the ascen
dant can contribute to moderate Iongevity while weak Moon
is adverse and shall cause perennial diseases right from
childhood. Capricorn ascendant: If the weak Moon is in
Sagittarius, the native's spouse will tend to live separately
while Full Moon keeps the tempo soft. Aquarius ascendant:
The native will be free from diseases while his children may
be prone to these..Pisces ascendant: Full Moon offers
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exemplary and independent career and the native w1I1leave
behind a huge fortune for his children. Weak Moon does not
ensure cordial relationship with children and the native
w1ll be angrily disposed.
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59·64. MOON IN SAGITTARIUS IN ASPECT TO OTH-
ERS: If the Moon in Sagittarius is aspected by the Sun, the
person w1I1 be a king, be affluent, 'valorcus, famous and will
have uncomparable happiness and conveyances. Should
Mars aspect the Moon in Sagittarius, the person w1I1 be an
army chief, w1l1 be very rich, fortunate, famous for his
valour and w1ll have a large working force. If the Moon in
Sagittarius is aspected by Mercury, one will have many
servants, w1ll be an expert astrologer and artist, and be a
skilful dancer. If Jupiter aspects the Moon in sagittarius,
one will possess very attractive physique, be a king's
minister, and w1ll be endowed with wealth, virtues and
happiness. Should Venus aspect the Moon in Sagittarius,
the native w1I1 be happy, beautiful and fortunate, be en-

.dowed with sons, wealth and sexual desires and w1l1 have
good friends and wife. IfSatum aspects the Moon in Sag
ittarius, the person w1ll be sweet in speech. w1l1 speak good
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words, will have wide knowledge of Sastras, be truthful,
soft and be a king's man.

Notes: The Moon in Sagittarius, aspected by Sun/
Mars/Jupiter is favourable for Sagittarius, SCorpio, Aries,
Leo and Cancer ascendants. In the general context, the
Moon in Sagittarius aspected by the Sun gives riches,
fortune, vehicles etc. Also if by Mars or Jupiter, Venus
aspecting the Moon in this Rast, though bestows excess
desire for sexual connections, the native shall not go out of
the way. His married life will be quite happy. Even Saturn's
aspect on the Moon in Sagittarius gives good tendencies,
"knowledge of sciences galore, truthfulness and so on and
so forth; but Jupiter's aspect simultaneously or his con
junction with Saturn lends fortune etc.
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65. MOON IN CAPRICORN: If the Moon at birth be in
Capricorn, the native will be a singer, will be averse to cold
articles (or season), will have stout body, will be fond of
truth and charity, be dtsttnguished, famous, less irascible,
be libidinOUS, unkind and shameless; will possess beauti
ful eyes and emaciated body, will violate teacher's bed. be
a poet, will have round thighs, be not very enthusiastic. be
very miserly and will have long neck and ears.

Notes: The Moon in Capricorn (or in the other sign of
Saturn, t.e. Aquartus) will make one susceptible to colds
etc., and such people should avoid cold articles etc., and be
cautious in winter in the matter of food and other habits.
Since the position of the Moon in Capricorn is otherwise a
good augury, the native will receive help ifJupiter or Venus
is in the 3rd in Pisces or if one of these two aspects the
Moon. The Moon remamtng in Capricorn will produce dif
ferent effects. as under for the various ascendants.
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Aries ascendant: The Moon in the 10th causes Ra
jayoga and spiritual achievements. Such natives will head
religious missions. If Saturn aspects, one takes to monk
hood and is deprived of marital ties. Taurus ascendant:
There will be acquisition of plenty of wealth. Gemini ascen
dant: IfMoon's dasa coincides with boyhood (before 12), the
native may face early end. IfMercury lends his aspect, then
the situation is mended. Cancer ascendant: The native
obtains beautiful and amicable wife. He will be fortunate
and wealthy. Leo ascendant: The Moon, if weak, brings
insult/defeat from enemies while Full Moon gives associa
tion with many branches of learning but mastery in none.
Virgo ascendant: The native begets one daughter only. lfthe
Moon is weak, the sustenance of the child is doubtful. Libra
ascendant: High position and smooth career is bestowed on
the native. Weak Moon does not give a long-living mother.
Scorpio ascendant: Weak Moon destroys other Rajayogas
while Full Moon makes the native give away the patrimony
to his youngsters. Sagittarius ascendant: If the Full Moon
is in this Lagna the native will have a copulent body, while
the weak Moon, he is emaciated, sick and shortlived.
Aquarius ascendant: The native will be a spend-thrift.
Pisces ascendant: The native will obtain happiness through
children. He will be fortunate if the Moon is Full.
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66-71. MOON IN CAPRICORN IN ASPECT TO OTHERS:
Should the Moon in Capricorn be aspected by the Sun at
btrth, one will be penniless, miserable. wandering-natured.
interested in others' work, dirty and clever. If Mars aspects
the Moon in Capricorn, one will enjoy abundant riches. be
highly liberal, be fortunate. wealthy, will have conveyances
and be brave. If Mercury aspects the Moon in Capricorn,
one will be dunce. be interested in living in other places. be
bereft of wife. be ficklem1nded and be devoid of happiness
and money. Should Jupiter aspect the Moon in Capricorn
at birth, the native will be a king. be uncomparably brave.
will have royal qualities, and will possess many wives.
children and friends. If Venus aspects the Moon in Capri
corn. one will join others' wives. be endowed with wealth.
ornaments. conveyances. garlands etc.. be blameworthy
and be issueless. If Saturn aspects, the Moon in Capricorn
one will be indolent, dirty. be endowed with money. be
'troubled by sexual feelings, will join others' housewives.
and be untruthful.

Notes: Normally. the Sun's aspect on the Moon in
Capricorn deprives one of affluence as both these planets
are not well disposed towards Saturn. the Moon sign lord.
However. if the ascendant be one of Scorpio. Aries, Leo. or
Cancer-particularly Cancer, it brings wealth etc. The
aspect of Mars on " Capricon - Moon is very favourable for
riches as Mars is unsullied yogakaraka for this ascendant.
Mercury's aspect is not a good augury for money while it is
auspicious for father's success. This aspect gives a sickly
wife. However. -Juptter'easpect orr the Moon in Capricorn
tends to plurality of wives and number of children. If
Jupiter falls in Capricorn. naeamsa in the process the ef
fects are only moderate. The Moon in a Rasi of Saturn and
in aspect to Venus gives a tendency to be immoral but
favours the native with vehicles, jewels etc. Saturn's aspect
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also promotes immoral character, distress out of sexual
feelings and wealth. In addition, this aspect makes the
spouse prudent and loving.
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72. MOON IN AQUARIUS: If the Moon is in Aquarius
at birth, the person will have elevated nose, rough or
uneven body. and stout hands and legs; will be addicted to
intoxicants, will be averse to the virtuous, be not himself
virtuous, will obtain illegal sons. will have stout head.
ugly /diseased eyes. bright face and prominent waist. be an
artisan, will have bad mentality. be miserable, and will be
very poor.

Notes: The Moon in Aquartus is capable of producing
the following different effects for the various rising Signs:

Aries ascendant: The Moon produces favourable Yoga
in the 11 th and the native resorts to fair means of earning.
Taurus ascendant: The native will resort to ignoble acts if
the Moon is weak. Full Moon confers visits to shrines and
all kinds ofwea.lth. Gemini ascendant: This is a very fortu
nate position if the Moon is full and the nattvq will be never
in want. If the Moon is with diminishing rays the native will
be ominous for father and will lose his father early, Cancer
ascendant: Unless the Moon is Full, one may not enjoy fair
longevity but will be sickly. Leo ascendant: If the Moon is
strong, the native will beget a chaste and beautiful wife and
will enjoy fortunes. If weak. he will many twice. Virgo
ascendant: If the Moon is Full. the native will (at least) beget
some loans; ifweak even that will be difflcult. So to say. his
finaneial condition will be awful. Libra ascendant: The
native will acquire happiness through children and will
enjoy power. position etc. Scorpio ascendant: If the Moon
is Full. the subject will be a great scholar. will enjoy abun-
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dant properties. conveyances etc., and will be happy with
his mother" If she is weak, these are proportionately
meagre. Sagittarius ascendant: If the Moon is full. one will
have prospering sisters; if weak he will only lose them.
Capricorn ascendant: If the Moon is Full. he will have a
beautiful face, be affluent and learned; and will enjoy fa
vours in Moon's dasa while it may sometimes cause death.
Weak Moon does not prove a killer but gives no wealth.
Aquarius ascendant: The Moon in the ascendant is not
auspicious in this case. If she is Full. the native will suffer
from windy complaints and be sickly. His Moon's dasa will
not be good in effect. If she is weak, he will have crooked
mind and will experience only difficulties. Pisces ascen
dant; If the Moon is Full, one will be famous, virtuous and
will enjoy a superior Raja Yoga. If weak, the dasa will give
ordinary result and some misery in respect of children.
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73-78. MOON IN AQUARIUS IN ASPECT TO OTHERS:
Should the Moon at birth be in Aquarius and be aspected
by the Sun, one will be very dirty in disposition. be valor
ous, will be like a king in guise, be virtuous, and /Pe an
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agriculturist. If Mars aspects the Moon in Aquarius, one
will be quite truthful, will not inherit money from mother
and elders. be indolent. and mysterious, ann interested in
others' work. If Mercury aspects the Moon in Aquarius, the
native will be skilful in treating others well while hosting
them, will be proficient in music, will be liked by the fair
sex, and will possess less money and less happiness.
Should -Jupiter aspect the Moon in Aquarius, the native will
own villages. agriculture lands and trees, be endowed with
superior castles and superior ladies. and will be devoted to
(sensual) enjoyment (Bhogi also means rich person or a
king.) If Venus aspects the Moon in Aquarius. the person
will be base, issueless, friendless, timid. be censured by
preceptors, be sinful, will have a bad wife and will be least
happy. Should the Moon in Aquarius have Saturn's aspect,
the native will have (prominent) nails and hair, be dirty, will
seek union with other women, be a dunce. be irreligious
and be rich possessing many immovables.

Notes: The luni-solar aspect relating to Aquarius is
generally not a good augury for wealth and other matters.
The native will only be mistaken to be rich by others but will
actually not be so. If Mars aspects the Moon, the Lagna
being Capricorn or Aquarius. it may help the native finan
cially and' positionally. Mercury's aspect.over the Moon will
bring windy diseases, rheumatic breakdown, asthmatic
complaints etc.. monetary flow will be limited while asso
ciation with females will be significantly marked. It is ex
tremely good for the Moon in Aquarius to be aspected by
Jupiter so that the native will enjoy high position. own
landed properties in abundance and willrbe amidst superior
women (not for physical pleasures but for beneficial asso
ciation). Venus aspectmg the Moon in Aquarius may give
some ordinary wealth but the marital sphere is severely
strained. The person will be attached to whores, be not
happy with his wife, will lack general happiness. will not
have children and will be dismissed by his family members.
Capricorn, Libra. Taurus and Virgo are somewhat better in
effect if Venus aspects the Moon in Aquarius and the
adverse results cited will get slightly improved towards
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favourable side. If Saturn aspects the Moon in Aquarius, it
will bestow great wealth and properties but will make one
go after women and sexual satisfaction will be the only aim
of the native. In some cases, even his spouse may not be
loyal, depending on her natal Venus/Moon.
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79. MOON IN PISCES: If the Moon is in Pisces, the
native will be expert in fine arts, be capable of winning even
unfavourable people, be learned in Sasthras, beautiful
bodied, proficient in music, very religious, will cohabit with
many women, be a polite speaker, will serve the king, be
somewhat irascible, will have a big head, be endowed with
happiness and wealth. will be won over by the fair sex, be
virtuous, be interested in sailing and be liberal.

Notes: The Moon in this Rasi will normally give good
effects, but a great deal naturally depends on the rising
sign, Jupiter and the associated planets. She gives the
following varied effects depending on the ascending sign at
birth:

Aries ascendant: The subject will lack maternal hap
piness, be inimical to his cousins and will spend away all
his earnings, if the Moon is declining in the 12th in Pisces.
If she is Full, the native will be learned and wealthy while
his savings will depend on the strength of Jupiter. Taurus
ascendant: With Full Moon, the earnings will be abundant
and through fair means. Even weak Moon will give some
wealth but through unfair means. Generally, the native will
enjoy good health, learning etc. Gemini ascendant: The
native will obtain a superior profession and gain through
travels. Cancer ascendant: If"Moon is full, the native will
enjoy abundant ancestral wealth, but will also spend in
equal proportions. Weak Moon will make the native occa-
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sionally unfortunate and will bestow only moderate gains
injourneys. Leo ascendant: Neither the Full Moon nor weak
Moon will be in a position to confer position on the native.
If this dasa coincides with boyhood, it will cause premature
death. Virgo ascendant; If the Moon is waxing, the native
will frequently visit shrines, will acquire a beautiful and
rich wife and will beget many daughters. Waning Moon in
Pisces will delay the marriage of the native and will give a
sickly wife. She will suffer bloody diseases. Libra ascen
dant: The native will contract heavy loans. Depending upon
the state of the Moon, he will advance in his career. Scorpio
ascendant: The native's children will be very fortunate. In
the dasa of the Moon, the native will prosper highly and will
achieve his life's aims. Sagittarius ascendant: The native
will lose his mother early if the Moon is waning. Ifwaxing,
he will enjoy maternal happiness and acquire landed prop
erty, high education etc., and be happy. Capricorn ascen
dant; If the Moon is waning, the native's wife will have
defect of some limb. Full Moon gives name, fame, wealth
etc., to the native but he will be timid in disposition.
Aquarius ascendant: The native will incur many losses in
the matter of money and will mostly be in debts. Pisces
ascendant: The native will achieve high poltttcat/bustness
position if the Moon is strong. If weak, it will give ordinary
results.
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80-85. MOON IN PISCES IN ASPECT TO OTHERS: If
the Moon posited in Pisces is aspected by the Sun, the
native will be highly libidinous, be happy, be an army chief,
be very affluent and will have delighted wife. IfMars aspects
the Moon in Pisces, the person will be insulted, be devoid
of happiness, is an unchaste woman's son, will be inter
ested in sins, and will be valorous. He will be a king if the
Moon in Pisces is aspected by Mercury; Will be highly
intelligent, be happy and will be surrounded by supreme
females and be controlled by them. If Jupiter aspects the
Moon in Pisces, he will be beautiful, fierce, head of a
district, be very affluent, beautiful and will be surrounded
by many women. IfVenus aspects the Moon in Pisces, he
will be skilful in coition, interested in dance, instrumental
music and songs and will steal the hearts of the fair sex.
Should Saturn aspect the Moon in Pisces, he will be de
formed, be unfavourable to mother, be sexually distressed,
be devoid of sons, wife and intelligence and will be attached
to mean and ugly females.

Notes: If the Moon in Pisces is aspected by Jupiter/
Mercury the person will enjoy high position in life. If by
Venus from Virgo, his married life will not be happy; he will
not earn much wealth but be unhappy in all respects.
saturn aspectmg the Moon in Pisces will make one go
without marriage and go after prostitutes. If by Mars, his'
mother will be of questionable 'character. The Sun as
pectmg the Moon in Pisces denotes a person with fat body.
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86. SAID RESULTS TO MATURE: If the lord of the Moon
sign, the Moon sign itself and the Moon are all endowed
with strength, the said effects (due to Moon's position as
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laid down in this chapter) will fully come to pass. The effects
will vary according to positions like debilitation, exaltation
etc. (of the dispositor and the aspecting planet).

Notes: For example, assume the Moon is in Aries at
birth, If the Moon should give full results due to her posi
tion in that Rast, Mars should be equally strong. There 
should be good aspects to Aries (and the Moon). If the
dispositor, Mars in this case, is in fall. inimically placed
etc., the effects will be adverse, Similar estimates should be
made through the aspectmg planet at well.
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Thus ends the 23rd chapter in Saravalt, entitled."Ef
fects arising out of the Moon".
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Effects of Moon in Various
Navamsas
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1-3. MOON IN NAVAMSA OF MARS ASPECTED BY
OTHERS: If the Moon is in the navamsa of Mars aspected
by Mars himself, one will win over his enemies and will be
valorous; if by Saturn very cunning, deceiving and trifling;
ifby the Sun thief. sometimes cruel and sometimes protect
ing and be courageous; if by Jupiter, he will be a king, be
famous and honoured by the learned; if by Venus, he will
be a kmg's minister, be wealthy and be fond of women and
cosmetics and lastly if by Mercury, he will be a fast speaker
and be fickle- minded.

Notes: A clarification about aspect with reference to
Navamsa is necessary here. The aspect of a planet should
not be noted in the Navamsa chart but by longitudinal dis
tance, t.e. in the Rasi chart. For example, take the Moon in
the navamsa of Mars to be aspected by Mercury. To fulfil
this, the Moon should be in the Navamsa of Aries/Scorpio
and be aspected by Mercury in the Rasi chart. Suppose the
Moon is in Pisces while Mercury is in Virgo. The said Moon
should simultaneously be in SCorpio navamsa, Le, between
16° 40'-20° in Pisces and get the aspect of the planet
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Mercwy from Virgo. In other words, Mercwy need be in a
certain position in Navamsa vis-a-vis Moon is specified
Navamsa. Unless this aspect is properly understood, one

•cannot effectively and meaningfully apply the relative rules.
Similar inference applies to decanate and other such sub
divisions.
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4-6. MOON IN NAVAMSA OF VENUS IN AsPECT TO
OTHERS: If the Moon is in Taurus/Libra navamsa and is
aspected by Venus, the person will be happy in regard to
wife, robes, food and drinks; if by Mercwy he will have
knowledge of playing musical instruments and be inter
ested in dance and music; if by Jupiter, he will be a great
poet, be highly skilful in the branch of justice (or politics),
be a king's minister, will enjoy sight of others' housewives,
be libidinous, and will have many a servant: if by the Sun,
he will be a great stupid, will possess a beautiful face and
will always enjoy food and drinks and lastly if by Saturn,
the person will resemble a carpenter in disposition (I.e, he
will be a carpenter by profession).
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7-9. MOON IN MERCURY'S NAVAMSA AND IN ASPECT
TO OTHERS: If the Moon is in the navamsa ofMercury, (i.e,
Gemini/Virgo Navamsa) and is aspected by Mercury, the
native will be skilful in mechanical or fine arts (of 64 kinds),
and be a poet; if by Venus he will have a broad physique,
be an expert musician and will have rich knowledge of
sacred passages (& C Sastra vachnam, Srutt vachanam and
Samritt Vachanam); if by Jupiter, he will be a king's minis
ter, be a repository of good qualities, be famous and splen
dorous; if byMars, he will be a notorious thief, be skilful in
arguments and be fierce; if by Saturn, he will be skilful in
sastras and poetry, be learned in arts and be intelligent and
lastly if by the Sun. he will be successful in war and be
famous.
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10-12. MOON IN CANCER NAVAMSA AND IN ASPECT
TO OTHERS: If the Moon is in her Navamsa at birth and is
aspected by the Sun, the subject will have an emaciated
body but be free from diseases; ifby Mars, he will be skilful
in stealing others' money and be a miser; if by Saturn, he
will indulge in prohibited acts and will incur grief due to
imprisonment," litigations and destruction; if by Venus, he
will be inimical to the fair sex and will resemble a eunuch
and if by Jupiter, he will be a king's minister or be a king
himselfand lastly ifby Mercury, he will be not virtuous, will
sleep much and will wander at all times.
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7-8. MARS IN CANCER: If Mars is in Cancer at birth,
the subject will like living in others' houses, be deformed,
sick, will attain riches through agriculture, will enjoy royal
food and robes during childhood, will eat food in others'
houses, will become wealthy through the source of water,
be repeatedly anguished and be always distressed.

Notes: Mars in Cancer is generally found not congen
ial for maternal happiness. The native will be brought up by
other relatives. Though the text says that the childhood of
the native will be happy, in actual experience it is found to
be reverse. So to say, Mars in Cancer does not give good.
results in early life but in later part. Depending on the natal
ascendant, this planet in Cancer will give following effects.

Aries ascendant: There will be little happiness with
Mars in the 4th in Cancer. The native's mother may be short
lived; otherwise separation or misunderstanding will fol
low. Taurus ascendant: Sickness of wife, loss of co-born
and courage and litigations of property will come to pass.
The native may have affiicted thyroid glands. Gemini ascen
dant: Penury, loss of wife, loss of position and fame, con
tracting facial diseases etc., Win occur. Cancer ascendant:
The nativeW'ili be grotesque and ugly in appearance, will
suffer planetary blemishes in boyhood and will lack physi
cal comforts. Brain tumours, lack of intelligence, company
with mean people etc., will also be experienced. Leo ascen
dant: The native will not possess any wealth. However, if
Saturn joins Mars in Cancer, a Leo native will obtain a
Rajayoga par excellence. Virgo ascendant: the native will
have a very small family. He will lose elder brother coupled
with.money. Libra native: Mars in the 10th in Cancer will
adversely affect his career. He will not have any permanent
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and happy job to do. Patrimony will be misused. Scorpio
ascendant: Paternal bliss, good fortune. understanding
with co-born will all lack while diseases of the anus (like
piles) will exist. Sagittartus native: The native will be abso
lutely shortlived; otherwise, he will lack progeny, will spend
secretly on evil affairs and will be a profligate. Capricorn
ascendant: The native's wife will be weak in constitution
and will have diseases, particularly vaginal. He will not
have any good relationship with others and will frequently
contract losses in his undertakings. Aquarius ascendant:
The native will be timid in disposition. He will have a
checkered career. He will be irreligious in all his activities.
Pisces ascendant: Though the native will experience great
Rajayoga effects. he will be worried in respect of children.
His mental disposition will be akin to that of a very miser
able person. If a female has Mars in Cancer in the 5th,
abortions. discharge of the vagina and such other disease
will come to pass.

The effect due to Mars as above will be greatly modified
I

due to the Moon's strength stmultaneously. Hence a liter-
ary application is unwarranted.
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9-10. MARS IN LEO: If Mars is in Leo in a nattvtty, the
native will be impatient, be valorous, intent upon grabbing
others' money and children, will like to live in forests, be
fond ofeating cow's flesh (or beefetc.), will lose his first wife,
will kill snakes and animals. will be bereft of children, be
devoid of charitable acts and be always active in his jobs.

Notes: Mars in Leo is quite favourable for money. ,
However, progeny will be affected adversely. The native will !

advance in marital sphere provided Venus/7th lord is
sufficiently strong. Mars remaining in Leo will give the fol-
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lowing effects depending on the rising sign: Aries ascen
dant: Progeny is doubtful for the native. If at all he obtains
one, he will be happy with his child. Taurus ascendant: The
person with Mars in Leo will not achieve any branch of
learning satisfactorily. Though he may acquire immovable
properties, due to other Yogas in the horoscope, he will
have some losses. Gemini ascendant: The effects of Yogas
in Mars dasa will only be ordinary. The native will not be
well disposed towards his father while his father may be
subjected to many diseases. Cancer ascendant: Plentiful
ness ofmoney, respect, excellent career will be experienced.
The adverse side of the nativity will be: unhappiness in
family, lack of marttal/progenic bliss. Leo ascendant: The
native will enjoy little physical comforts while splendid
effects in the matter of prosperity will be obtained in Mars
dasa. Virgo ascendant. The native will lose some limb in
Mars dasa. If a malefic be with Mars in Leo, difficulties like
imprisonment, heavy debts etc., will follow. He will incur
the wrath of the government, become infamous and will
meet a cruel end. Libra ascendant: He will gain through
marriage. The spouse will be of disagreeable disposition.
Scorpio ascendant: He will be of medium stature; will
sometimes lose and sometimes gain, will contact bloody/
cardiac diseases and will not make much progress in
education. However, his Mars dasa will confer abundant
prosperity, Sagittarius ascendant: Lack of paternal bliss,
loss of or misunderstandings with co-born, deafness etc.,
will follow. Capricorn ascendant: The native will lose his
wife or will not be happy in marital life, will be shortllved
and will incur huge loans. Aquartus ascendant: Though the
Wife will be rich, marital felicity will be a scarcity. Pisces
ascendant: Many Rajayogas will become defunct in the
dasa of Mars. If Rahu is in the 6th along with Mars, vital
organs will be spoilt.
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11-12. MARS IN VIRGO: Should Mars occupy Virgo at

birth, the subject will be worthy of honour. be never rich.
be very fond of sexual union and music. be soft and sweet

. spoken, will have various kinds of expenses. be not much
valorous. be learned, will have ribs in their advanced posi
tion. will fear enemies very much. be skilful in sastras and
fine arts. be fond ofbathing. make-up etc.• and be splendor
ous.

Notes: Mars in Virgo will produce the following effects
for the various ascendents: .

Aries ascendant: Mars in Virgo will make the person
sickly, shortlfved, poor and liable. Taurus ascendant: a
female with Mars in Virgo will suffer from secret diseases.
abortions. surgical deliveries etc. If Mercury is there along
with Mars. she may beget twins. One with Mars in 5th will
lose children, will lack amicability with wife and children
and will always invite quarrels with others. On the whole,
this position of Mars will promote diseases of the abdomen.
Gemini ascendant: Ancestral properties will be at stake; the
native will not attain high education and will face risk from _
vehicles. Cancer ascendant: The native will have high
achievements in commercial activities. Progeny may lack if
Mars has no apprecfble strength. Leo ascendants: There
may be two marriages for the native. He will inherit huge
paternal property, but will lose the same soon ifMercury is
simultaneously in Pisces. Virgo ascendant: He will face all
kinds of evils and be sickly. Libra ascendant: Loss of wife,
venereal diseases, loss of money etc., will come to pass.
Scorpio ascenda,nt: The native will be the eldest issue
among the survivors. He will take to evil means to earn
money and will earn plentifully. Sagittarius ascendant: The
native will author books (particularly scriptures and will be
an exponent) and will become very famous in Mars dasa. He
will obtain only one but good son. Capricorn ascendant:
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scope, •goods derivable during Mars dasa, will only be
meagre. The native will enjoy high physical stamina, but
will be prone to many diseases. Sagittarius ascendant: The
subject will have numerous children, majority being fe
male, and will substantially gain monetarily. He will be
irascible. Even with plenty of resources, he will lack hap
piness. Capricorn ascendant: The native will live in aristo
cratic circumstances, will lack physical happiness, be
highly short-tempered, be not virtuous and will always be
after other women. Aquarius ascendant: Though the sub
ject will have all paraphernalia, occasional downfalls will
crop up. Too much ofexpenditure will mark the life. Pisces
ascendant: Fear from theft, loss of wife, huge gains will
come to pass.
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21-22. MARS IN AQUARIUS: If Mars is posited in
Aquarius at the time ofone's birth, he will be devoid ofboth
affection and purity, will look like an old person, will die a
bad death, will have spite, jealousy, untruthful disposition,
afIlicted speech and lost wealth, will be ugly, will have
(abundant) hair on the body, will lose money in gambling,
will be unsightly, will have miserable profession, be fond of
liquor and be unfortunate.

Notes: Mars posited in Aquarius will· deprive the na
tive of kindness, chastity etc. Though Mars reflects youth
in one's appearance, in this Old Man's sign, only aged traits
will be acquired by the subject. Death will be violent if
particularly Cancer ascends With Mars in Aquartus, Gam
'bling, misfortune addictability to intoxicants, adversity in
'profession etc., will be experienced. Remaining in Aquar
ius, Mars gives the following effects for various signs as
cending.

Aries ascendant: Mars in Aquartus will prove a source
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of miseries. The native will have only one elder brother.
Taurus ascendant: Education will be hindered, with Mars
in Aquarius. The subject will have falls from heights and
conveyances. Loss of children, gain through wife, heavy
expenditure etc., will follow. In female's chart, when Taurus
rises with Mars placed in Aquarius, menopause will appear
at an unusual age. Gemini ascendant: The native will not
have good terms with elders and co-born. He will be un
lucky and unhappy. Cancer ascendant: Longevity is cut
short with life becoming miserable. Not many children are
indicated. Leo ascendant: The spouse will be of question
able character and be highly libidinous. Marriage may
however bring fortunes. Virgo ascendant: The native will be
long-lived, free from diseases and will prevail over his
enemies. There will however be no understanding with co
born. Libra ascendant: The native's marriage will be de
layed; lack of happiness with wife and separation from wife
and children are denoted by this position of Mars. The
spouse may be sexually cold. For females, puberty will be
delayed. Scorpio ascendant: While landed property and
learning may be abundant, the subject will not be free from
high incidence of debts. Sagittarius ascendant: The native
will be cunning and miserly and will grab the wealth of his
co-born. He will be short of hearing. Capricorn ascendant:
No matter how big may be the earnings, this position of
Mars warns heavy financial losses. The subject will also
face loss of progeny. Aquanus ascendant: The native will be
active, irascible, unhealthy and profligate. Pisces ascen
dant: There will be loss of paternal wealth and high dose of
expenditure.
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23-24. MARS IN PISCES: Should Mars be in Pisces at
the time of one's birth, the person will be troubled by
diseases, will have indifferent children, will live in foreign
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countries, be insulted by his own relatives, wtiI lose all his
wealth by his cunning and cheating disposition, will be
depressed in spirits, be very miserable, will disrespect
elders and Brahmins, be unkind, will conceive (other's)
desires, be fond of praises and be famous.

Notes: Mars in Pisces will make the native timid, less
friendly and spiritless. There is a likelihood of his losing
wealth by his own evil thoughts. For different ascendants,
Mars in Pisces will produce the following possible effects:

Aries ascendant: The native will be subjected to all
kinds of miseries with Mars in the 12th. He will have fear
of drowning. Taurus ascendant: There may be two mar
riages to the native. (This is sure ifVenus is simultaneously
in Virgo). Gains will accrue through unfair means. Gemini
ascendant: The person will not be in good terms with
employers and will have checkered career. If Mercury as
pects Mars, favourable results will follow. Mars in 10th will
make a Gemini native a source of trouble to others and
pitiless. Cancer ascendant: The subject will lack paternal
bliss. He will earn through watery products, gold, electric
ity, teaching, banking etc. Leo ascendant: One will inherit
money through father only to spend away a major portion.
Maternal happiness will be a rarity. Educational aspect will
be strained. Much duress will be experienced during boy
hood. Many diseases will occur throughout life. Virgo
ascendant: TWs is not a happy position to have a long
living wife; During Mars dasa the spouse is prone to accute
danger. The native himself will be frequented by miseries
and misfortunes. Libra ascendant: Diseases like dropsy, in
digestion, burning sensation ofdigestive organs etc., will be
the order ofone's life. Penury will be markedly experienced
durtng Mars dasa. If Mercury is exalted simultaneously in
the 12th a superior Rajayoga is constituted promoting
fortunes and fame. Scorpio ascendant: The native may
acquire children but will lose. Occasionally'unhappiness
will be felt. Sagittarius ascendant: One will have mother of
questionable character unless Jupiter is auspiciously
posited. The position of Mars in Pisces also indicates a
shortliving mother. Capricorn ascendant: The subject will
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be brave, will encounter fraternal loss/wrath and will be
ordinarily happy. His mother will be attached more towards
his co-born than to him. Aquarius ascendant: One may lose
either wife or children. Though Mars is a Rajayogakaraka,
the 2nd house position does not promote frugality. Pisces
ascendant: If Mars dasa occurs in childhood, it may inflict
death. If the dasa coincides with later part of life the person
will enjoy great Rajayoga. There will be however lack of
physical comforts.
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25-30. MARS IN OWN RASI AND IN ASPECT TO OTH-

ERS: Should Mars at birth be in Aries/Scorpio and be
aspected. by the Sun, the person will possess wealth, wife
and children, be a king's minister, be a justice, be famous
and. be a charitable king. If the aspect is by the Moon, the
native will be bereft of mother, will have a wounded. body;
will hate his own people, will not have frtends, .be jealous
and will have female children. If Mercury aspects the said
Mars, the subject will be an expert in stealing others'
money, be a liar, be devoted. to Manmatha (i.e. highly
libidinous), be hostile and will frequently visit prostitutes.
If Jupiter lends his aspect to Mars as above, the native will
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Effects of Mercury in Various
Rasis
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1-2. MERCURY IN ARIES: If Mercury is in Aries at the
time of one's birth, the native will be fond of battles (be un
comprising), be very learned, wicked, emaciated, interested
in music and dance, be untruthful, be attached to sexual
pleasures, be a writer, will produce fictitious things, will eat
much, will lose hard-earned money, will incur debts and
imprisonment frequently and will be sometimes ficklem
inded and yet sometimes firm in disposition,

Notes: The placement of Mercury in Aries will give a
tendency of stubbornness and uncomprtstng nature. Even
at the slightest thought of sexual pleasure, the native will
get deeply merged in it and will be after women. He will face
frequent loss in transactions and accumulate debts, will be
a good eater and a good writer as well. He will be both firm
and infirm in disposition. If there are other combinations
warranting imprisonment, Mercury's position in Aries will
strengthen those. The native will be more a loser with
Mercury in Aries. (His occupation of Scorpio will also give
rise to similar unfavourable results, vide elokaIfi-IS infra),

Now a glance at the results of Mercury's position In
Aries while different Rasis become ascendant: Aries ascen
dant: The native will lose his mother or father early or may
live away from parents. Childhood will see frequent trouble,
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while the later period may be prosperous ifother favourable
positions emanate in the radix. The native may be piously
disposed. Taurus ascendant: He will not have many chil
dren, will not gain but be interested in religious activities.
Gemini ascendant: He will earn abundant money but is
susceptible to serious losses. He will be the eldest issue of
the family which is more certain if aspected by Jupiter or
Mars. Cancer ascendant: The dasa of Mercury will prove
fully beneficial. Leo ascendant: There will be yogabhanga
(obstruction of prosperity of the native) in Mercury dasa
and loss of paternal and self-made wealth in the hands of
enemies and in litigations. Virgo ascendant: He will be
short-lived, will face obstacles in all his undertakings and
will exhaust all ancestral properties. Libra ascendant: The
spouse will not be loyal to the native. The native will himself
be a profligate. Scorpio ascendant: The native will prove a
proficient writer, will have a long lease of life, will enjoy
Rajayoga in Mercury dasa, and will earn land, wealth and
others' properties. Sagittarius ascendant: He will enjoy
maternal happiness, conveyances lands and learning.
Father's death may be early if the Sun is not strong enough.
Aquarius ascendant: He will be exceptionally timid, will fear
speaking before public, will not maintain good relationship
with his elders and will have many sisters born after him.
Pisces ascendant: He will improve his monetary position
after marriage. If however Jupiter is in Libra, all earnings
will be lost and he will become abruptly bankrupt.
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3-4. MERCURY IN TAURUS: Should Mercwy be in
Taurus, the native will be skilful, eminently liberal; be
famous, will have knowledge of Vedas and sastras, be fond
of exercises, robes, ornaments and garlands, be firm in
disposition, will have sincerely earned wealth, will possess
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a chaste wife, will be a soft and sweet speaker, and be after
sexual satisfaction.

Notes: In Taurus, this planet proves very favourable in
many respects, in general while adversities will depend on
the ascendant and the planets aspectlng. Generally speak
ing, the native will be skilful in the matter of association
with females for carnal pleasures. The various ascendants
with Mercury in Taurus are able to produce the following
general effects:

Aries ascendant: One will suffer from some eye disease
or the other. (With Saturn and Mercury in Taurus it may
promote dental deficiencies). He will gain through cousins
and brothers. Savings may not be much; will earn more and
spend more. Taurus ascendant: He will be beautiful,
healthy, spiritual, learned and modest. His progemc ability
will not be at stake though Mercury is impotent by nature.
On the other hand, he will beget many issues. Gemini
ascendant: This position of Mercury in Taurus does not
confer beneficial results in its dasa but the native will be
liberal and will do only good acts. Cancer ascendant: He will
earn in fair ways but will sometimes incur losses. Leo
ascendant: Spiritual teachers, astrologers, vedic expo
nents, secretarial assistants etc., will do well to have Mer
cury in the lOth in Taurus. The native will earn abundant
fame, money etc. Virgo ascendant: He will be a source of
luck to the family. His father will particularly prosper. Libra
ascendant: This position denotes an ill-placed or ill-dis
posed father. The native will enjoy premarital sexual rela
tionship with many women. His marriage may consummate
only with great difficulty. His elder brothers may be a
source of disappointment. Sagittarius ascendant: He will
not enjoy a position with powers. His wife will be sickly.
Capricorn ascendant: He will have loss ofchildrenor those
~ be subject to frequent onslaught of diseases. Aquarius
ascendant: His mother will be of questionable character
unless Mercury is well-aspected. His learning will be hin
dered. Pisces ascendant; He will not be happy with brothers
and sisters. He may -have a step-mother.
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5-6. MERCURY IN GEMINI: If Mercury occupies
Gemini at birth, the subject will have an auspicious ap
pearance, will speak sweetly, be very afi1uent, be an able
speaker, be honourable, will give up his happiness, will
cohabit less, will have two wives, be fond of arguments, will
be learned in Vedas, Sastras etc., be a poet, be independent,
dear, very muniflcient, .proficient in work and will have
many sons and friends.

Notes: Mercury in Gemini gives a beautiful appear
ance. (This is more true if the sign in question ascends.). He
will have more than one marriage. He may sometimes lack
happiness but be highly intelligent. The following are the
general effects when Mercury is in Gemini in relatkm to the
12 ascending signs:

Aries ascendant: The native will have more female co
boms than male. He will be highly intelligent and will have
a sickly father. Taurus ascendant; He will earn plentilyand
save. If Jupiter from Sagittarius, is opposed to Mercury
there is a risk of one's becoming poor. If malefics join
Mercury in Gemini, it may be fatal. Gemini ascendant: If
Mercury is alone in the ascendant, he proves very auspi
cious. The native will have healthy body, wealthy family, be
highly intelligent, obstinate and pleasant in disposition.
(According to Bhrtgu Sutras, Mercury in Gemini or in Virgo
ascendant gives happiness from brothers and attainment of
heavens after death.) Cancer ascendant: The native will
have nothing left out of his earnings, and will be free from
diseases. Leo ascendant: He will be ever happy and will
earn by fair means. He will have more daughters. His
children will become very famous. virgo ascendant: One
will have significant position in life, be modest and be of
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good conduct. For such a native association with predictive
sciences can lead to prosperity. He will pursue earnings in
many a way. Libra ascendant; One will have an unfortunate
father who will flourish later on. Scorpio ascendant: He will
enjoy a long lease of life. If Saturn joins. it will be greater.
Mercury alone in the 8th in Gemini may cause obstacle's in
educational pursuits, open to betterment in years to come.
Sagittarius ascendant: One will obtain a chaste wife but a
few children. His Mercury period will confer significant
prosperity. Professionally he may be happy. Capricorn
ascendant: This placement of Mercury has a mixture of
both good and adverse fortunes. Sometimes it produces
in;eligious persons without code of conduct. Aquarius
ascendant: He will have intelligent progeny and more
female offspring. If Mercury receives unfavourable aspects
from the nodes, Mars or Jupiter, lunacy may result. For this
yoga. the strength and disposition of the Moon must be
reckoned. Pisces ascendant: The 4th house indications will
generally prosper. IfSaturn aspects Mercury in Gemini, the
native's wife may not get on well with the father of the
native.
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7 -8. MERCURYIN CANCER: One born with Mercury in
Cancer will be learned, will be fond of living in other
countries, be interested in cohabtting with women and also
in music, be fickleminded, prattling, Inirmcal to his own
relatives, will be fond of arguments, will lose wealth on
account of enmity with women, be of bad disposition. be
interested in many jobs. be a good poet and will be popular
on account of the fame of his ancestors.

Notes: When Mercury is in Cancer, the person's live
lihood may be in places other than his birth place, The
native will be fond ofentertainments. He will not be in good
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terms with his relatives. He will take pleasure in liaising
with courtezans and will spend heavily on this vice. (If
Cancer happens to be the 6th hosue with Mercury therein,
t.e. Aquarius ascending, he will be a first-rate drunkard.)
He takes birth in a family which is already popular and
famous. The native's personal disposition depends greatly
on the Moon in particular, and on other related planets in
general. What the 12 different ascendants are capable of
giving with Mercury fixed in Cancer, can be estimated from
the following account.

Aries ascendant: The child causes great pains to its
mother at the time of delivery and possible sickness or
debility to her prenatally. Normally he resides in a place
adjacent to water. He will have abundant fertile lands ~th
some litigations on account of them. Such natives are more
unexceptional to have cardiac afflictions, Should the Sun
join Mercury in Cancer, this calamity is more sure to follow.
Taurus ascendant; Mercury in his dasa may sustain the
prosperity given by Saturn dasa. The native's co-born may
gain from him whereas he will stand to lose' on their ac
count. Cancer ascendant: An undesirable position indeed
for good health, for it can cause mental instability and
nervous breakdown. Even dreaded diseases like paralysis
will take birth in the life of the native, if Saturn is related
to such Mercury. Leo ascendant: IfMercury is not alone but
with two favourable planets in the 12th, the person will
amass wealth. Otherwise, there will be expenses in astro
nomical proportions. Virgo ascendant: He will gain through
water and water-born products. He will either be the eldest
issue of the family or will be residing with his elder brother
or sister for a long period. Libra ascendant: If Mars joins
Mercury in Cancer in the lOth for Libra ascendant, the
native's father will have fear or danger from water. Mercury
alone in Cancer will denote serious trouble for mother's
longevity. Scorpio ascendant: The native will not receive
any help from his father. Alternatively the father may be
short-lived. Sagittarius ascendant: There is a lot in want in
married life and public relations. Frequent changes in live
lihood are denoted by this position. Capricorn ascendant:
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. The married life is a little better with Mercury in Cancer for
Capricorn ascendant as compared to Sagittarius counter
part. There will be unfruitful wanderings in Mercury's
major period. Aquarius ascendant: Frequent expenditure
on health of children and misfortunes to the subject are
denoted. Pisces ascendant: He will get beneficial results in
Mercury dasa. Generally, one will worship a female deity
and obtain her blessings.
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9-10. MERCURY IN LEO: Should the planet Mercury

occupy Leo at one's birth, the native will not possess even
bit of wisdom (~Tis a bit and hence ;rT.,~~T is interpreted
thus), be famous in the world, be hot truthful, will possess
a weak memory, be wealthy, be not strong, will indulge in
fratricide, be unfortunate in respect of wife, be independ
ent, mean in conduct, be a servant, be devoid of children,
be against his own race but be favourable to others.

Notes: Gnana kala pariheeno has been interpreted by
some commentators that the native will lack wisdom and
will be devoid of association with arts. However, according
to kalyana Varma, the native with Mercury in Leo may lack
wisdom. Even Varaha M1h1ra in his Brthat Jataka (ch. 18,
sloka 10) uses the word ql' denoting absence of wisdom.
Ounakara of Horamakaranda (1496 A.D.) too uses the
same word in this context.

This position of Mercury, however, should be favour
able for world-wide fame. The native will be unhelpful to his
co-born, whether he literally kills them or not. Children and
marriage may not give him happiness. Sometimes, there is
a chance of the native not obtaining progeny at all with
Mercury in Leo. His memory cannot also be of much help
to him in times of requirement. '
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In individual cases of different ascendants, Mercury in
Leo produces the undermentioned effects:

Aries ascendant: This is an ascendant which lacks
absolute wisdom with Mercury in the 5th in Leo. The
subject will not have happy progeny. Taurus ascendant:
This position may prove a maraka for the mother. More so
in Mercury's major period. Without meaning any disrespect
to the original text, we may say that the person will be
intelligent and wise, for the statement originally made and
rendered is only a qeneraltsatton. Gemini ascendant:
Dryness of throat, its burning sensation, gruff/shivering
voice, trembling hands etc., are some results to be consid
ered on adverse side. There are advantages with this posi
tion of Mercury to-a fortunate parent, resources through
forests etc., and lands, though uncultivable. Virgo ascen
dant: There will be a tendency to seek sexual gratifications
in unnatural ways, joblessness for a greater part in life,
emaciated body and poverty. If Mars joins Mercury in the
12th. blood transfusions may be occasionally required if
helped by the Moon. the need does not arise as above. Libra
ascendant; Mercury in the lith in a dry sign as lord of the
12th and 9th may make money some what scarce. The
fortunes of the native are also susce"ptible to break downs.
Should Venus join with strength, then the position gets
quick relief. Scorpio ascendant: Though one may call it
'Amala Yoga' with Mercury in the 10th it does not prove
useful to the native; on the other hand it generates some
worry or the other. This baneful planet for the ascendant in
question posited in Leo forebodes definite early evil to
mother. She may not have any more living children follow
ing the native under consideration. Sagittarius ascendant:
This position suggests tastelessness in married life and
absence of progeruc ability in the wife. If however she has
strong disposition of 5th lord/Jupiter and the like, this
defect is greatly modified. Capricorn ascendant: The sub
ject's eye sight will develop defects at a very young age.
Misfortunes in his life will not be uncommon. Aquarius
ascendant: Though the wife may be of good disposition, she
is bound to be barren or sickly. His children will, if ob-
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tained, be not very tntelllgent. Pisces ascendant; Married
life may be long-lasting, with public relations unfruitful
and strained. Inflow of money and its outflow seem to have
equilibrium.
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11-.12. MERCURY IN VIRGO: If Mercury occupies his
exaltation sign (Virgo) at the time of one's birth, the native
will be quite virtuous, eloquent, skilful, will have knowledge
of writmg (i.e. be an exponent) and poetry, be learned in
fine/mechanical arts, be sweet in disposition, be liked by
women, be not much virile, be the eldest son of family, be
honoured by virtuous, be disposed. to serve others, modest,
argumentative, famous, charitable and strong.

Notes: Mercury's exaltation detracts the virility of the
person, according to the original text. Obviously because
this planet rules' impotence in a person and its strength
gives rise to more Impotence. The 5th lord's position and
Jupiter also stand for consideration. Remaining In Virgo,
Mercury will produce following results for the 12 different
ascendants:

Aries ascendant: While an authority says that Mercury
in the 6th in Virgo promotes debts, enemies and diseases
fully, it seems this position combats these adversities. (We
cannot say that these defects will be completely offset. To
some extent one has to suffer these debacles with Mercury
in Virgo in the 6th.). Taurus ascendant: Should Mercury be
in the 5th in Virgo, the subject enjoys excellent RaJayoga
with wealth, conveyances and high position. His children
may reach good status in their lives. Gemini ascendant.
Even if the Sun severely combusts Mercwy in the 4th in
Virgo, according to Jataka ParlJata the person receives
abundant education. He may professionally prosper. Can-
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cer ascendant; His co-born will be instrumental for his good
fortunes. Mercury dasa will give only mixed results. Leo
ascendant: When Mercury occupies the 2nd in exaltation,
the person will be an expert speaker, will have appealing
face. will gain huge sums and will live long. He will also
obtain hidden wealth and be successful in competitions
etc. Virgo ascendant: The native will earn abundant fame,
learning and wealth. He will attain heights in life in Mer
cury dasa. Professionally he will remain well-placed
throughout. Libra ascendant: He will spend his money on
charity, religious acts etc. Mercury does not make much
contribution to the native's prosperity when occupying the
12th in exaltation. Scorpio ascendant: The native will enjoy
a long span of life and will earn wealth unmteruptedly.
However, he is not free from troubles of general nature.
Sagittarius ascendant: He will obtain a spouse ofa supreme
class possessing all virtues, and will enjoy great position in
life. It is possible that there will be frequent debacles in
earnings. His spouse can look forward to excellent under
standing with her mother-in-law. Capricorn ascendant:
The native will be a synonym of fortune. Particularly his
Mercury dasa will take him to enviable heights. Aquarius
ascendant: Mercury will only give an ordinary yoga. Gener
ally. such natives acquire more female children. Lives to
them will be more miserable than happy with Mercury in
exaltation in Virgo in the 8th. The life is ofcourse for a long
span. Pisces ascendant; Marriage will prove a beneficial
contract. The latter part of Mercury dasa may inflict death.
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13-14. MERCURY IN LIBRA: If Mercury falls in Libra
at the time of one's birth the native will possess knowledge
of arts, be intent upon arguments, be an able speaker, will
spend money lavishly, will have business in various dtrec-
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tiens, will honour wtsemen, guests. gods and preceptors
(elders), be skilful in pretending to serve others, be amiable,
devoted to gods, fraudulent, fickle-minded and sometimes
short-tempered and yet sometimes (notably) peaceful.

Notes: Remaining in Libra. Mercury will produce fol
lowing different effects according to different Lagnas. .

Aries ascendant: Mercury in the 7th in Libra may give
. --a brilliant. .educated and beautiful spouse. who will also be

cunning. unadjustable, sickly and lavish. Sometimes in the
post-marital life, the native himself may be subjected to
diseases. There is also a possibility of unhappy marriage if
the Sun is simultaneously in deep fall, joining Mercury. It
has been observed in our experience that the Sun/Mercury
yoga in the 7th gives an Aries native marriage out of his
religion and even country. Taurus ascendant: Mercury in
Libra gives worries on account of monetary problems and
ofchildren. The person may develop speech problems in the
initial part of life but may become all right latter on if.
Jupiter is favourably placed in angle/trine. IfJupiter is not
so posited while Ketu/Rahu join Mercury in the Bth, the
defect is perennial. If the Ashtaka Varga bindus are not
favourable in the' 2nd/6th. this is all the more certain.
Gemini ascendant: There may be numerous female chil
dren. The native will beget all comforts in life. Cancer
ascendant: The native wtllrecefve high education, inspite of
the fact that Mercury rules the 3rd and 12th. Leo ascen
dant: The native will enjoy fortunes through his sisters. His
financial status will gradually improve throughout. During
Mercury dasa there will be abundant prosperity. Virgo
ascendant: There will be danger to life during boyhood,
particularly for one starting with Mercury dasa. Monetarily,
there will be overall satisfaction. The native proves an able
speaker and earns money through his speeches etc. Libra
ascendant: Birth may not be in good circumstances of the
family. It is however profitable and fortunate in the-middle
of life. High expenditure, misfortunes to father through the
native or vice versa and death in own village will result.
Scorpio ascendant: This confers a long span of life whj.le
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boyhood will be full of hurdles. Life will not be a bed of roses
but will have a thorny path ahead with Mercury in 12th in

.Libra. Sagittarius ascendant: Plenty of money through
ancestors and through marriage will result most of which
will however be at stake. Many obstacles will have to be
faced in profession and money matters. Death or trouble to
an elder brother / sister may follow the native's birth. Cap
ricorn ascendant: Very fortunate circumstances will prevail
in professional sphere. They are more successful business
men than any others. If Saturn joins Mercury effectively,
one may become notable among medical men. Aquarius
ascendant: Mercury in Libra will give mixed results about
one's fortune and general among prosperity. The native's
birth may portend evil to father. Pisces ascendant: The
subject may seek physical relationship with many women.
Married life may not be satisfactory, only tending to sepa
ration. Intelligent co-born, problems relating to throat/
lungs and sadistic disposition will result. One may be
harsh in speech.
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15-16. MERCURY IN SCORPIO: If Mercury is posited
in Scorpio, one will experience troubles, grief and evils, will
hate the virtuous, will be devoid of truth, religion and
shame, be a dunce, be not virtuous, be a miser, will cohabit
with wicked women, be fond of giving cruel punishments,
be not out spoken, be interested in blameworthy jobs, will
incur debts, will join base men, and will steel other's prop
erties.

Notes: For various ascendants, Mercury in Scorpio
will give different results as below:

Aries ascendant: The subject will develop many vices
and fall in bad people's company during adolescence. One
will aquire an extravagant spouse. The life span will be
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long. Taurus ascendant: There may be wide difference of
opinion with the near and dear. Even the spouse may be
short-lived. Mercury dasa will give extraordinarily benefic
results; more so ifVenus joins Mercury in Scorpio. Gemini
ascendant: This is not a good position for mother's longev
ity. The native will himselfbe unfortunate in more than one
way. Cancer ascendant: The subject will enjoy abundant
riches, conveyances, and learning and supreme position.
One of the parents will be seriously afflicted with the birth
of the native. Virgo ascendant: The native's father will
prosper significantly. Paternal earnings will be likely sacri
ficed to co-born. Libra ascendant: Dental diseases, sight
defects and short life may result out of Mercury's position
in Scorpio in the 2nd. Scorpio ascendant: The native's boy
hood will not instil hopes ofa fair longevity. He will be sickly
throughout and will suffer from many diseases and from
some kind of physical deformity. If Ketu joins in the ascen
dant, there is a possibility of lameness and unobstructed
thievish disposition. Sagittarius ascendant: A ruffian is
born with Mercury in the 12th in Scorpio. Regardlessness
for marital bonds will be more pronounced in such a native.
Early death of mother is denoted by this position. Capricorn
ascendant: There will be huge gains. Earnings will be made
very tactfully. Aquarius ascendant: There will be ups and
downs in profession but the subject will, on the whole,
highly prosper. The initial half of Mercury dasa will bestow
very beneficial results. Pisces ascendant: The native will
acquire many landed properties.
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17·18. MERCURY IN SAGl1TARIUS: Should. Mercwy

be in Sagittarius, the native will be famous, liberal, will
have knowledge of Vedas and Sastras, be valorous, will
practise abstract meditation, be a minister, or a family
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priest, be chief among his race-men, will be very rich, be
interested in performing yagnas and teaching (Vedas etc.),
be a skilful speaker, be charitable, and be an expert in
writing and fine arts.

Notes: Mercury in Sagittarius will produce following
various effects for various ascendants:

Aries ascendant: There will be success over and gains
through enemies, litigations, cousins etc. The native may
be inimical to his father. Taurus ascendant: Frequent dis
eases and heavy expenditure will result. Monetarily the
person is never happy. He will lack intelligence and happi
ness from children. His Mercury dasa will deprive him
benefic effects of even the other good yogas. Gemini ascen
dant: He will beget a chaste, good looking and obedient
wife. However, Mercury dasa may portend danger either to
self or spouse. Cancer ascendant: The native may be ad
dicted to vices. (According to our observations, when the
12th lord occupies a fiery sign, the person resorts to
smoking ).Their vices may be more towards a sphere in
which extra cleverness is involved for example gambling. If
Mercury is an excellent, growth of prosperity, in Mercury
dasa. If otherwise connected, there will be adverse results.
Leo ascendant: The native will be fortunate in respect of
children and means. Virgo ascendant: He will achieve an
unobstructed growth in regard to profession and reach
enviable heights, possibly as a religious teacher, exponent
of meditation and the like. MaterIal side of work includes.
teaching in educational institutions, mathematician etc.
Libra ascendant: The native's father will acquire good for
tunes. One. of the younger brothers may be a source of
trouble to the native. Diseases of the calves or thinness of
legs/feet etc., may result. Scorpio ascendant: Ftnancially
the native is always at a loss. Occasionally gains may be
there to be only overpowered by losses. Mercury dasa
coinciding with boyhood may be a killer while in the later
part of life this dasa may create various kinds of obstacles
in domestic life. Sagittarius ascendant: There will be overall
happiness. wealth etc. Mercury in this ascendant will prove
highly auspicious. If Jupiter or Saturn join him. the. native
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will amass millions in modem value. Capricorn ascendant:
Mercury alone in the 12th in Sagittarius will again prove
quite beneficial. The father of the native may be in separa
tion from family. He seldom helps the native in his advance
ment. Aquarius ascendant; It confers a long span of life to
the elder brother/sister of the native. The native may de
velop problems of hearing. He will be generally free from
enemies if Mercury is related to Jupiter, Mars or Saturn.
Pisces ascendant: Almost similar results as for Sagittarius
ascendant will accrue. But richness cannot go that far.
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19-20. MERCURY IN CAPRICORN: If Mercury is in
Capricorn at birth, the native will be mean, dull, impotent,
will do others' work, be devoid of virtues. be subjected to
various kinds of miseries, will dream. wander etc.,be a tale
bearer, be untruthful, devoid of relatives, dirty and timid.

Notes: Mercury. who is himself an impotent planet. if
be in Capricorn (or Aquarius) owned by Saturn, another im
potent planet the effects will only be adverse. The native
cannot make any progressive achievements. See how the
planet Mercury reacts from Capricorn according to various
ascendants:

Aries ascendant: The native will not be happy in pro
fession. He will frequently change the career part of life.
Impotence to brother is denoted by this position. Taurus
ascendant: This is however a good position for Mercury to
give enough monetary gains and Raja Yoga. The native will
not have progenic ability. Gemini ascendant: The native
Jacks in general and is devoid of maternal happiness in
particular. He will not receive much education. Ifat all he
acquires some landed property, it will only be uncultivable
lands. Cancer ascendant: Should Mercury be in Capricorn
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for this ascendant, the native will see inimical disposition
of the wife for a considerable part of life. The wife will be very
extravagant. The subject may have slight defect in legs. Leo
ascendant: With Mercury in the 6th, the native will run
through fmancially difficult periods for a major part of life.
Virgo ascendant: The native with Mercury in Capricorn will
obtain twins. He will occupy significant positions in fields
like teaching, writing, occult sciences, etc. Libra ascendant:
The native's father may be fortunate while mother's longev
ity is affected adversely if Saturn is not strong. Alterna
tively, the mother may suffer from serious sickness. Scorpio
ascendant: The native will have a long lease of life but lesser
degree of intelligence. Sagittarius ascendant: Mercury in
Sagittarius will give abundant wealth. right from birth.
Jupiter's joining may weaken the good effects in regard to
wealth. Capricorn ascendant: The native will be very fortu
nate but may suffer from irrecoverable sickness. Aquarius
ascendant: This position of Mercury will affect the longevity
of the native and the scope of obtaining progeny as well.
Pisces ascendant: Marriage will prove a beneficial tie and
the native will be brought up by his mother with extreme
care and affection.
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21-22. MERCURY IN AQUARIUS: Should Mercury be

in Aquarius at birth, the subject will be bereft of good dis
position and good deeds, be attached to many religious
acts, will give up doing worthy things, be insulted by
others, be Impure, be not virtuous, be very wicked, be
inimical to wife, be devoid of carnal pleasures, be very
unfortunate. very timid, impotent, dirty and modest.

Notes: Mercury in Aquarius will give following results
for different ascendants:
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Aries ascendant: The native will earn abundantly and
through unfair means. He will have more sisters and be
come fortunate through them. Taurus ascendant: He will
stand to make huge commercial gains. Gemini ascendant:
He will enjoy great paternal bliss and legendary luck.
Cancer ascendant: Only difficulties exist throughout. Leo
ascendant: A very cunning wife is indicated by Mercury In
Aquarius. However, she will be a signpost for the native's
fortunes. Virgo ascendant: There will be adversities
through litigations while diseases will trouble the person.
Even other Rajayogas may become ineffective in Mercury
dasa. Libra ascendant: The native will procure very obedi
ent and favourable children. Mercury dasa will confer
excellent results on him. Scorpio ascendant: Though there
may be seeming obstructions in one's learning, with Mer
cury in Aquarius, the native can become highly learned.
Maternal bliss may lack to some extent if Saturn is not
favourable. With the ascendant lord Mars becoming unfa
vourable by weak shadbala etc., a dismal picture will be
painted by fate in respect ofgeneral happiness ofthe native.
Sagittarius ascendant: IfMercury occupy Aquarius at birth,
one will see very limited success in professional life. Cap
ricorn ascendant: For this ascendant, Mercury in Aquarius
will bestow all kinds of wealth. A great deal of paternal
inheritance is indicated. Aquarius ascendant: Longevity is
quite minimum with Mercury in LagnaThere will be more
obstacles in life than easiness. Pisces ascendant: Mercury
in Aquarius does not produce any significantly good results
but trials and tribulations.
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23-24. MERCURY IN FALL: Should Mercury be in
Pisces, one will-be fond of good conduct and purity, will live
in foreign countries, be issueless, poor, will have a chaste
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wife, be virtuous, fortunate, be devoid of religion, be skilful
in stitching etc., and be devoid or profane knowledge,
aquaintance with sastras and fine arts, will be proficient in
bagging other's wealth and will be devoid of wealth.

Notes: Mercury is in fall in Pisces and only in excep
tional circumstances will be in a position to bestow auspi
cious results. For various ascendants, he produces under
mentioned effects:

Aries ascendant: The initial part of Mercury dasa will
prove highly ominous while the later part will be quite
favourable. Taurus ascendant: The position of Mercury in
11th will cause ear defects, misunderstandings with elder
brothers or their early demise and unfortunate children 'Yill
result. Gemini ascendant: The native will do unpleasant
and illegal acts, will have obstructed professional prospects
and will lack maternal bliss. Cancer ascendant: Always
there is an element of ill-luck with Mercury in Pisces.
Father's affection will not be enjoyed by the native. Leo
ascendant: The native's survival will be in doubt right from
the boyhood, t.e. indications of short life will be often
produced by this position. Virgo ascendant: Marriage will
be wrecked to pieces. This position will normally cause
lasting separation/divorce etc. Libra ascendant: The native
will be always a loser at the hands of his enemies and
litigations. Scorpio ascendant: The subject will be quite
dullwitted, will suffer from abdominal disorders and his
wife will give birth to dead children. If a child were alive, it
is a source of misery to him. Sagittarius ascendant: Mer
cury in Pisces will deprive the native of all kinds of general
happiness and learning. The native will be an absolute
failure in the matter of profession and will suffer abject
poverty. Capricorn ascendant: Posited in Pisces, Mercury
will be a source o~ peculiar diseases and inimical co-born.
A very unlucky person is thus born with Mercury in this
sign while Capricorn ascends. Aquarius ascendant: Mone
tarily, the native will be a wreck. Cut short life will be
thrusted on the native. Ptsces ascendant: The native will be
himself a residence for vast miseries. Marital bliss, if at all
marriage is consummated, will be a day-dream.
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215·30. MERCURY IN ARIES/ SCORPIO AND ASPECTED
BY. OTHERS: Should Mercury occupy a sign of Mars at
birth and be aspected by the Sun, the person will be
truthful, be very happy, be honoured by the king, and be
patiently disposed. If the aspecting planet be the Moon, the
native will steal the hearts of the fair sex, will serve others,
be dirty and be bereft ofvirtues. IfMars aspects Mercury as
above, one will be a liar, a sweet speaker, will promote
quarrels, be learned, affluent, dear to king and valorous.
Should it be Jupiter that aspects Mercury as above, one will
be happy, will possess a glossy and hairy physique, will
have attractive hair, will be very rich, will command others
and be sinful. If Venus aspects Mercury as above, the
subject will be in royal service, be fortunate, principal
among men or in his town, will speak skilfully, be trustwor
thy and will be endowed with a wtfe. Saturn aspecting
Mercury in a house of Mars denotes that. the person will
experience miseries, be fierce, be intent upon doing cruel

. activities, and be devoid of his own men.
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31·36. MERCURY IN TAURUS/LIBRA IN ASPECT TO
OTHERS: Should Mercury be in a house of Venus and be
aspected by the Sun, the subject will suffer from penury
and accute grief, will have a sick physique, be interested in
serving others and will be censured. If the Moon aspects
Mercury as above, the native will be trustworthy, affluent,
firmly pious, devoid of Sickness, will have lasting family
ties, be famous, and be a king's minister. Should Mars lend
his aspect to Mercury as above, the native will be troubled
by diseases and enemies, be distressed, will incur royal
insult and will be deprived of all worldly objects. Jupiter
aspecttng Mercury as stated above Indicates that the native
will be highly learned, will fulfil his promise, will be leader
of a country/city/group of men, and be famous. If Venus
aspects Mercury as mentioned above, the person will be
fortunate, soft in disposition, be happy, will enjoy good
robes make up etc., and will steal the hearts of the fair-sex,
IfSaturn throws his aspect on Mercury in a house ofVenus,
the subject will be devoid ofhapptness, be dirty, will expe
rience many diseases and evils. will be subjected to grief on
account of his relatives and be distressed.
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37-42. MERCURY IN OWN HOUSE AND IN ASPECT TO
OTHERS: Should Mercury be in Gemini/Virgo and be
aspected by the Sun, the native will speak truth, be fortu
nate, dear to king, be a lord himself, be polite in his
activities and be liked by all. Should the planet Mercury be
in his own house and receive the aspect of the Moon, the
person will be sweet in dtsposttion, garrulous, will promote
quarrels, be interested in acquiring sastraic knowledge,
flrm and will succeed in all his undertakings. If the aspect
is from Mars, the person will have an injured body, be dirty,
be a genius, will serve the king and be dear to him. IfJupiter
be the aspecting planet, one will be a kmg's minister, be
excellent, be beautiful, charitable, rich, be endowed with
his own men and be courageous. IfVenus lends his aspect
to Mercwy as above, the native will be highly learned be a
royal employee. be a messenger, will honour friendship and
will be interested in base women. IfSaturn aspects Mercury
as above, one will be progresstve-mlnded, be modest. will
achieve success in undertakings started by him, and.wfll be
wealthy with money and clothes.
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43-48. MERCURY IN CANCER IN ASPECT TO OTHERS:
Should Mercury be in Cancer, in aspect to the Sun, one will
be a.dhoby, or a gardener or a house-builder or gemsmith.
If the Moon aspects Mercury as abeve, one will be deprived
of wealth (or energy of the physique) on account of women

. and will be miserable for the same reason. If Mars lends his
aspect to Mercury in Cancer, he will not have much learn
ing, be garrulous, be a great liar, will produce fictitious
things, be a thief and will be affectionate in speech. If
Jupiter aspects Mercury as above, one will be a great
scholar, very dear (to all), be fortunate, dear to the king and
will cross the boundaries of learning. Should Venus aspect
Mercury as above one will be equal to Cupid in appearance,
will possess attractive physique, be well-versed in the art of
singing and in playing musical instruments, be fortunate
and softly disposed.. If saturn aspects Mercury as above,
one will be fond ofvanity, be sinful, will face imprisonment,
be devoid of virtues and will hate co-born and elders.
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49-54. MERCURY IN LEO IN ASPECT TO OTHERS: If
Mercury occupies Leo at birth and is aspected by the Sup,
the native will be jealous, rich, virtuous, cruel, mean,
fickle-minded and shameless. If the Moon aspects Mercwy
as above, .one will be veI)' beautiful, very skilful, be inter
ested in poetry, fine arts, music and dance, be wealthy, and
virtuous. If Mars lends l;Us aspect to MereuI)' as above, one
will be base, miserable, physically injured, unskilful and
impotent. If.dupiter aspects MereuI)' as above, one will be
beautiful, very learned, be a gifted speaker, be very famous,
and be endowed with attendants and conveyances. IfVenus
be the aspectmg planet, one will possess unparallel beauty,
be softly disposed, w.:1 have an attractive face, will have
many conveyances, be very courageous and be a minister.
If Saturn aspects Mercwy as above, one will be tall in
stature, be splendourless, be ugly, will emanate bad smell
from body out of sweat and be miserable.
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81-68. MERCURYIN SATURN'S HOUSE IN ASPECT TO
OTHERS: If Mercury be in a house of Saturn and is
aspected by the Sun, one will be a boxer, be very strong, one
will eat abundantly, be censured, will speak sweetly and be
famous, If the Moon aspects Mercury as above, he will
derive his livelihood through water. be plentiful, will sell
flowers, liquor and bulbs (vegetables), will have fierce
appearance and be firm (Le, not moving .much). If Mars
aspects Mercury as above, one will be inftnn in speech, be
calm in disposition, bashful and happy. If Jupiter aspects
Mercury as stated. above, he will be endowed with abundant
money and grains, be honoured in his village/town and by
his men, be happy and be famous. If Venus aspects Mer
cury as above, he Will be the husband of a base woman, be
ugly, be unintelligible, be troubled. by sexual passion and
will have many sons. If Saturn aspects Mercury as above,
he will be sinful, very poor, miserable and mean.
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Thus ends the 26th chapter, enUtied. 'F;[fects of Mer
cury' in Kalyana.Varma's SaravalL
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